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PREFACE
Sine
its inception in 19?1, the Equation
of State and Opacity Croup (T-4) of the Los
AIanoa N6tfonal Laboratory,
has developed
tlk?ories and nmdels and calculated,
canpiled,
ad
analyzed equation of state, opacity, amf
other related data.
The Equation of State
Lfbrary,
initiated by my predecessor,
John F. Barnea, contains these data
computer-baaed
data files available
for direct appliution.

in
to usern

This booklet is the first in a series of
planned T-4 Handbooks
to give the uner an
overview amf bac~round
information
cm our
compute r- baBed 1 fbraries.
It containn
computer generated
equation of #tate data in a
compressed
format for quick look-up.
An
expanded version vfl 1 contafn more detaf led
in fOIIMtiOn.
Alttxxgh first 1“ a serf en of
planned publfcaticms,
this booklet fs not
volmie 18, bemuse
Iogiqally a descriptfcm
of
theories for equation of state models and of
methods for calculations
should precede the
res”lta of the ●quatfons of state that are
aummnrfzed
here.
It is planned that volw.e Ia
till give descrfptfonn
of theories and models,
uhf le volune Ib wil 1 be an expanded versfon of
tbe present booklet.
Other volmen
wfl 1
aunmarfze
opacitfen
a“d conduct ivf ties.
Walt er F.
Huebner
Croup Leader, T-4
3 Hay, 1986
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ABSTRACT
This manual is a compilation
of
description
of the equations
of state (EOS)
in the T-4 computerized
library of material
properties
tables.
The introduct ion gives a
brief description
of the library and of the
physics theories and models which were used to
calculate
the equat iona of state.
Then each
EOS is described
in detail.
First, various
physical parameters
of each theoretical
EDS
are tabulated and compared with experiments
when available.
Then the mthod
of generating
Finally,
the
the EOS is briefly described.
tables are plot ted in terms of pressure and
erwrgy vs den.sfty along lines of constant
temperature.
1.

INTRODUCTION

l%.? SESAME Equation-of-State
(EOS)
Library is a standardized,
cmnputer-based
library which containg tables of thermodynamic
properties
for a wide range of materials
over
a wide range of physical
regions (fran ambient
to astrophysical
conditions) . The Library
currently
contains data for about 70
.ut.srials, including metals, minerals,
polymers, mixtures,
and simple atomic and
molecular
species.
The purpose of this
docum?nt is to sufficiently
describe each of
1

the EOS’S so that the usere of the Library may
make educated decisions
as to whether a
particular
EOS is appropriate
for their needs.
In the Library,

pressure

and

energy

(and

itf Mme-”cases
free energy) are tabulated as
functicms of density and temperature.
For
some materials,
separate pressure and energy
tables are available
for the thermal
elect rcmic and thermal ionic contributions.
These are cal led two-temperature
tables.
The Library has been developed and is
maintained
by the Equation
of State and
Opacity Crcmp (T-L) of the Theoretical
Divisfon of Los Alamos National Laboratory.
It is available
to all interested
part les both
inside and outside the Laboratory.
This doctment will describe the Library
How.2ver, the Library
as it is in June 1984.
is actually in a constant state of f:ux.
EOS’S for existing materials
are upgraded when
aml new ones are being constantly
;;.e;~iate,
Most of the EOS’S are generated by the
members of Croup T-4; hmever,
we are
constantly
on the lookout
generated by others (e.g.
of Stamiards and Lawrenc+
Laboratory)
to add to the

for quality EOS’S
, the National
Bureau
Livermore
National
Library.

The aim of the custodians
of the SESAME
Library is to include thermedy”amical ly
~elf-ccmslst.mt
EOS’ ~ that are conp”t.sd with
the best available
physics models and that
agree with available experimental
realistic
time constraints.

2

data--give”

II.

HISTORICAL

DEVSLOPMEWT

The SESAME P.quatfon-of-State
Library came
into existence
in 1971 under the direction of
J. 8arnes.
Initially,
all the EOS’S were
calculated
using a prccedure developed
by
J. Sarnes and J. Rood.
They generated
about
30 EOS’S frw
1972 to 1975, and since many of
these remain in the Library, their method will
be described
in some detail.
Even though the
method is semi -emp frical and is based on
fairly simple physical models, the EOS’S
prcd”ced are general ly adequate , especially
for high-temperature
applications.
In fact,
we have no more sophisticated
models today for
generating
the EOS’S of complicated
compounds.
Above 1 eV (1 eV = 116~.5
K), Sarnes and
Rood used old YAPLE EOS tables.
The tL4PLE
tables were for the most part calculated
by
R. D. Cowan using a l%omas-Fermi-DIrac
modell
for the electronic
part of the I?OS.
no
correct ions were added to this basis : a
nuclear con rlb”ticm and an empirical
i
correct ion,
the purpose of which was to force
the experiwntal
zero-pressure
density and
bulk modulus to b.? reproduced . The MAPLE
170S’S were adequate at high temperatures,
but
unreliable
at low temp.?rat”res.
Most notably,
they did “ot always .acc”rately reprcd”ce
experimental
H“goni.ot data.
When Uarnes and
Rood began the SESAME library, they developed
a method which would improve the
low-temperature
rey,ion.

~vlded
Alamos

National

by J.
Laboratory.

3

Barnes

at Los

They gmerated
the pressures
on the cold
low
curve wi th a “modi f led-!lorse” model
denalty:

at

P=-

b V
bav
(qe r -e
),

~n2/3

where
v:l-rl-lf3,

?:

Ploo

,

ba:3+br-3Bo,

and

B. = experimental
at T-O.

adiabatic

bulk

modulus

The constants
br and a were determined
by
matching
the mod-i.lorse cold curve onto a
Thomas-Fe rmi-Dirac cold curve used at hi8her
densities.
(Sometimes,
a Strai8ht
Thomas- Ferr.f model was used in order
a better awtch. )

to obtain

For the finite temperature
isotherms
(below 1 eV), Barnes and Rood ignored thermal
excitation
of the electrons and assumed that
the total pr+ssure 1s 8iven by the cold curve
contribution
plus a lattice contribution:

P(p,T)

- Pc(p)

+ Pn(P,T)

L

.

The thermal nuc lear contribution
was
calculated
wfth a De bye model.
Thin requires
knowledge of the CrUneisen
parameie; ac. a
function of density which can be obtained
either frca the cold curve or, in some caws,
from experimental
data.
No melting was
incl~ed.
After the pressure
table was calculated ,
the energies were computed by integration.
The EOS was the” compared with experimental
Hugoniot data . If necessary,
the coefficients
in the De bye model were adjusted
i“ order to
prcd”ce a good match between the theoretical
EOS and Hugonfot experiments.
After the SF.SAME Icu-temperature
table
was completed,
the MMW
table was shifted so
that the l-eV isotherms of the two tables
would match.
There was always a slight
discontinuity
since the rrmd-tlorse EOS did “c.t
include ele..trcm thermal contributions.
1“ expansion below 1 eV, Ikrnes and Rood
a virial series EOS.
The coefficients
of
the virial expansion
were determined
by
❑atching the thermal pr~ssure a“d the slope of
the thermal pressure with respect to density
at P. (reference
density).
The van der Waalg
loops were generally
replaced by vapor
pressures
calculated
from a Maxwell
used

construction,
unl+ss a tension region was
This technique
sewmd
specifically
req”estad.
to reproduce other theoretical
estirates
of
critical
points well.
This

prccedure

for calculating

EOS’S

has

been called the Sarnes-Cowan-Rood
t.schniq”e.
It is referred to often i“ the detailed

5

descriptions
of the Library
whfch follow.
111.

CURRENT

equations

PHYSICAL

of state

YOOZLS

Rarnes and Rood did an excellent
job at
providing a large “umber of EOS’S for a wide
variety of materials.
However,
in the years
slncs that time, other researchers
have been
improving on the EOS’S added to the SESAME
Library by using more sophisticated
physical
theories and models.
If canputing
time permits, the
researchers
1“ T-b “ns the following method
for gewrating
a“ equation of state.
They
first assume that the pressures and energies
are a sum of three separate contrib”ti.o”s:
cold curve (1 .e. , zero-kelvin) , nuclear
thermal, and electron
thermal (Ptotal . p= +
F’” + P,).
The cold curve contributions
are
calculated
with electron hand theory using a
formulation
such as APW (augmented
plane
wave), LWTO (li”earlzed
m“ffi”-ti”
orb ftal),
or KKR

(Korrlnga,

Kohn,

and Rostoker).

The electron
therul
contrib tio”s are
!?
calculated
from the INFERNO model
(due to
D. A. Libmma”),
~ich
is described
next f“
some detal 1.
In the INFERNO model , an atomic n“cl.sus
is placed at the center of a spherical cavity.
Extertor
to the cavity Is an electrically
neutral jelli”m sea.
Intsrior to the cavity,
sufficient
electrons
are included to
neutral lze t he nuc lear charge.
To implement a
solutfon
to this system, the approximations
6

made are similar to those
structure
calculations:
1)

in typical

band

The electrons are treated as independent
particles
in a self-consistent
field.

are treated
.2) Exchange and correlation
a local density approximation.
3)

Statistical
averages are
mean-field
approximation.

treated

4)

I%e charge density
is e.q”ivalent to
“m”ffin-tin”
amroximation
used in
solid-state
calculation.

with

in the

the

.,

The model has several
features w%ich
cunbine to yield superior resultg to previous
models for electronic
thermal excitati.o”:

1)

A2 1 electrons are treated with an
inttirnally consistent
formulation
so that
“ccmtinuum
lowering”
is automatically
included.
The transition
frcxn bound state
to narrow resonance and then to broad
re~onance
states is smooth as the densi Ly
or temperature
is changed.

2)

The model accommodates
wide ranges in
density and temp.+rat”re.
For example,
calculations-~ve
co~rsd
compression
ranges of 10
to 106 and temperature
ranges of 10-2 to 10
ev.

3)

Since the Oirac equat>on
is used, shell
structure effects
are automatically
included, making INFERNO superior
to
Thor@ s- Fermi-Di rac theory in this regard.

4)

T%e high-d en~ity
Thomns-Femni-Dlrac

limft is essentially
model.

the

5)

l%e low density
1s a“ ion f.zation model for
ions in equilibrium
with free electrons.

The zero-temperature
isotherms obtained
frmm the INFERNO model agree better with those
frcm band structure
calculation
than do the
cold curves obtained
from Thomas-Fe mi-Dirac
tkory.
On the other hand, band theory has
not been adequately
developed
to handle finite
temperatures.
Therefore,
the atom-in-jellium
model is presently
the method of choice for
computing
the contribution
to the EOS fr.s.nthe
thermal excitation
of electrons.
Both the Th0uu3s_Fe Imi-Dirac and the
atom- in-jellium models are most appropriate
for metallic elements.
However, they can be
used for nonmetallic
elements and adapted to
compounds and mixtures
wtth scme loss in
accuracy In the lorpressure
region.
For mixtures
and certain elements
inappropriate
for INFERNO, an adequate

model

for the electronic
EOS is still
Thomas-Fe rmi-Dl rac theory.
After the zero-d egrhe and electron
1 contributions
are calculated,
the
:;&?,b

code 1s used to calculate
the nuclear
thermal components
and to assemble the final
EOS.
The nuc Iear thermal EOS takes account of
solid lattice vibrations,
translational
nuclear notion (for the fluid) , intramolecular
vibration,
and rotation.

The solid lattice vibrational
terms can
be calculated
using either a Debye or Einstein
model . A nwnber of different
options to
calculate
the Einstein or De bye temperature
and the GrUneisen
parameter
are provided
in
PANIM . The Einstein or Debye temperature
and
the GrUneisen
parameter at ambient density can
be calculated
in PANIM or can be determined
for experimental
data and %“p”t to PANDA.
PANDA also offers interpolation
models
(incluiing
a virial expansion)
which go to an
ideal gas at high temperatures
and low
dens fties.
These will crudely describe
melting amd vaporization
in place of a more
rigorous liquid model .
For fluids, PANDA has the option to
calculate
contributions
to the center-of-mass
motion of the molecules using the CRIS model.
This model is based on a thermodynamic
perturbation
expanr.ion about a hard-sphere
fluid in which the zero-temperature
isotherm
of the solid is used to obtafn the effective
pair potent ial.
Vibrational

and

r.otatio”al co”trib”ti.o”s

for molecules
are calculated
using
harmonic oscil later-rigid
rotator

the

approximation.
Vibrational
frequencies
rotational
constants
obtained from
spectroscopic
Iv.

data

must

OTHER

be supplied

and

to PANDA.

PNYS ICAL PIDIXLS

liany other physical
theories and models
besides the ones described
in the prevlo”s
section have been used to calculate
the
equation-of-state
tables in the SESANE
library.
nest notably, many good ones have
come frun the equation-of-state
group at
9

Lawremce Livermore
National Laboratory.
Since
these were used for some of the EOS’S in
SESANE, th?y will be described
in more detail
Also described
are theories developed
below.
at places other than Los .41MUOS National
Laboratory
and Lawrence Li.ennore
National
Laboratory
but which are used frequently
in
the ~lctdatfon
of EOS’S included in the
SESAME

1 fbrary.

ACrEX
Model (developed
by Forrest Rogers
LawTewe
Livennc. re National Laboratory)

at

The ACI’EX (Activity Expansion)
mode15-7
treats ionization
equilibrium
in the presence
of plasma coupling
and allows for the fact
that the heavy ions may be StrO.8]y coupled
w+mreas the electrons are only
(l!qu!d-like),
❑oderately coupled (8as-like) . The theory
begi “s with a many-body
perturbation
expa”s ion
of the grand canonical
ensemble part it ion
function.
Three distinct renormalization~
required to handle the general problem,

are

accounting
for (i ) format ion of
electron-nucleus
composites,
(2) .mpli”g
of
the composite
particles
to the plasma, and (3)
strong coupling of heavy ions having charge
2>1.
To carry out numerical
calculations,
it
1s necessary to obtain mult ielectron bo””d and
scattering
states.
This is accomplished
through the introduction
of effective
pair
potentials.
‘i%eae ~tentials
are composed of
a long-range
term plus exponential Iy screened
Coulm.b terms for each shell of core
electrons.
The parameters
in the potential
are determined
frcm experimental
spectroscopic
data,
added

aruf plawaa-screening
effects
to the lon8-r.mtge tail.
l%e

10

are

then

—

perturbation
expansion
breaks down
temperature
and at high densities.

at

lW

SAHA Model (OCCIPITAL)
(as implemented
by
C. Rouse at Lawrence Livemore
National
Laboratory)
The OCCtPITAL
code calculates
the
complete solution to Saha’s equation for
partially ionized dense plasmas and liquid
metals, which is then modified with the
Oebye-HUckel
@~oJ~:~,~”d

corrections
for ionizatic.”
Pla”ck’ s theor.?tical part lt ion

The EOS generated by OCCIPITAL
1s
exact in the ideal gas limit, accurate
in the
weakly coupled Coulanb region, but &comes
lncreasln81y
inaccurate
with the onset of
strong Coulcmb interactions
and electron
degewrac y.

The most 80phist icated method to
calculate
the z+ro-kelvin
pressur?volume
isotherm is with rl@rou8
electron band tkory
based on the selfnsiatent augmented
plane
wve
(WH)
mettmd.fg
Contrib”tio”s
fran
lattice vibrations
of the nuclei are not
calculated
by this model; but when they are
added (as determined
frm
CrUneinemDebye
models) , the renultant
zero-pressure
voltme
normally within 3.? of experiment.

1s

LnTo
An alternative
way to calculate
a
zero-kelvin
tsotherm with electron band theory
is to une the linear-muff fn-tlmorbital
(L!4TO)
~th~.ll.
12 The a~~nted
plane wave method
is time

consuming

for computer
11

calculations.

By making certain approximation
hich
lead to
for an
the LMTO metlud, the calculation
EOS point can be reduced by one or twa orders
of magnftude
wtth very little loss of
accuracy.

tlmt

Band-theory
calculations
yield a T - 0
isotherm for a lattice of immbfle
atoms, the
static Lattice.
These results must be
corrected
for zerc-point
lattice vibrations
to
obtatn the actual T = O isotherm.
The
appropriate
pressure correct ton Wi thin
CrUnelsen
model 1s yAE/V, where AE may
taken as the zero-point
phonon energy:

AE-g

‘ke Ll D

the
be

“

Another method for solvi~
the
SchrUdinger
equation in a crystal lattice
devised by Korringa,
Kohn, atxf Rostoker.

was

It

involven the same assumptions
made in the AFW
method and is equally accwate.
M
programs
devised by williams at IB14 are in use in T-4.
The LMTO program
used at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory
are a very god
approximation
to KKR in mmt
are computat 10 II811Y faster.

clrcunstance. n and

Pseudopotential

Perturbation

Theory

for simple

m
The physical basis for the interatomic
potential
for simple metals is the adiabatic
aPPrOxi~tion
in which the electron energy iS
calculated
as a funct Ion of the ionic
posit ions.
‘I%* pseudopotential
model for
simple metals provides the means of applying
tfw adiabatic
approximation
to determine
an
;~f#{ve

interatomic
potential bettwe”
Fran the pseudopotent ial expansion
for
the electron
energia,
one can write the total
system energy (ion cores plus cond”ctlon
elect rn”s) as the sum of a tin-body central
force interaction
between ions plus
contributions
that depend only on the total
volune of the system.
The total volume of the
system does appear as an explicit Paramet+r
i“
the two-body interact ion, and hence , a change
in volwne alters the pair-wise
i“teractlo”

between ions.
(Three-body
and higher
interact Ions r.?s”lt from third and higher
order terms in the perturbation
expansion
of
the electronon pseud.opc.tential
Lnteractic.n.lt ) The utility of pseudopotential
theory for stitlstical
necha”ics arises from
property that at fixed volw’ae the ions may
take any arrangement
wtthout changing the
ef feet ive ion-ion interact ion.

the

GRAY Model (developed by R. Grover, D. Young,
ad
E. Royce at Lawrence Livetmore
National
Laboratory)
GRAy15.1~
“ ses a combination
of physics
models, experimental
data, and analytic
fits
to experimental
dnta to calculate
the EOS of
monatomic
materials
in the solid, melt, and
liquid regionn.
13

The EOS of the solid is based on the
Dugda2e-UacDonald
form of the Gz4Jneisen-Debye
model.
The total pressure (or energy) at a
given temperature
and density 18 the Bum of
the zero-degree
pressure (or energy) and the
theruutl pressure (or energy) which is in turn
a sum of independent
contributions
from
electrcn excitations
and atomic motions.
The
nuclear part of the thermal EOS is based on
the “txlear GrUnelnen
gamma coefficient
yc.
An analytic fit for Vc as a function of volume
18 pt.t into GRAY.
‘lectrOnic
Is based on the free‘e electron
wdel ‘krm’279:
: ge=v
where R. is the electronic
smecific heat
CRAY uses the analyt lC fits for
coefficient.
Y
and experimental
Hugonlot data to determine
tR e zero-degree
pressure and energy, po(V) and
EO(V) , by

the followlns

Ye(v)

- v

formulas:

P“(v)

- Po(v)

EM(v)

- Eo(Vj

where PH(V) and EH(v) are
pressure and energy, and

aEo
Po.

-av-”

tb

@lOniOt

NO internal rotacio~l
or vibrational
contributions
to the EOS are taken into
account.
The melting transition
is calculated
according
to the Lindemann
law.
The equation
of state of the llquid is given by a scaling
law: that is, the solid CrUnelsen
EOS at a
given temperature
and density
is corrected
with various terms which depend on the ratio
of the temperature
to the melt ing temperature
at that dennity.
~.? basis of the scalfng law
is contained
i“ the equation
for the specific
heat of the liquid:

aT/Tm
cv-q*.

$
+ T(

-fm

where CVB Is the lattice heat capacity of the
solid, Tm is the melting temperature,
and a is
a constant determined
by fitting soft-sphere
data on heat capacity as a function of
temperature.
The experimental
data used directly
in
the GRAY model are norwl
state data at 1 atm
ad
room temperature+ (reference
density, sound
velocity, CrUn&isen
gamma, .a”d the electronic
spciffc
h?at coefficient);
the msltf”g
temperature
at 1 atm; and the cohesive energy.

1s

=
(implemented
Livermore National

by F. Ree at Lawrence
Laboratory)

TFNUC calculates
an electronic
equation
of state using the Thomas-Femnl
statistical
atom model with the Kirzhnits
form of quantum
and exchange correct ions. 17 Icmic metio”
co”tributio”s18
are then added to the
electronic
EOS.
These are based on
CrUneisen-like
theory at low temperature
one compon.mt plasma theory at high
temperature
with an lnt erpolat ion Bcheme
In the low-temperature
region,
betveen.

a“d
in
the

GrUneisen
Kam~,
YG, 1s expressed
in three
different
analytic
forms.
Below a density PC,
TFNUC uses the same YG as used fn GRAY.
This
forces the TFUUC EOS to join smoothly with the
CRAY EOS . Above a density PK, VC is a
polynanlal
function of voltmne determined
by a
leist squares fit to Kopyshev’s
numerical
data.
In between PC and PK, the analytic fO~
of yc is designed
to smoothly
join the GRAY
and tlw Kopysbev GrUnelsen
gamma coefficients.
The best values for PG and pK are detemined
~Pirical
minimize
also
upp=
also
wfth

lY by the user
the difference

preserve

a smooth

in such a way as to
between PC and PK. yet
transition

between the
TFNUC
and 10wer analytic
forms of Tc.
includes a Lindemann
law melt consistent
the GRAY ❑elting llne.

Soft-sphere
Nodel (developed
by Oavid Young
Le.wreme Livermore
National Laboratory)
‘the so ft-mphere model 1 based on Nonte
Carlo computer calculations 1’! of f~”id~ with
interparticle
potentials
of the form $(r) c(mh)n,
where
connt.snta, and
distance.
lhe

b < n < 12, E and a are
r in the interparticle
computer calculations
of
16

at

—

pre8sur.? and energy were fit wtth sfmple
functions that consisted
of ideal gas, static
lattice, and configurational
heat-ca acity
terms.
tio further modifications 20, !1 ~re
needed to make the model usable for liquid
nwtals.
First, a negative cohesive term must
be added to the pressure a“d energy.
Sire-s
the attract ive part of the inter part icle
interaction
is poorly understo.xl, a .mem-field
term is used.
Second, some liquld metals have
substantial
electron
heat-capacity
contributions
that cannot be accounted
for
with the soft-sphere
heat-capacity
term alone.
Hence, this soft-sphere
term Is multiplied
by
a factor which can be gr+ater than unity.
Since the parameters
i“ the so ft-spber+
model camot
easily be predicted
frmn liquid
metal data, the model is used to fit
experimental
data.
Specifically,
the model
parameters
are determined
by a best fit to
enthalpy, volume, and sound s~ed
fsobars.
g
T1=RZZ, Z3 calculates
the EOS of a
heterogekous
mixture containing
gaseous,
liquid , ad
solid components.
Since
ionization
is ignored,
ttw range of validity
is low temperature
(kT < 1 et’) and low
density.
Cenerally,
TIGER is used in the
regicm i“ which the equation of state is
sensitive
to the ch. mlcal equilibrium
betuee”
molecules
and the dissociated
species of the
molecuies.
The chemical
potential of ~aseous
sp.+c
i is calculated
with the following
formula: W
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~i

- IJ~(T) + RT In(ni

RT/V8)

where ni is the number of molss of species i ,
ad
MY(T) 1s
V
is the gaseous ❑olar volme,
tile chemical potential
at 1 atmosphere.
The
pressure,
P, for the gaseous mixtures
1s
calculated
with the empirical
Becke~Kist
iakowsky-Wilson
equation:zs

PVg/RT

- 1 + xe~x

where

x - K ~ niki/[ngVg(T

+ O)a]

.

i

ne
constants a, B, Q, and x are usually given
the values of a - 0.5, p - 0.1, r3 - 400 K, .md
K - 11.85.
me
quantity n
is the total
naber
of moleu of the gas ~ ous species, and k
is the “covoltnue” of spticiea i . The ntmerica 1
values of ki are computtid as follows.
For
each atom, the distance
from the molecdar
center of mass is crnputed.
Then the
van der uaa2s radius is added to this
distance.
The volume is assumed to be 42.8
~3
*ere
r is the largest of all distances
computed

in this

manner.
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The chemical
potentials
species arc evaluated
by

*1”“

Y;*(T)

V1*(P, T)

Vi*

dP

condensed

, where

- Al + A2P + A3PZ + A&T

The values
determined
fran
speed, thermal
measurements .

+ jp
1 atn

of the

.

of the constants
Al are
exp.?rime”cal data on sound
expansion,

and ttugo”iot

The concentration
of each of the gaseous
and solid species in equilibrium
is determined
according
to the Gibbs and stoichiometry
conditions:
the first states Lhat the chemical
potentials
of the reactants and prcducts are
equal, at-d the second condition
is that the
total number of atoms in one mole of a certain
molecde
is constant (e. g., the total number
of silicon tmd oxygen atoms in one mole of
S102 is ccastant).
These two conditions
result in a number of relations with the sa~e
number of unknown concentrations
(ni and n, )
these
of the species.
TICER sOIVeS
iteratively.
The EOS can then be calcula~ed
frmm knowing what the values of ni and ni
are.

v.

TABLES

IN THE

SESAME

LIBRARY

The SESAUE Library contains tables of
pressure;
internal
energy; and, in some cases,
free energy as functions
of temperature
and
density.
In addition,
for some materials,
the
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total pressure and energy are separated
into
el.?ctrmtic and nuc lear components.
The
following
types of tables can be found in the
Lf brary:
301:

total

prstisure and

303:

ionic

EOS

zero-point
304:
305:

306:

(lncl”ding

electronic

thermal

nuclear

cold

cold

tables
curve

and

contributions)

thermal

zero-point

energy

tables

tables

(including

contribution)

CUPfe

The 301 cables are
305, amf 306 tables.

the

sum of

the

304,

The data for all these tables are
automatically
prd”ced
every t lme an EOS is
itinerated using either of the two methods
described
in Sections
II and III.
However,
until very recently there was little interest
in the t..m-temperaturti tables, and these data
were not gaved.
The only way, then, to
generate accurate two-temperatur~
tables !s to
recalcdate
the EOS’S for most existing
materials.
AS an alternativ~,
R. Albers has
developed
an approximate
scheme to s.?parate
the totai pressure and energy surfaces into
the ti.v components.
A Cowan lan model is used
to calculate
the thermal nuclear EOS (the 305
table) which may then be subtracted
frca the
total thermal EOS to find the thermal
electronic
component
(the 304 table).
There
are a number of fixes in the procedure which
smooth the data and prevent crossing
isotherms.
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T%is procedure wan used to generate
two-temperature
tables for many of the older
Start ing in
materials
in the SESAME Library.
1982, all new material
EOS’S frca T-4 have
‘direc~
~emperature
tables.
The individual
EOS descriptions
indicate
whether the approximate
scheme (via the code
TWOTEMP) was used.
Equations
of state developed
in platen
otkr
than L08 Alamos National Laboratory
only
have the 301 tables (total pressure and
energy).
VI.
SESAME

Subroutine

SESAME

SOFTWARS

Library

The SESAf4E Subroutine
Library was
developed
to simplify use of tabular EOS data.
SFSAME tables are transmitted
to users on
mgnetfc
tapes in a card image format that can
be read and interpreted
by the user’ s
computing
system.
The user is a180 Bupplied
with FORTRAN subroutines
that prepr=ess
the
data into a compact binary file and update
this file as needed.
The user is supplied
with subroutines
that search this file for a
given material , load data into a local array,
and compute thermodynamic
fmct tons by search
Linear and rational
and interpolation.
function interpolation
schemes are available
for one and two dimensions.
Routines are available
to compute P and E
(and tlwir first derivatives)
as functions
of
p and T and also to compute P and T (and ttwir
first derivatives)
as functions of p and E.
Physical process paths can be computed frm
the EOS’S such as Isochores,
laentropes,
and
21

Hugoniot

6.

thermdyn=ic
transitions
Display

Vapo~lfquid
coexistence
curves,
behavior of f oamu, and phaae
can also be determined.

Co&s

Group T-4 hag a number of fn-house
di splay cedes that combine various subroutines
❑ ent ioned
in the precediqj
sect ion to provide
tabu2ar and graphical
representation
of the
———
EOS data.
Both t-and three-d iuwwion.al graphics
codes extst . Black-and_ white capability
exists for use with Tektronix,
microfilm,
and
microfiche
output; color graphics capability
also exists . me
codes use DISSPSA graphics
software
hat can be made available
to
external users to adapt to their own systems.

VII.

OBTAINING

THE

SESAt4Z LIBP.ASY

To obtain SESAME EOS data and the
subroutine
library, a user should send a list
of the materials
required
to the following
address:
SESME
Library,
T-4, Y.s-B925
Los A2amo.s National
Laboratory
LOS Alaaos, NM 87545.

onto

The
one

subroutine
library will be copied
tape , arxl tabular data wil 1 be

written on another.
Instr”ctlons,
incltied
with the tapes, explaln how to preprocess
the
data tapes and how to use the library
routines,
UnerB will be charged a nominal fee
to cover costs to T-4.
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The tapes will be written in an
LIO-charncter card lmege format that 16
ccnpatible
with the user’e c~putin8
facilities.
Standard options include the B~
character
set for 7-track tapes and the EBCDIC
character
set for 9-track tapes.
The tape8
may be either blocked or unblocked,
with
either 800, 1600, or 625o s211. The u8er
should specify ●fther 7-track or 9-track
tapes, the character
aet , density,
other appropriate
parameters.

and

any

The number of data tapes needed depends
upon the ta~
format, the number of materials
requested , and the size of the tables.
As a
rough gufde, al low
one 7-track
materials,

tape,

800

BPI,

for each

20-25

for

25-30

one 9-t rack tape,
materials,

800 BPI,

one 7-t rack tape,
materials,

1600 BP1,

for

each

40-50

one 9-t rack
materials.

1600 BPI,

for

each

50-60

(505)
VIII.

tape,

The general Croup T-4 telephone
667-7024
or (505) 667-5751.
OSTAILED

DESCRIPTION

each

number

OF EQUATIONS

in

OP STATE

Followins
are detailed descriptions
and
plot8 of each equation of state in the SESAME
Library.
Each description
is divided
into
three parts.
The first section contains scme
gemwal
information
which is self-explanatory.
The second section is a com~ilatl.o” of
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physical data.
For convenience,
experimental
values of the physical parameters are listed
alon8 with the V131”eS tiich are actual ly
reflected by the theoret lcal EOS.
(The
theoretical
values have an asterisk
in frmt
of them. ) In rime cases, these physical
parameters
were input for the models that uere
used to calculate
the EOS, arxl in other cases,
ttb?se quantities
!.wre calculated
frcm the
output.
It 1s usual ly noted in the
descripti.ms
whether the theoretical
.
are input or o“tp”t
The
inclwied

physical
are

parameters

which

values

are

A -- atanic weight
Z -- at=ic
number
P. -- normal density (density of material
rwm
temperacwe
and 1 atmosphere)
P(T - 298.15

E(T =

T(P -

Tm -Tc --

K, po)

at

-- pressure (i” the SESAME
table) at room
temperature
and normal
density
298.15 K, PO) -- e“er~
(in the SESM
table) at room
temperature
and normal
density
temperature
(in the
10-6 Gpa,
SES401E table) at a very
low pressure
(near
zero) and norms 1
density
u,eltin8 tmperat”re
of material at 1
a tmos fiere
tenperat”re
at critical point (point at
maximum of the gas-liquid
coexistence
curve In a P VB p diagram; at all

po)--

Pc --

temperatures
below T
the gas and
liquid will physical~~
separate).
pressure at critical point

P= -- density

at critical

point

To -- GrUneisen
gamma [y - V Q-%v]
density and r~m
temper~kre

at normal

no -- bulk mod.l”s at normal density and r.wm
t rnperature
@ -- Detye tempe~t”re
at normal density
ED
-- cohesive energy
U~O~- shock velocity (as measured
in a
H“goniot experiment)
Up -- particle velocity (as m.eas”red i“ II
Hugontot experiment )
(Note: The Hug.niot of a material
expressed
as a f“nctlonal
relationship

can be
between

US and Up. )

Users of the SESAME Libra? y ghoul d beware
that , although
the values of the above
parameters
are for the most part given at room
temperature
and normal density, often the
mo&ls
which were used to generate the
equntlons
of state expect the values to be at
zero-kelvin.
Many of the tables are
normalized
incorrectly
beca”tw of the fact
that room-temperature
values of bulk modulus
and GrUneisen
gamma, for example, “ere used in
The
models filch expected zero- kelvln values.
differences
in the equations of state,
however, would be very slight if they were
re”orm.alized correctly.
The third section of the detailed
description
gives a brief mtline
of the
physics models and theories whtch were used
calculate
the EOS tables.
Usual ly only a
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to

sentence or two 1s inclufed to describe
the
models here; more detail is given about the
physics in Sectic.”s II, 111, azxi IV.
The
third section also has i“forma tic.” about
whether the EOS has a melt i“g transition,
whether it has va” der wads
loops or a
t4axvell construction
in the vapor-liquid
coexistence
re8ion, atxl how the EOS compares
wtth experimental
da?-a (most often Hugoniot
data).
Comments on the thermodynani c
consistency
of the table are al~o included.
Also associated
with each equation of
ntate In the followi~
sect ion are plots.
l%e
first 1s a plot of pressure vs density along
isotherms.
Actually the ~
of these values
are plotted since the ranges covered by th.s
EOS’ s are very large.
The values of the
tsotherms
in kelvin are printed to the right
of the plot . The second plot is of the log of
energy vs the log of density along isoth$rms.
The

units

used

in this manual

temperature

are

kelvin or eV
(1 eV = 11604.5

density

Mg/m3 o
(, ~8,n5

pressure

cPa

*nergy

M.J/kg (1 X1/k8
Mbar-cm3/g)

shock

velocity

particle

US

velocity

hnfs
u
P

kmfs
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K)

gfcm3
, , ~,cm,)

(1 Gea

: 0.01

Mtkar)

: 0.01
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INDEX

Oi_ MATERIALS

AND

tiaterial
Alr (dry)
Alumlna
Aluminum
Ammonia

Argon
Be Iyllium
Bra S8
(h lcium Carbonate
Carbon Liquid
Carbon Phenollc
Copper
Deuteriutn
Oeut*rium-Trltiun
Gold
Helium
Hydrogen
Iron
Krypton

Lead
Lfthia-Boris
Lithium
Lithium Deuteride
Lithium Hydride
Methane
Mica
MO 1ybdenum
Neon
Nevada Al l“”i!.1~
Nickel
Nitrogen
Oxygen
PBX-9502
PBX-9502
(high ~X~lO,iV~)
Platinum

SESAME

NUMBERS

SESAME

Number

5034
7410
3712,
5520
5171,
2020
4100
7330
7831
7541
3330,
5263
5271
2700
5760.
5250:
2140,
51B0
3200
7252
2290,
7242,
7371
5500,
7520
29130,
5L1O,
7111
3100
5000,
5010.
8180’
8200
3730

30

3713
5172

3331,

3332

5761.
5251
2165

5762

2291
7243
5501,

5502

2981,
5411

2982,

5001
5011

2983

Polyethylerw
7160
(branched,
canpletely
deuttirated)
Polyethyl.x+
7171
(branched , low density)
7180
Polyethylene
(tlarlex)
Polystyr.ms
Polyurethane
Quartz
Sodium
Solar Mix
stainless
Teflon

(KOSS-A1 ler)
steel (304)

7590
7560
7380,
2448
5280
4270
7190

(Polvtetraf luoroethylene)
Tung. cen
3s41
Tungsten
Carbide
3560
Uranium
1540
h% ter
71S0,
7390
Westerly
Granite

7381,

71S2

7382

Sesm

#1540

Material:
Ur.9nfum
Originator:
J. Barnes

and J.

Rood

Date Of Origin: Mrch
1973
T
of Tables Included:
~Limits:
O ‘ p < 3.8x
1053~;#03’
0<
T<3.7X108K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

30’”305

nATA

A - 23R .03
2-92
P. - 18.983 glcm3
P(T - 298.15 K, PO)
E(T - 298 15 K, PO)
T(P - 10-b ma,
PO)

- 1.0207 CPa
- 2.3946 x 10-2 ~/kg
- 2.939 X 10-4 K

Tn - 1405.5

1]

K [Ref.

Tc -

●

9837

Y. =

●

2.257 (calculated)
2.07 [Ref. 2]

B. =

●

112.2

GPa

(used

i“ calculation

1oo.7

CPa

[Ref.

2]

K (used

13D -

●

207.0

E

=

●

coh

Hugoniot

K (calculated)

in calculation

2.20

M. J/kg (used
EOS)

fit:

U5 - 2.51

of EOS)

of EOS)

in calculation

+ 1.51 Up km/s

[Ref.

1540-i

3]

of

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

T%is equation of state was generated
usinp, ttw standard Barnes-Cowan-Rood
method.
The electronic
part of the EOS is from
Thomas-Fe rmi-nirac theory; the cold curve is
based on a modified-!lorse mdel;
and the
thermal nuclaar contributions
are liased on a
De bye model belou 1 eV.
(See Part 11 for a
nore detailed description
of this method. )
l%. rero-pressur.
experimental
hulk
modulus and density are r.prcduced by this
EOS, and the fit to experimental
Hugoniot data
is god.
Nowever, tte equation of state is
not accurate at low temperatures
in expansion.

this

The melting
FOS.

The
is god.

were
very

tra”sitio”

therrmdynamic

1s not

,.ons{stency

l“cluded

of this

in

EOS

The two-t emveraturti tables for this FF)S
derived frcm the TWOTE-IP code and are
“Oisy.
REFF.RENCES

lla”dfmok of Chanistry smi Physics,
1. ——
R. C. Weast, pd.
[CRC Press, Cleveland,
Oh I”, ]976).
2. K. i. C.schneid”er,
16, 27S (1964).
3. S. P. Yarsh,
(University
1980).

Jr. , Solld

l.ASL Shock
of California

1540-2

State

Hugoniot
Press,

Phy, ics

Data
Uerkeley,

1540-3

r—

1540-4

.
.
.

SI?SAHE 62020
Material:
Seryl Iium
Orit?if!ator: J. Rarnes and J.
Date of Origin: July 1973
TY w

of Tables

Limits:

Included:

::::

3D1,

Rood
303,

304,

305,

;.; ~,;g~::/cm’

BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

- 0.3704
- 0.1980
- 8.3065

Gpa
tfJ/kg
x 10-A K

A - 9.0122
2-4
P. - 1.845 g/CU13
P(T - 298.15 K,
E(T = 298 15 K,
T(P = 10-6 GPa,

po)
po)
PO)

Tm - 1551 K [Ref.

1]

Tc - 10665 K [Ref.
9109 K [Ref.

2]
3]

* 9823

70=*
RO.

K (calculated)

1.014 (calculated)
1.16 [Ref. 41
* 120.8’CPa (u;ed in calc”latlon
102.’

E

coh -

●

CPa

[Ref.

35.6 MJ/kg

(used
EOS)

8D-*

100!3 K
1160 K [Ref.

of !?0S)

41

4]

2020-1

fn calculation
[Ref.

51

of

Hugoniot

Fit: U* - 7.99 + 1.13 Up km/s
[Ref. 6]
DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

l%is equation of state was generated
using the standard lLarne8-COwan-Rood
method.
The electronic
part of the EOS was calculated
with Thomas-Fe nui-Dirac
theory; the cold curve
1s based on a modified-~rse
model; the ionic
contributions
are calculated
with a model by
R. Il. Cw.?an above 1 eV and a nebye model below
I eV.
(See Part 11 for a detailed discussion
of this procedure of EOS genera tion. )
The zero-pressure
experimental
density
and bu2k modulus are reproduced by this EOS,
atxf the flt to experimental
Kugoniot data is
good.
Also, ttw critical
point is fairly
close t. estimates ~de
by !L?rts and M8gee,2
as well as Thampson.
However,
this EOS was
not gemrally
designed
for the hot, expanded
lfquid metal region and it IS not to be
trusted there.
The Lhernodynam.lc
everywhere.
VO melting

consistency

transltio”

1s good

1s included

in this

EOS.
The two-temperature
tables were
frcxn the code TWOTSMP and are noisy.
A tension
added.

region

derived

for spal 1 has betin

2020-2
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SESAME

#2140

Material:
Iron
Origlnntc. r: J. Rarnes and J.
Date of Origin: August 1973
of Tables

VW

Included:

0< p <1.57 *

w:

O<

Rood

301,

303,

304,

305,

lg~”jcmj

T<3.7X1OK

BASIC
A - 55.850
Z-26
P. - 7.85 gfcm3

PHYSICAL

llATA

P(T = 298.15 K, Po) - 1.1233 CPiI
E(T = 29L3&15 K, Po) - 7.0505 x 10~; MJ/k~
K
GPa, O.) - .4.4979 x 10
T(P - 10
Tm - 1535

K [Ref.

1]

T= - 9340
6750
* 8830

K [aef. 2]
K [Ref.31
K (calculated)

- 1.81 [Ref. 4]
● 2.03>
(calculated)
60 - 171.6 [Rtf. 4]
● 165.7
GPa (calculated)

Y.

E

coh

‘D

=

●

7.243

K1/kj3 (used
Eos)

- 464 K [Ref.
● 470 K (used

Hugoniot

F<t: Us

in calculation

1]
in calculation

of EOS)

- 4.955 + 0.b56 Up kmfs
0.1 6 up<
0.33

2140-1

of

for

us =
u=

2.049 + 3.79 Up km/E for
0.34 <
u 6 0.79
= 3.635 + 1!’802 u
- 0.0333 UP2
for 1. < Up<
7?7 [Ref. 51

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

The iron equation of state was calculated
with the Barnes-Cowan-Rood
method.
The
elsct roni.. part of the EOS was trtited with
Thoma8-Femi-ntrac
theory, and the thermal
nuclear part was determined
by a Cowan model
at temp. xature~ above 1 eV and a Debye model
for Iouer tempera tures.. l%e cold curve was
based on the modified-Morse
model with one
sxceptlon.
since iron has a solid-solid
phase
transition
(bee . hcp), a composite cold curve
was constructed,
The 1 wer portion (bCc) was
based o“ p. = 7.85 glcm T a“d B. = 16S.7 GPa,
and the hcp part of the cold curve was
computed wf th values of p
= .S.08 gl.m3 and B.
= 1$9.5 Cea.
The transition
fro
the bcc to
the hcp phase occurs at 8.4 slam ‘1 On the
z.sro-kelvin isotherm.
Since this cold curve
was used in calculating
all the
flnlte-temperature
isotherms,
the phase
transition
p+rsists at high temperatures.
(See Part II for a detailed description
this prceedure
of EOS genera tion. )

with

of

The theoretical
Hugo” tot compares well
experiments
““ttl it reaches pressures

of

approximately
300 CPa, at which point it is
slightly soft,
The EOS also reproduces
porous
M“gonlot experiments
well.
The theoretical
cold curve aerees well with three APW
calculations
by F,. Kmetko; the largest
discrepancy
is 11% at four-fold compression.
The mod-Morse cold c“r.e does not approach
the
Thcinas-Fe rmi-Dirac
limit fast enough.

2140-2

l’he thermodynamic

later

consistency

is sood.

The two-temperature
tables were derived
by the cold TWOTEMP and are noisy.
REFEKF.VCES
—-

ad
P~~,
1. Handbook
of —-Cbaistry
(CRC Press, Cleveland,
R. C. Weast, Ed.
Ohio, 1976).
2. D. A. Young and B. J. 41der, “CrIttcal
Points
of Metals from van der Waals Model, ”
Rev.
AZ(1)
(1971).
Phys.
3. A. V. Crosse and A. D. Kirshenhaum,
25, 331 (1963).
J. Inor’g. NUC1. Chem.
4. K. A. I%ch”eid”er,
16, 27S (1964).

Jr. , %lld

State

Physics

5. M. van TIIiel, “Compendium
of Shock Wave
laboratory
report
Data, ” Lawrence Livermors
Rev.
1 (1977).
UCRL-50108,
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SESAt(E #21L5
Material:
Iron
Orip,fn8t0r: C. Kerl.2y, J. Sarnes,
Date of Origin: June 1977
TYee of Tables Included: 30
Limits: O < p < 12.537 g/cm !
O<T<
1160L.5K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

and J.

Rood

OATA

A - 55.867
2=26
P. - 7.91 glcu?
P(T - 298.15 K, Po)
E(T - 298 15 K, po)
T(P - to-h GPa, po)

- 1.62235 CPa
- 9 93465 X 1
.1:137, K #-~

“kg

Tm - 1535 K
Hugoniot

Fit:

See SESAME

DESCRIPTION

?2140
OF PHYSICS

lhis equation of state was generated
for
the reactor safety program and covers only a
limfted rrmge of temperacure~
and densities.
Information
about the models used to generate
this EM
is unknown.

2165-1

(Qd3) d

2145-3

(’%Tw) 3
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SESAME

U2290

Iiaterial: Lithium [Ref. 1]
Originator:
D. Steinberg
(Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.
B-Oivision)
nate of origin: “nk”om
Type of Tables
Included: 3 1
u:
O < p < 53.26 g/cm 9

,.

0<

T<l.16X107K
BASIC

A = 6.939
Z=3
P. = 0.534

PHYSICAL

DATA

gicm?

P(T = 298.15 K, Po) - 0.71988
E(T - 298. i5 K, po) = 0.77L6L
No zsro pressure point exists
Tm = i,53.7 K [Ref.

GPa
fU/kg
in this

table.

2]

EOS)
Y. - ● 0.92 (used in generating
B. = * i3.6 CPa (used i“ generating
EOS)
Hugoniot

Fit: * US

- 0.L77
(used

DESCRIPTION

+

1.066

up klnts

in generating

I?
OS)

0~ PHYSICS

This lithium EOS was generated
frcun an
anaiytic GrUnelsen
EOS determined
by
9. Steinberg
at Lawrence Livennore National
Laboratory.
The original
analytic function
gives pressure a. a function of energy and
dem. ity.
However,
the SESAME Library expects
a tahie in which ~essure
and ~
are given
at each point of a rectangular
grid of density
ami L.anperature.
The method which was used to
turn the analytic
function Into a

2290-1

SESAKE-fomatted
Ref. 3.

table

is docwnented

in

Even though this EOS has he-n tabulated
over a fairly wide range of temperatures
and
densities,
its range of validity covers only
the area between the principal ad fabar and the
lhgonlot
.
And it should only be used up to a
density corresponding
to a pressur+ of 5 00 on
the Hugonlot .
This equation of state 1s not
thermodynamlcal lY consistent
because of the
method used to incorporate
temperature.
REFEN.NCES
——
1. 0. Steinberg,
“A High Pressure Eq”acion
State for Lithium, ” Lawrence Liver’more
Laboratory,
B-Divi siOn PEQgISSS RePOrt
(July, 1973).
2. Sargent-Welch
Elements

Pertodi.

Table

of

of the

(1968).

3. B. 1. Bennett, “EOSSCAN:
A Program to
l!isplay Equation-of-State
Data, ” Los Alamoq
National Laboratory
report LA-B737-MS
(March

19BI).
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SESAff2 #2291
Material:
Lithium [Ref. 1]
OrlEinator:
D. A. Youn8 (Lavrence Llvermore
National Laboratory,
N-Divisfon)
Date of Origin.ation: 1978
of Tables Included.
TYw
Limits: 10
—
,53”<’T’<’3:6;’&’;K
LL4SIC PHYSICW

DATA

A=
6.939
z-3
Do = 0.518

glcra3

P(T - 298.15

K, ‘o)

E(T

K,

= 298.15

(No zero

●

Hugoniot

- -0.33267 CPa (outside
range of table)
- 0.401455 M.I/kg (cohesive

energy)
point exfsts

pressure

Tm - 453.7
* 453.7
T= -

PO)

K [Ref.
K (used

in this

2]
in calc”iatlon

table. )

of EOS)

3741 K (calculated)
Fit: U,

- 4.51

DESCRIPTION

+

1.09 UP Ids

[Ref.

3]

OF PHYSICS

This llthi”m EOS was generated
for u~e in
design studies of iaser-fusion
reactors
employing
a lithium “waterfall”.
That 1s why
the upper limit of density is only four-fold
compressed.
Three physics models were used: A~EX
for
the ionized fluid, soft sphere for the liquid
and vapor , ad
a liquid metal perturbatlo”
2291-1

theory based on pseudopotentials
for [be bet,
dense ltquid.
Three separate EOS’S were
conputtid in overlapping
regions of the
temperature-density
plane, and then these were
joined along optimal boundaries.
A small
amount of bilinear “unerical
i“t<rpolation
was
required for smooth Joining.
Fig. I shws
the
rep,to”s OV, T which sach theory was used.
Agr.?em.?”t of the EOS with experimental
Isobaric data [Ref. 4] (raeasur{”~ volume,
sound speed, and .snthalpy) and .npertmencal
Hugoniot
data [Refs. 3 and 5] is good.
The thermodynamic
.-onsi~ten,.y of this llOS
is good due to the fact that the energy was
forced inc. consistency
with the pressur.
1“
the interpolation
regions.
(Joining EOS
subsurfaces
invariably
leads to i“. onsistency
along boundari~s. ) However,
this ..aused a kink
in the ultrahigh pressure
shock Hugoniot
(in
an area not accessed
by a fusion rea..tor).
The quality of this EOS is high; it {s a
compos it. of thrse of the more advanced EOS
models available.
The lithium FOS has a Yaxwell
construct ion in the two-phase,
liquid-vapor
region.

2291-2

REFERENCES
1. D. A. Young, M. Ross, ami F. J. Rogers, “A
Tatular Equation of State of Lithium for
Laser-Fu~ion
Reactor Studies, ” Lawrence
Liv.srmore National Laboratory
report
UCRL-82182
(January,
1979).
2. Sargent-Welch
Periodic
Elements (1968).

Table

of

the

3. .4. A. Bakanova,
I. P. Dudoladov,
and
R. F. Trunin, Fiz. Tverd. Tela ~, 1616
(1965) [English transl. : $oviet Phys.
Transl . ~, 23o7
Solid State Engl.
(1965)1.
4. R. Hultgren, P. D. Desai, O. T. Hawkl”s!,
M. Clefser, K. K. Kelley, ard D. D. Wagman,
qelected Values of the Thermodyn~_ti
Properties
of the Elements
Society for Metals, Metals
1973).
5. M. H. Rice,
(1965).

J. Phys.

Ch.m.
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(,herlca”
Park, Ohio,

Solids

ZQJ, 483

Fig. 1. Temp.?raturedenslty
plot showing the
subregions
covered by each of the theory codes
used to cal~ulate
the EOS for lithium.
The
shadad area is vhere n.merlcal
interpolation
was re.q”ired to smoothly
join two EOS
subsurfaces.
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SESMlll $2448
14aterfal: Sodium
Originator:
B. Bennett
Oate of OrlKln: June 1977
TYw
-;

s of Tables

Included:

301

o < p < 1.3143 g/en?
0CT<1.015X104K
ISASIC PHYSICAL

A23.0
2-11
P. - 1.011
Pref

-

●

glcm~

0.96587
0.971

13/cm3

gfcm3

(computed
from
at 29B K)
(experiment)

E(T T(P - 0,
pref ;’-P5$6:I;
298”15
Tm - 370.96
T= -

●

DATA

:“269’4

table

“w

K (experiment)

253B.5B
2503.25

K (computed)
K [Ref. 1]

- 1.2 [Ref. 2]
B. - 7.7 GPa [Ref.

~o

‘cob

- 4.668

13D - I>B K
Poisson’s

2]

M.?/kg [Ref.

[Ref.
ratio:

3]

4]
1/3

(arbitrarily

21.48-1

chose”)

DESCRIPTION
Cold

Curve

(T - 0 K

OF PHVSICS

isotherm)

.in enpiricaL model generated
from a
modified-tiorse form [Ref. S] above a density
Of 0.9453p. and a Le”nard-Jones
(m,”) form
with m - 1.85 and n - 8.08953 be Low thts
denstty was used.
The Latter guaranties
agreement
WI th the assumed cohesive energy.
Nuc Lear Vibration

Contribution

A mode L which causes a transition
from a
Oebye soLld to an ideal gas was used [Ref. 61.
This mode L requires knowledge of the density
dependence
of the l)ehye temperature
and the
CrUneisen
parameter.
‘L%is was obtained
from
the so-called Chart-D mode L [Ref. 7].
Electronic

f?xcitatio”

Contrlbutfon

A modified Saha-type
theory was used.
This mode L requLres a sing Le lonlzatfon
potential . A value of 5.12 eV was chosen.
lt
is expected that , because of the magnftude
of
the critlca L temperature
- 2500 K, the
contribution
to the equation of state due to
eLectro”lc
excitati.o”s should be smal L.
REFEP.SNCES
1. V. S. Bhise and C. F. Bonil la, “The
Experimental
Vapor Pressure .a”d Cc it teal
Point of Sodium, ” in I“tematloml
Conference
on Liq”ld MetaL Technolo~
in Energy Production
(&y
1976) .

2445-2

‘

2. J. F. Barnes, “An Equation of State for
Sodium over an Extended Temperature
a“d
Range,
”’ Thermodynamics
of Nuclear
Materials
1974, Vol. It (International
~e~
Agency, Vtenna, 1975), p.
327.

lknsity

3. L. Brewer, “The Cohesive
Energies of the
Elements ,“ Iawrdnce
Berkeley Laboratory
report 1.8L-3720 (1975).
4. Handbook of chemistry
and Physics,
(CRC Press, Cleveland,
Ohio, 1967)
*169.

57th
p.

ed.

5. B. I. Benwtt,
“.4 Computational ly Efficient
I?xpresslo” for the Zsrc,- TtiIIptiraturs
Isotherm in Equations
Scientific
Laboratory

of State, ” Los Alamos
report LA-8616-uS

(1980).
6. Kormer, F“ntikov,
Url In, ami Kolesnlkova,
.IETP I_5, 447 (1962); Kormer, Slnitsyn,
Funtikov, Url in, and Illinov, JETS 20, 811
(1965).
7. Thanpso” and Lawson, “Improvements
in the
Chart -Radiation-Hydrodynamic
Code II I,”
Sandia Laboratories
report SC-RR-71
0716
(March, 1972).
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SESAFC5 #27oo
Material: Gold
Orlglnator:
A. Lindstrom
and J. Rood
Oate of Or~:
January
1976
TYlx

of Tables

1.-:

O < p < 3.86 x
06
T<3.7X108K

W:

BASIC

301, 303,
306
105 gJcm3

PHTSICAL

304,

305,

DATA

A = 196.97
2=79
P. -

19.3

jJ/cr13

P(T - 298.15 K, po) - 1.3101 Gpa
g(T = 298.15 K, po) - 3.r36&l x 10-2 M.J/kg
T(P - IO_6 GPa, PO) . 2.285 x 10-4 K
Tm = 1337.61

K [Ref.

II

T==*

8660 K (calculated)

YO-*

2.225 (used in calculation
of EOS)
3.09 [Ref. 2]
167.6 GPa (used in calculation
of EOS)
176.6 GPa [Ref. 2]

BO-*

Ecoh

.

●

13 D-*
Hugoniot

1.748 W/kg
1.868 K7/k8

165 K (used
Fit: Us

(used
[Ref.

in calculati.o”)
3]

fn calculation)

[Ref.

- 3.120 + 1.521 Up km/s
[Ref. 4]

2700-1

I]

DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS

The gold equation
of ntate was generated
with the lhrnes-Cowan-Rood
method.
The
eleCtrOnfc
contribution
was calculated
with
lltcinas-Fermi-Dl rac theory.
The cold curve is
baaed on a modified-140rse model.
TIM thermal
nuclear EOS was calctdated
with a model frcm
R. D. Cowan above 1 eV and a Debye ❑odel below
(See
Part
II
for a detailed discussion
1 eV.
of this method of EOS genera tion. )

The theoretical
EOS reproduces
Rugoniot
experiments
well, although
It 1s noft near the
highest pre. nure experimental
I@onlot
point.
This EOS was “ot desfg”ed
for the hot ,
expanded
1 iquid metal region, so it should not
be trusted there.
No melttng
in this EOS.

transition

The thermodynamic
ever~ere.

region

been

consistency

The two-temperature
by the code TUOTEMP and
A tension
added .

has

included

is goal

tables were
are noisy.

for

span

has

derived

been

References
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Energie8 of the
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of Shock Wave
Data, ” Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory
report
UCKL-501O8,
Rev.
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2700-6

SESAUZ
Haterial:
Iblybdenuu
OriRlnator:
J. Barnen
Date of Orlgi”: March
TYw

429S0

and J. sood
1973

of Tables

Limito:

Included:
301, 303,
306
O < p < 2.o4 X 105 g/cm3
O<
T<3.7X1O8K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

304,

305,

DATA

A - 95.94
z-42
P. -

10.2 glcm3

P(T - 298.15 K, po) - 0.63866 Gpa
E(T - 298.15 K, PO) - .4.2209 x 10-2 M/kg
T(P - 10-6 CPa, PO) _ 4.729 x 10-’+ K
Tm - 28SS K [Ref. 1]
2890 K [Ref. 2]
(mere
are a large number of measurements
of
the melttng temperature
in the literature;
the
two valuea cited here are averages of several
❑eaINIrenkents.)
Tc - 14300

K

[Ref.

3]

14590 K [Ref. 4]
9470 K [Ref. 5]
Y. = 1.60 [Ref. 1]
B. - 277.9 CPa [Ref. 1]
267 Cpa lRef. 6]
261.0 CPa [Ref. 7]
E COh - 6.B5
8D - 459 t

MJ/kg

[Ref.

11 K [Ref.

1]

1]

2980-1

Hugoltiot

Fit:

U* . 5.14 + 1.22 up
Us - S.1 + 1.266 Up

[Ref.
[Ref.

8]
9]

(Note: The valuem for the above parameter.
which were used in generating
the EOS
are unknown) .
DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS

This molybdenum
equation of state was
generated with the Enrnem-Cowan-Rood
method.
The electronic
part of the EOS is frca
l%cxnsa-Fenai-Dl r.sc theory; the cold curve is
based on a ❑edified-Morse
medel; and the
thermal nuclear EOS fs calculated
with a model
frm
R. D. Cowan above 1 eV and a Debye model
below 1 eV.
(See Part 11 for a detailed
discumim
of this method of EOS gem?ratim. )

this

The ~ltin~
EOS.

transition

18 not

included

in

The two-temperature
tables for this
material were derived from the code TUOTFXP
and are noisy.
A tension
added .

region

for SP811

han

been
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SESAt4s 42981
U.sterial: Molybdenum
Originator:
C. Kerley

acd J.

Abdallah

Date

of Origin: October
1980
301
TYPe of Tables Included:
Limf ts: 8.5 < p c 1000 g/cm3
504
T<
I.16X106K
BASIC

PNYSICAL

DATA

- 5.3983
- 2.8944

x
X

- 296.15

K

A - 95.94
Z-.42
Po - 10.221
P(T - 298.15 X, po)
E(T - 298 15 K, po)
T(P - 10-k Gpa, Po)

Tm - 288S K [Ref. 1]
2890 K [Ref. 2]
● 289U
K (remult of melting
calculation)

10-3 CPa
10-5 NJ/k8

transition

(There are a large number of meas”r+ments
of
melting t~perat”re
in the literature;
tj,e two
values cited here are averages of several
measurements. )
No Value for T= is listed
covere compression,
To - 1.60 [Ref.
●
1.70 (used
B. - 277.9

●

CPa

since

1]
in calculation
[Ref.

this

EOS

only

of EOS)

1]

267 GPa [Ref. 3]
261.0 CPa [Ref. 4]
270.3 CPa (used in calculation

2981-1

of EOS)

E

C

oh

- 6.85 M.I/kg [Ref. I]
6.858 FLJ/kg (used in calculation

●

‘D

- 459f
II K [Ref. 1]
● 450 K (used
i“ calculation

of EOS)

of EOS)

lSugOnfot Fit: US = 5.1.4 + 1.22 U
[Ref. 5]
US - 5.1 + 1.266 U: [Ref. 6]
us?;lclll~;!n”gf(;%
‘“

●

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

This molybdenum
equation of state only
covers the compression
half-plane
(densities
greater than referencd
density).
It UaS
basically
intended
to be as accurate as
ponsible
for the purpose of analyzing
HugOniOt
lmpedawe-matching
experiments.
The cold curve is a composite
of INFSRNO
and PA~
calculations.
The PANDA part of the
cold curve 1s conetr”cted
from experimental
Hugoniot data and so covers dens fties acce~sed
by experiment . The INFERNO calculation
are
used at higher densities
and are smoothly
joined onto the PANDA cold cmve.
The electronic
contribution
to the EOS
was calculated
with the INFSRNO ❑odel which
solves the Dirac equation
for an atom enbedded
in an electron gaa.
Shell structure effects
are predicted by INFERNO, “nllke
l%an8s-Fermi-Di
rac theory which is based on a
continuous
electron distribution.
PANDA was also
nuclear contr%b”tlon
portion of the EOS,

used to calculate
the
to the EOS.
In this
solid lattice vibrations

2981-2

and fluid
account .

nuclear

motion

The mlybde”um

EOS

are

taken

includes

into

a melting

transition.
Separate equations
of ntate were
generated
for the solid and liquid states, and
the. a compomite
surface was con~tructed
by
locat ing the phase boundary on each inotherm
at the point
equal .

here

the Gibbs

free

energies

are
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SEBAKS

#2982

Material:
Molybdenum
Ortuinator:
R. C. A2bers
Date of Origin: September
TYFe
-:

1982

of Tablen Included:
306
9.506 < p < 256.66 g/C#
T-OK
BASIC

A - 95.94
Z-62
P. - 10.256

PNYSICM,

DATA

g/cm3

B. - * 261 CPa

(calculated)

DESCRIPTION

OF PSYSICS

‘the zero-temperature
cold curve
calculated
with a self-consistent,
semirelativfstlc,
LMTO electronic
c.cructure code for fcc molybdenum.
and ASA corrections
momentum valuen up

was

band
)luffin-tln
are incltmjed. Angular
to g (I. - 4) were kept.

2982-1

SESANB

+2983

Material:
Molybdenum
Originator:
K. Trainer
Oate of Origin: Narch 1983
of Tables: 301, 303, 3 4, 305,
10.2 < p < 250 gfcm !
0<
T<2.32X106K

D~
w:

BASIC

PHYSICAL

306

DATA

A - 95.94
z-42
P. -

10.2 glcmz

P(T - 298.15 K, Po) - 0.1602/I
E(T - 298 15 K, PO) - 1.1587
T(P - 10-L CPa, &lo) - 1.3509
Tm

= 28SE K [Ref.
2890 K [Ref.
● 2883
K (used

Cpa

X

10-2 W/kg

x

10-5

K

1]
2]
in calculation)

(There are a large number of measurements
of
melting temperature
in the literature;
the tm
values cited here are averages of several
measuraent
8. )
No value for Tc iB listed
covers cc-mprension.

since

this

Y. - 1.60 [Ref. 1]
●
1.36 (r.+s”lt of calc”latlon)
00 - 277.9 GPa [Ref. 1]
267 CPa [Ref. 3]
261.0 CPa [Ref. 4]
● 259 GPa
(result of calc”latim)
E

C

go

oh

- 6.85

W/kg

[Ref.

- 459 t 11 K [Ref.

1]

1]
2983-1

EOS only

.

Hugoniot

Fit : US - 5.lfI + 1.22 Up km/s
[Ref. 51
US = 5.1 + 1.266 Up km/s
[Ref. 61
DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

T!Iis equation
of state for nolybd. num WAS
generated
along with equations
of state for
copper (3332) and aluminum
(3713) for the
purpose of evaluating
H“gOni Ot
impedance-matching
experiments . The Eoal was
to calculate
a set of EOS tables based on the
same physics models.

with

The zero-k.? lvin isotherm was calculated
a semirelatlvistic
band str”. t.re model

(LMTO) based on the linear-muffin-tin-orbital
method.
(This is the same cold curve as
SESAME 02982 .)
lle thermal .?lsctronlc part of the EOS
was generated with D.
Llb?rman’s
self-consistent
field model for condensed
matter (INFERNO).
INFERNO solves the Dira..
equation
for an atom embedded
in an electron
gas.
Unlike EOS’S based on Thomas-Fe rmi-Dirac
theory, INFERNO thermodynamic
surfaces exhibit
l%. n“.lear
thermal
shell str”ct”re effects.
EOS was based on the O“gdale-f.f act bnald fomn of
GrU”, fse”-Debye
th*ory.
Crlineise” y,amna was
calculated
from the cold curve according
to
the

following

formula:

2983-2

where B is bulk modulus,
V is voltnne, and P is
pressure.
Note that gamma 1s a function of
density only, not temptirature.
A melting transition
is included In this
EOS based on the Llndemann
law.
The equation
of state of the liquid is given by a scaling
law; that is, the solid Cr!inefsen EOS at a
given temperature
and density is corrected
with varloun terms which depend on the ratio
of the temperature< to the melting temperature
at that density.
At pressures
between 50 and 200 CPa, the
Hugonlot that thfs EOS predicts
is a little
soft compared with existing Hugoniot
experiments;
but above and below those
prec+s”rea , it matches the data well.
Note

that

only

compression

this EOS since it was
lfugoniot experiments.
The S0S
eve rywhere.

Intended

IS covered
for analysls

is thermodynamically

by
of

consistent
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SESAME

+3100

Material:
Nickel
Originators:
J. sarnes and J. Rood
Date of Origin: Karch 1973
Type of Tables Included: 301, 303,
306
Limits: O < p < 1.776.f . 105 g/cm3
0<

304,

305,

T<3.7X108K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

po)

- 1.z806

Cpa

PO)

-

58.710

A-

z-28
P. - 8.882
P(T

gfcm3

= 298.15

K,

E(T - 29~g15 K,
T(P - 10
cPa,

po) -

Tm - 1726 K [Ref.
1728 K [Ref.

6.8903 X 10-Z MJ/kg
2.359 X 10-4 K

1]
2]

Tc - 9576
6520
600U
● 9133

K
K
K
K

To - 1.88

(an average of values found
Iiterat”re)
[Ref. 1]
(calmlat?d
frm
shock wave

2.00

[Ref. 3]
[Ref. 4]
[Ref. 5]
(result of EOS calculation)
in the
data)

[Ref. 11
● 2.098
(rewlt
of EOS calcwlatlon)
B. - 190 GPa [Ref. 1]
* 190 cPa (used in Eos calculation)
E

coh

= 7.29 !’f.J/k8[Ref.
7.27 M. J/kg (used

●

1]
in EOS calculation)

3100-1

‘D

- .427 f 14 K [Ref. 1]
45D K (used in EOS calculation)

IIugoniot

Fit: US . 4.646 + 1.41.5 up kmjs
[Ref. 6]
us = 4.501 + 1 627 U 0.026fI Up! km/sp[Ref.
DESCRIPTION

7]

Of PNYSICS

At higher temperatures
(probably above 1
eV), this EOS was generated
by mixing f4APLE
equ8tiona of state for iron (ustng a number
fraction of 0.802937)
and molybdenum
(using a
number fraction of 0.197063).
?be average
atomic weight of the resulting material was
60.8625.
The mixed EOS was scaled so that the
atomic weight r.-a”ldbe 58.71 a“d the reference
ddnaity, po, wuld
be 8.8g2 glcm3.
At temperatures
below 1 ev, the code
MAXUELL computed the EOS.
!4AXUELL assumes
that the pressures and energies are the s“m of
two contributions:
a zero-degree
contribution
and a thermal nuclear contribution.
The cold
curve (zero-kelvin
Isotlw?rm) is based on a
modified-Morse
model , and the thermal ““clear
part lB calculated
by a Debye ❑odel.
(See
of
this
Part 11 for a detailed discussion
procedure of EOS generation. )
The experimental
zero-prtiss”re dennity
atvl bulk modulus are reproduced
by this EOS,
and the fit to experfme”tal
Nugonic.t data is
good.
Also, tlw critical point is fairly
close to an estimate made by Young and Alder.
Hc.wever, tMs
EOS was not generally designed
fOr
expanded,
liquid metal region and
it is not to be trusted there.

thehot,

31D0-2

I

No melting

transition

is included

in this

Eos.
The thermodynamic
ever~ere.

consistency

is good

The tt.v-temperature
tables for this
material were derived by the code TWOTEt4P and
are noisy.
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SESANE

#3200

14ater<al: Lead
Originators:
J. Barnes and J. Rood
Date of Origin: April 1975 and August 1978
Ty P of Tables Included: 301, 303, 306, ‘i05,
306
Limits: O < p 2.268 X 105 gJcm3
0<
T<3.7X108K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

OATA

A-207.19
z-82
P. -

11.3L

glcm3

P(T = 298.15 K, Po)
E(T = 298.15 K, PO)
T(P = 10-6 CPa, PO)
Tm - 60Q.576

K

[Ref.

= 0.75759 CPa
- 3.1576 x 10-2 M.J/kg
= 3.9L8 x 10-4 K
1]

T= - 5158 K [Ref. 2]
5300 K [experiment
reported
in Ref.
3530 K [Ref. 3]
● 5223
K (fr.an calculation
of EOS)
To - 2.84
2.62

2]

[Ref. 1]
? 0.27 (average of values given in
literature)
[Ref. 1]
2.38 ? 0.35 (calculated
from shock wave
data) [Ref. 1]
2.629 [Ref. 4]
●
1.945 (used in calculation
of EOS)
B. = /,3.82 GPa [Ref. 1]
L5.4 Cpa [Kef. 5]
● G5.63
GPa (used i“ calculation
of EOS)

3200-1

E

Coh

’30 ●

- 0.949
0.939

KJ/kg
KJ/kg

●

[Ref. 1]
(used in calculation
of EOS)

102?
5K
[Ref. 1]
105 K (used in calculation

Hugonfot

Fit:

of EOS)

Us = z.006 + 1.538 u
km/s
(P < 1.2 Mb) [~f.
51
kmls
us - 2.616 + 1.249 U
(P > 1.2 Mb) [P$f. 51
Us - 1.981 + 1 603u
0.0378 Up~ km/sp[Ref.
6]

DESCRIPTION

OP PHYSICS

At higher temperist”res (probably
abm.e 1
eV) , this EOS was prcduced by scaling a MAPLE
table for lead to an atom%c weight of 207.19.
Thanas-Fermi - Dirac physics describes
the
electronic
contrlb”tlons
to pre~sure a“d
etwrgy in the MAPL5 table, and the ““clear
contributions
are calculated
with a model
developed by R. IS. Cowan.
Below 1 eV, the EOS was computed with the
ccxfe MAXWELL. which assumes that the pressures
and ener.gie~ are the sum of a zero-degree
contribution
and a nuclear thermal
contrib”tlon.
3%e cold curve is calculated
with a modified-f.terse model , and the thermal
nuclear I?OS with a Ilebye model . (See Part 11
for a detailed dlsc”ssion
of this procedure
of
EoS generat ion.)
l%. experim.e”tal zero-pressure
density
ad
bulk modulus are reproduced by this EOS,
ati the fit to experimental
H“goniot data is
gocd . Also the critical point is close to the
e8tlmate made by Young and Alder.
However,

3200-2

this EOS was not generally designed
liquid metal region,
hot , expanded,
to be trusted there.
NO .m?ltl”g transition

for the
ard is not

is included

in this

EOS.
The thermodynamic
everywhere.

consistency

Is gocd

The two-temperature
tables for this EOS
were de rived by the code TUOTEMP and are
noisy.

this

A tension
EOS.

region

for span

was

added

to
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SFSAU3? #3330
Material:
Copper
Originators:
J. Barnes and J.
Date of Origin: May 1974

Rood

of Tables

Included:
301, 303,
306
0 4 p < 1.786 x 105 g/cm3
o< T<3.7xlof3K

D*
-:

304,

305,

BASIC
A - 63.54
2.29
P. = 8.93 g/cm3

PHYSICAL

OATA

P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 298 15 K, PO)
T(P - 10-L CPa, Po)

- 1.3225
- 7.4241

CPa
. 10-2 M.Z/kg

- 2.277

x

10-4 K

Tm - 1356 K [Ref. 11
1355.95 K [Ref. 2]
T= - 6544

●

7580

K (Information

provided

by D. A.

Young at Lawrence Livermore
Nac Jonal Laboratory)
K (from calc”lacion
of EOS)

Y. - 2.008 [Ref. 3]
1.97 Isef. 1]
2.00 t 0.08 (average of values 1“
literature)
[Ref. 1]
* 2.00 (used in calculation
of EOS)
80 = 133.5 GPa [Ref. I]
137 GPa (calculated
fmm measurement
of
bulk sound velocity)
[Ref. 4]
●
133.9 CPa (used in calculation
of EOS)
E

coh - 5.32 K1/kj3 [Ref.
* 5.38 W/kg
(used

1]
in calc”latlon

3330-1

of EOS)

%

- 342i2K
● 343
(used

Hugoniot

[Ref. ]]
in calculation

of EOS)

Fit: U5 = 4.001 + 1.666
[Ref. 41
‘S - ;:~~;,;

;“~2~E

U5 - 3.993 + 1!500
[Ref. 6]
DESCRIPTION

up kmfs

;Ref.

5]

Up km/s

OF PHYSICS

An EOS for copper fr.m Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory
was joined onto an EOS
generated by the code t4AKUSLL (which was
probably run at temperatures
lower than 1 eV).
MAXWELL uges a modified-fbrne
model to
calctiate
the zero-ke lvln contribut lona to
pressure and energy and a Oebye model for the
ther-1
nuclear part.
(See Part 11 for a
detailed description
of this method of EOS
generation. )

and
amf

The experimental
zero-pressure
denalty
bu2k modu2us are reprcxiuced by this EOS,
the comparison
with experimental
Hugoniot

data 1s goal.
Kowever, this EOS was not
general lY designed
for the hot , expanded,
liquid metal region and in not to be trusted
tlwre.

this

No melting
EOS.

transition

The thermodynamic
eve rywhere.

was

fncl”ded

consistency

The t$m.-temperature
were derived by the code
noisy.

in

is good

tablea for this EOS
l’hVTEtiP and are
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Press,
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33 X-3

(V3) d

3330-5

l%lli13

3330-6

SESAMI
—Haterial:
~PW?
[Ref.
Originator:
K. Trai”or
Oate of Origin: 1980

43331
1]

of Tables Included:
301
-w
Limits: 10-J < p < lo> glcm3
300<
TC5.8X106K
BASIC

PtiySICM

DATA

A63.54
z - Z9
Po - 8.93
P(T

8/cm3

- Z98.15 K, PO)
E(T - 29~L15 K, po)
T(P - 10
CPa, PO)

- Z.1OIL3 x Io-6 GPa
- 0.11825 W/kg
- 300 K

Tm - 1356 K [Ref. Z]
1355.95 K [Ref. 3]
●
1356 K (used in calculation
T= - 6544

●

6544

of EOS)

K (Information
provided by D. A.
Young at Lawrence Liverm.ore
National
Laboratory)
K (result of calculation
of EOS)

Y. - 2.008 [Ref. 4]
1.97 [Ref. 21
2.00 i 0.0S iaverage of values i“
literature)
[Ref. 2]
● 1.97
(used in calculation
of EOS)
B. - 133.5 CPa [Ref. 2]
137 CPa (calculated
frcin measurement
bulk sound velocity
) [Ref.

3331-)

of
5]

E

C oh

- 5.32 M.I/kg [Ref.
5.34 147/kg (usd

●

‘D = 342 f 2K [Ref.
Hugoniot

Fit:

2]
in calculation

of EOS)

2]

IIS - 6.007

+

1.466

Up km/s

[Sef. 5]
US - 3.889 + 1
0.0007, U“~2;,&’ ;Ref. 6]
US - 3.933 + 1?500 Up km/s
[Ref. 7]
*u~4.007 + 1..$8 U
kmfs
(us.zd In calcu Y ation of E(X)
~CRIPTION

OF PffYSICS

The purpose of generati”~
this EOS was to
construct
a global equation of state “BinK the
best

available

used

Six different
theoretical
in the gerwrat ion:

1)

rigorous

physical

electron

theories.

band

models

theory

were

based

on

the

self-consistent
method for the
compression

.awgmented plane wave (APW)
zer.o-kslvin isotherm
in

2)

sail-empirical
the m“lt iphase
normal density
(GRAY )

CrUm?is.xn-Deby. model for
region at densities
fron
to two-fold compressed

3)

Thomas-Fe rral-Kirzhnits theory with
corrections
for Lhe rest of the
compression
EOS (TFNUC)

4)

sani-empfrical
soft-sphere
model
liqdd
metals at low tanperat”res
liqdd
density

3331-2

nuclear

for
beiov

5)

rigorous

qu.antm-nt atistlcal-mechanical

thw. ry based on a many-body
perturbation
expansion
( ACTI?X) for the high-temperature
Ionization
equilibrium
re8ic.n
6)

Saha model based on the Planck-Larkin
Fart ltion function (OCCIPITAL)
for the
moderate- temperatur+
ionization
equilibrium
region.

The compoBlte
pressure and energy
surfaces were constructed
by joining the
separate EOS subsurfaces
along the boundaries
s?.wn in Fig.
2.
At high temperature,
tbe
models merged smoothly into one another.
kt
low temperature,
howtiver, the physics is ❑ ore
complex, and there were in same cases
substantial
mismatches
between adjacent
theories.
In this case, portions
of each EOS
subsurface
on either side of a boundary had to
be replaced with numerical
interpolation
to
ensure a smooth and conttn. >us join.
The copper EOS has a melting transition
based on the Lindemann
Law.
The theoretical
melting
line matches experimental
rteasur.xm.ents
of rhe melting
temperature
as a function of
pressure “p to 6 CPa.
The tsm-phase
region in
expansion
is .9 Uaxwell
van der Waals loops).

construction

(not

Experimental
data are reproduced
well.
Experiments
& ich have been compared
to this
EOS include H“goniot experiments,
porous
Hugontr. experiments,
isobaric data,
canpressibility
data , and release lsentrope
measurements.

3331-3

The ther.mdynamtc
consistency
in good
everywhere
except on the boundaries
between
the various physical models.
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5. U. van l%ie~ , “Ccmperxi%um of Shock Wave
Laboratory
report
08ta, ” Lawrence Livermore
UCRL-501OB,
Rev. 1 (1977).
6. L. V. A1’tshuler,
A. A. Bakanova,
I. P.
Dudoladov,
E. A. Oynin, R. F. Trunin, ami
B. S. Chekln, Zhurnnl Prik.lad”oi Hekhimiki
i Tekhnicheskoi
Fiziki ~, 3 (1981 ) [Sov.
Phys.
JAHzP Q
(2), 195 (19 Bl )1.
7. A. C. Mitchell
J. Appl. Phys.

and W. J. Nellis,
~
(5), 3363 (1980).

3331-4

oonsity

(Mg/m3

)

Tempera ture_density
plot showing the
Fig. 2.
subregions
covered by each of the theory codes
The
used to calculate
the EOS for copper.
shaded areas arti regions in which numerical
interpolation
was required to smoothly Join
two EOS subsurfaces.

3331-5

t%15) d

3331-7

Lo

.

(%IW3
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SESAMS

#3332

Material:
Copper
Ori@nator:
K.
Date of origin: March 1983
Ty IX of Tables Included: 301,

Trainer

303,

30&,

305,

306
LlmlctI: 8.93 < p < 1000 g/cm3
0<
T<1.16X106K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

OATA

A=
63.54
Z-29
P. = 8.93 8fcm3
P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 298 15 K, po)
T(P = 10-4 GPa, po)

- 1.3603 CPa
= 0.15831 NJ/k
= 9.2797 x 10-9 K

Tm - 1356 K [Ref. 1]
1355.95 K [Ref. 2]
●
1356.55 K (used in calculation
No value for T= is Included
only covers canpr. msion.

since

of EOS)
this

~o - 2.008 [Ref. 3]
1.97 [Ref. 1]
2.00 t 0.08 (average of values
literature)
[Ref.
● 0.90
(result of calculation)

EOS

i“
1]

B. - 133.5 CPa [Ref. I]
137 CPa ( calculated
fran measurement
bulk sound velocity)
[Ref.
●
157 GPa (result of calculation)
E

coh - 5.32

IiJ/kg [Ref.

1]

3332-1

of
6]

en - 342i
Hu80niot

2X
Fit:

[Ref.

1]

US - 4.007 + 1.466 Up km/a
[Ref. 4]

%-

::!!;: ;“~’g~

us - 3.933

;Ref.
+ 1!’500 up kin/s

[Ref. 61
(No Hu80niot fit was explicitly
calculation
of this EOS. )
DESCRIPTION

used

51

in the

OF PNYSICS

‘t’hisequation of state “or copper was
generated along wfth equations of state for
aluminum (#3713) md
molybdentn
(#2983) for
purpose of evaluating
high-pressure,
impedance-matching
Hugo”lc.t experiments.
The
goal WI18 to calculate
a set of EOS tables
based on a consistent
set of physics models.

the

The zero-kelvin
isotherm was calcdated
by A.
Hcli.shan (Lawrence Livermore
National
Laboratory)
with rigoro”e band theory based
the self -conBIBtent , augmented
plane wave
(APW) method.

cm

The thermal electronic
part of the I?OS
was generated with O. Lf berman’ 8
nelf-consistent
field model for condensed
matter (INFERNO) . This ❑odel solves the Dirac
equation for an atom embedded i“ an electrm
gas.
Unlike equations
of state based on
ThMMB-Fe IIui-Dirac theory, IN7ERN0
thermodynamic
EAIrfaces exhibit shel 1 structure
effects.

to

the
The thermal n“clsar contribution
EOS was calcdated
with the Mgdale-MacDonald
form of GrUneisen-Oebye
them-y.
GrUneise”
3332-2

gamma is derived
to the following

from the cold
formula:

curve

according

where B is bulk modulus, V is volume, and P is
pressure.
Note that gamma 1s a function of
density only, not temperature.
A melting transition
is included
in this
EOS based on the Lindemann
law.
The tiquatfon
of state of the liqufd is given by a scaling
law; that 1s, the solid CrUneisen
E(X at a
given temperature
and density is corrected
with terms which deperxi on the ratio of the
temperature
to the melting temperature
at that
density.

that

At pressures
above 100 GPa, the Hugo”lot
this EOS predicts
is slightly
stiff

compared with existing Hugoniot experiments.
Below, it matches the data well.
Note that only ccxc,pression 1s covered by
intended for amalysis of
this EOS Bince
Hugoniot experiments.

ltwas

The ROS
everywhere.

is thermodynamically

3332-3

consistent

1. K. A. Gschneidner,
16, 275 (1964).

Jr. , Solid

State

Physics

2. J. Akella and C. C. Kennedy,
Res.
~
(2o), 4969 (1971).

J.

3. J. Ramakrishnan,

C. H. Higgins,

R. Boehler,

and G. C. Kemedy,
(B7), 3535 (1978).

J.

Geophys.

Geophy8.

Res.

~

4. M. van 3%iel, “ Conpemilum of Shock Wave
Data, ” Lawrenc@ Livetmore Laboratory
report
UCKL-501O8,
Rev.
1 (1977).
5. A. C. Mitchell
Phys.
s4 (5),

and W. J. Nellis,
3363 (1981).

3332-4

J.

Appl.

.
(WI) d

.
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o

\
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h
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SESA!4E #35b1
!bterial:
Tungsten
Originator:
B. Bennett
Date of Origin: September 1979
‘TYPe of Tables Included: 301, 303,
30$
Limits: O < p < 1.9312 x
O g/Cm3
O<
T<l
.16X1
0$,
BA51C

PmSICA

304,

305,

OATA

A - 183.85
Z-74
Po

- i9.237

glcm3

P(T = 300 K, Do) - 4.3891 X 10-3 GPa
E(T - 300 K, p ) - 1.9451 x 10-” W/kg
T(P - 10-6 CPa; Po) - 298.5 K
Tm - 3653
3690

K [Ref. I]
K (Information
provided by
r?. R. Gathers at Lawrence
Liver’more National Laboratory)
3695 K [Ref. 2]

T= - 13400 f 1400 K [Ref.
11950 K [Ref. 4]
18538 K [Ref. 5]
* 17L01 K (calculated)

3]

Y. = 1.78 [Ref. 11
1.68 (average of values
literature)
●

1.47

[Ref. 1]
(calculated)

{541-1

found

in

B. - 307 GPa [Ref. 6]
329.6 GPa [Ref. I]
31.4 CPa (calculated
frcm shock wave data)
[Ref. 71
* 313 GPa (used in calculation
of EOS)
E

C oh

- 4.54 Y.J/kg [Ref.
4.67 M, Z/kg (used

●

QD - 388 t 17 K [Ref.
Hugoniot

Fit: Us

%

1]
in calculation

II

= L.04 +

1.23 Up

[Ref. 81
. L.o15 + 1.252

●u~.

[Ref. 91
&.025 + 1.239
(used

~CRIPTION

of EOS)

kmts
UP km/s
U

kmts
in C31CUI ~ tion of EUS)

OF PHYSICS

The tun~sten FnS was calculated
with the
codes CAXDIDE (Thomas-Fermi-Di rac theory for
the electrons)
and F.OS. CS. me
zero-kelvin
isotherm was obtained frca Hu80niot
data
assuming
the Ougdal.?-t. tacllonald
form for
CrUneisen
gamma.
A Lennar&Jones
tail was
used for densities
less than p . l%e nuclear
vi brat i”” contrihutio”s
were a P so based on the
hp,dale-YacDonald
form of GrUnetsen-D.?bye
theory, but with a transition
to ideal gas
high temperatures.
No melting
transition
per se is included
in this table, ad
it has van der Waals loops
in exoa”sion
instead of a llaxwell
con. truct ion.
This
principal

tungsten
HU80ni0t

EOS reproduces
exp.?rimental
data.
Also, vapor

3541-2

pressureg
ccmputed frcm the table should
reasonable
agreement
wi th experiment.

give

The two-temperature
tables for this
material were derived frmn the code TwOTSltP
and are noisy.
Rf?PERSNCES
1. K. A. Cschneidner,
16, 275 (1964).
2.

Jr. , Solid

State

S. A. Kats and V. Ya. Chekhov skoi,
High. Temp.-High
Pressures 11, 629

3. U. F“cke and U. ?.eydel, High
Pressures IZ, 619 (19S0).
4. U. M. Marty nyuk,
(5), 705 (1977).
5. O. A. Young and
~, 364 (1971).
6. Li-chung
J. Appl.

Russ.

(1979).

Temp.-High

J. Phys.

S. J. Alder,

Physics

Chem.

Phys.

Rev.

~

A

14ing and M. H. Flanghnani ,
Phy,.
Q
(1), 208 (1978).

7. i-l.van Thiel, “Co!npendium of Shock Wave
Data, ” Sawrence Livennore Laboratory
report
UCRL-501O8,
Rev.
1 (1977).
8.

S. P. Marsh, LASL Shock Htgoniot
(University
of California
Press,
1960).

3541-3

Data
Berkeley,

9.

L. V. A1’tshuler,
A. A. Bakanova,
I. P. Dudoladov,
E. A. Cynin, ft. F. Trunln,
and B. S. Chekin, Zhurnal Prikladnoi
Mekhaniki
i Tekhnlcheskoi
Fizfkl ~, 3
Phys.
JAWP
~
(2), 195
(1981) [Sov.
(1981)1.

35L14

3541->

SESAMS

#3560

Material:
Tungsten Carbide
composition:
Tungsten carbide
Cobalt (6 wc Z)
OrigitIator: R. C. Al bers
Date of origin: Novmber
1981
of Tables Included: 301,
w.
Llmlts:

(9L

303,
306
O c p < 1.50.48 X $o~ glcm~
O< T<3.
G8X1OK
BASIC

PKYSICAL

DATA

. 2.9187
- 3.llg4

X
x

blt

z)

304,

?05,

.T - 96.1909
z=
38. ?5335
= lL.9? ~/cm3
Po
P(T = 298.15 K, pO)
F.(T = 29~b15 K, pO)
T(P - 10
GPa, po)
Tm - 3143
Boiline
Y. - 1.5

K [Ref.

Temperature
[Ref.

no = 362.4
* 360cPa

E

coh

- L.63

10-3 CPa
10-6 tU/kg

- 297. L K

11
= 6273

K [Ref.

1]

2]

GPa

( frcxn shock wave data
tungsten carbide)
(at P-O,
T-298
.15K
table)

!’tI/kE [Ref.

3]

DESCRIPTION

OF —-PRYSICS

o“
in

The cold curve was gen.rated by fittf”g
shock wave data [Ref. 3].
An average atom
Thoma?.-Fe rmi-Dirac model was used for the
3560-1

thermal slsctronic
excitations.
.4 Chart-D
CrUneisen
ion model was used for the lon
(nuclear) contributions
to the EOS.
There is
a nonequilibrlum
region in the vapor dom~ area
(van der waals loops) because no wxwell
construe t ion was performed.
The theoretical
Hugoniot reproduces
experimental
shock wave data [Ref. 4] .
REFERENCES
1. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, R. C.
Weast, Ed.
(CRC Press, Cleveland,
Ohio,
1977).
2.

CrUneisen
constant of 1.50 is taken from
Meyers and M“rr, “Shock Wave and
High-Strain-Rate
phenomena
in Metal s,” in
Proceed in&s of the International
Con f.sre”ce
on ~tallurgfcal
Effects of High-Strain
Rate kformatlon
and Fabrication,
Albuquerque,
N?4. 19S0 Ii. A. Meyers and
L. E. Murr, Eds.
19s1), P.
1077.

(Plenum

Press,

New York,

3.

R. G. HcQue.sn in nigh Veloclty Impact
Phenomena,
R. Kinslow, Ed.
(Academic
Press, 1970), p. 371.

4.

S. P. Marsh, LASL Shock HugOniot
(University
of California
Press,
1980).

3560-2

Data
Berkeley,

3560-3

3560-4

SESAfQ?,?3712
Material:
A2minm
Originator:
K. Trainer
Oate of OriEln: 1982
of Tables Included:
301
NW
m:
1O-J < p < 10J g/cm3
300<
T<2.3X108K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

A - 26.9815
Z-13
P. = 2.7 glclns
P(T
E(T
T(P

- 300 K, Po) - 1.8525 x 10-4 CPa
- 300 K, po) = 2.4950 X 10-5 M.J/kg
- 10-4 CPa, PO) = 300 K

Tm - 933.25
● 933.2

K [Ref. II
K (used in calculation

of EOS)

T= = 5726 K [Ref. 2]
5220 K [Ref. 3]
● 5726 K (cal”lated)
Y. “ 2.136 [Ref. L]
2.19 [Ref. 5]
* 2.136 (“s.sd in calculation
of EOS)
B. = 73.58 GPa [Ref. 5]
77 CPa (calculated
from shock wave
[Ref. 61
E

coh - 11.9 t4J/kg [Ref. 5]
● 11.9 PfJ/kg (“c.
ed in calculation

data)

of EOS)

~o =
Hugonlot

Fit: US

= 5.386 + 1.339
[Ref. 7]
3712-1

Up km/s

●

us - 5.35 +

1.375

u

+ 0.0118

UP2

im)#[&}%”;3p
(used
DESCRIPTION

in calculation

of EOS)

OF PHYSICS

The purpose of constructing
this equation
of state was to create a wide-range
table
fncorparati”g
the best possible physical
theories that would
experimental
data.
were used:
1)

avaflable
different

EOS models

rigorous electron band theory based o“ the
sel f-consistent , augment+d plane wave
(APW) method for
in compression,

2)

match
Seven

the zero-kelvin

isotherm

semi-empirical
GtWneise&Debye
model for
the mult iphase (solid-melt-liquid)
region
at densities
from normal density to
two-fold compressed ,

3) Thomas-Fe nnl-Klrzhnlts
theory with
correct ions for the rest of the
compression
EOS (TFNUC) ,
4) semi-empirical
soft-sphere
metals at low tsmperat”res
density,

nuclear

model for liquid
below liquid

5)

rigorous quantum- statistical-mechanical
theory based on a many-body
Frturbatlon
expansion
(ACTEX) for the high-temperature
ionization eq”illbriun
region,

6)

Saha model based on the Planck-Larkin
partition
function (OCCIPITAL)
for the

3712-2

moderate-temperature
equilibrium
region,
7)

Ionization
atxl

liquid m+tal perturbation
theory
generalized
to account for electronic
excitation
of conduction
and core
electrons.

The composite
pressure and energy
surfaces were constructed
by joining
separate EOS subsurfaces
along the boundaries
shown in Fi8.
3.
In some cases, there were
mismatches
between adjacent theories,
and
numerical
Interpolation
was necessary
to
smoothly
join tuo subsurfaces.

the

This aluminum EOS has a theoretical
melt lng transition
based on the Lindemann
law,
which matches exp+rfme”cs
msas”ri”g
neltin8
temperature
as a f“nccfon of pressure
(up to 6
cPa) . ‘She two-phase region in expansion
has a
%xwell
constru,, tlon (not van der tiaals
loops).
fixperimental data are reproduced
well.
Experiments
which have been compared with this
EOS include principal
and porou~ Hugonlot
isobaric data, ad
experiments,
compr*sslbillty
data.
Also R. G. McQueen
(Croup M-6, Los flames Nation.al Laboratory)
has was”red
the poi”c on the Hugonlot at
“hich melt occurs is between 110 and 120 CPa.
This ?0S predicts that meltfng occurs at 130
GPa on the H“goniot.
The thermodynamic
consi~tency
of this EOS
is 800d everywhere
except in the interpolation
areas.

3712-3

REPERSNCSS
1. R. Hultgren,
P. D. Desal, D. T. Hawkins,
M. Gleiser, K. K. Kelley, and D. D. Wagmn,
Selected Values of the ‘Thermodynamic
Properties
of the Elements
(American
Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio,
1973). ”
2.

D. A. Young, “A Soft-Sphere
Model for
Liquid Het82s, ” Lawrence Livermore
National
Laboratory
report UC8L-52352
(1977).

3.

U. M. Marty nyuk, Russ.
~
(5), 705 (1977).

4.

J. Ramakrishnan,
R. Boehler, C. H. Higgins,
Res.
~
ad
C. C. Kennedy,
J.
Ceophys.
(B7), 3535 (1978).

5.

K. A. Cechneidner,
~,
275 (1964).

6.

M. van Thiel , “Co!npendium of Shock Wave
Data, ” Inwrence Livermore
Laboratory
report
UCRL-501O8,
Rev. 1 (1977).

7.

A. C. Mitchell
J. Appl . Phys.

8.

S. P. !larsh, LASL Shock Hugoniot
@;ersity
of California
Press,
.

9.

A canolete description
of this EOS is 8iven
in K. Tcainor , “A New FU1 l-Ran8e Equation
of State for Aluminum, ” in H-D Ivision
Quarterly
Report (April through June 1982) ,
Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory
report UC1O-18574-82-2
(1982), p.
20.

J. of

Jr. , Solid

Phya.

Chem.

State

Physics

and W. J. Nellis,
z
(5), 3363 (1981).

3712-4

Data
Berkeley,

Deulty

(Mg/m3)

Fi6. 3. ?emperatur.e-densfty
plot showing the
nubre8ions
covered by each of the theory codes
used to calculate
the EOS for aluminum.
l’he
shaded area 1s the region in which n~erical
lntepc.laclon wan requtred to smoothly join two
EOS nubaurfaces.
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SESAUE
!laterlal: Nuninum
Originator:
K.
Date of Origin: March

#3713

Trahor

of Tables

TYW

1983

Included:

301,

303,

304,

305,

3~6
2.7 < p < 100 gfc
t
O<
T<1.16X1OK

u:

BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

A - 26.9815
Z-13
P. - 2.7 glcm3
P(T - 29B.15 K, po)
E(T - 29~&15 K, po)
T(P - 10
GPa, po)

- - 1.9 CPa
- 0.3567 K7/k8
- 1145. B K

Tm - 933.25 K [Kef. 1]
● 933.5
K (used f“ calcu2atfon
No value for T= is included
only covers compression.
Y. - 2.136 [I&f. 2]
2.19 [l@f. 3]
● 0.76
(result of EOS

since

E

82.02

[Sef. 4]
GPa (reeult

c oh - 11.9 @lJ/kg [Ref.

‘D

- 423

f 5 K [Kef.

this

EOS

calculation)

B. - 73.58 CP.a [Sef. 3]
77 GPa (calculated
frcan shock
●

of EOS)

wave

data)

of EOS calculation)
3]

3]

3713-1

Slugoniot

FIC:

US - 5.386
+ 1.339
Up kde
[Ref. 51
- 5.35 + i.34 up kdm

%

[Ref. 61
(fkI lh%oniot
fft was explicitly
calculation
of this EOS. )
DESCRIPTION

used

in the

OF PHYSICS

This equation of state for aluminum was
generated
along with equations of state for
copper (#3332) and molybdenum
(#2983) for the
purpose of evalwt Ing hlgb-pressure,
impedance-matching
Rugoniot experiments.
l%e
goal was to calculate
a set of EOS tables
based on a consistent
set of physical models.
The zero-kelvin
isotherm was calculated
by A.
t4ct4ahan (Lawrence Livermore
National
Laboratory)
with rigorous band theory based on
the sel f-consistent,
augmented
plane wave
(AFW) method.
The

thermal

electronic

part

of the EOS

was generated with O.
Liberman’ B
self-consistent
field model for condensed
matter ( INFERNO) . ‘%1s model solves the Dirac
equation
for an atom embedded in an electron
gas.
Unlike equntlons
of state based on
ThomawFermi-Di
rac ttm?ory, INFERNO
thermodpmmic
nurfaces exhibit shell structure
effects.
The thermal nuclear contribut ion to the
EOS was calculated
with the Ougdale-MacOonald
form of GrUneisen-Debye
theory.
GrUneisen
gamma is derived
to the following

frca the cold
fotmula:

3713-2

curve

according

+[(-+;)/(1

Y(v)--+-

-+)1

.

where B 1s bulk modulus, V 18 volume, and P is
pressure.
Note that gamnui is a function of
density only, not temperature.
At pressures
below 200 GPa, the Hugonlot
that th!s EOS predicts is a little soft
compared with HuEoniot experiments.
Above
that
pressure,
it matches the data well.
Note that only compression
this EOS since it was intended
Ilup,
oniot .e-perimenc~.

1s covered by
for analysis of

The EOS
eve rywhere.

ly consistent

is therumdynamical

R~ERENCES
1. R. Hultgren,

P. D. Desai,

n. T. Hawkim,

H. Cleiser, K. K. Kelley, ad
D. D. Wagman,
Selected Values of the Themnc.dynamic
Properties
of the Elements (American
Society
1973).

for Metals,

Fletals Park,

Ohio,

2.

J. Raaakrishnan,
R. Boehler, C. H. Higgins,
ad
C. C. Kennedy, J.
Ceophys. Res.
~
(B7), 3535 (1978).

3.

K.
~,

A. Gschneidner
275 (1964).

, Jr. , Solid

3713-3

State

Physics

4. n. van Thiel, “kmp emf iufu of Shock Wave
Data, ” Iawrence Llvemore
Laboratory
report
UCRL-501O8,
Rev. 1 (1977).
5. A. C. Mitchell
Phyn.
Q
(5),
6.

S. P. Marsh,
(University
1980).

and W. J. Nellis,
3363 (1981).

LASL

Shock

Hugonlot

of California

3713-4

Prsss,

J.

Appl.

I)ata
Berkeley,
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SESAKS

#3730

Material:
Platinum
Orislnator:
J. Barnes and J. Rood
Oate of Or fgln: October 1972
Ty pi of Tables Included: 301, 303,
Ilmlts:

O < p < 2.1419
0<
T<3.7X108K
BASIC

A - 195.09
z-78
P. - 21.419

PHYSICAL

m - 2042

Tc - 14650
●
13704
Y. - 2.92
2.56
●

2.035

K

[Ref.

CPa

- 2.89i
2.616

●

- 2.48

x

CPa
;o:~-z W/kg
K

1]

in literature)

[Ref. 11
(calculated)

282.2

coh

- 1.2114
- 2.7909

[Ref. 1]
(aVeCa~e Of value5

CPa
GPa

E

OATA

K [Ref. 2]
K (calculated)

B. = 283.8
249.2
●

305,

gfcm3

P(T - 298.15 K, Po)
E(T = 29~&15 K, po)
T(P - 10
GPa, Po)
T

306,

3of
X 10 13/C~3

[Ref. I]
(calculated
frm
shock wave
data) [Ref. 3]
(used in calculation
of EoS)

KI/kg [Ref. 1]
Ii J/kg (used in calculation
of EOS)

3730-1

‘D

- 234 K [Ref.
240 K (used

1]
in calctdation

●

I@oniot

Fit:

of EOS)

us - 3.68 + 1.46 U
‘s - ;;s!5;2’:;,flyR:

DESCRIPTION

Icm/s [Ref.
f:”:;

~]

“

OF PNYSICS

Above 1 eV, a MAPIE table for platinum
was scaled to match the reference
density and
atomic weight used.
Below 1 eV, the code
MAKUELL
computed
the EOS using a
modified-Uorse
model for the zero-kelvin
contributions
to pressure and energy and a
Debye model for the nuclear thermal
contributions.
(See Part 11 for a detailed
description
of this method of EOS genera tion. )
The experimental
zero- pre~s”re density
arul bulk modulus are repraluced by this EOS,
ad
the comparison
with experimental
Hugonlot
data iS KOOd.
However, this EOS was not
general lY intended for the hot , expanded
liquid metal region and is not to be trusted
there.
No meltlng
table.

transition

Thermodynamic
every tiere.

is included

consistency

The tm-temperatme
were derived by the code
nolmy.

in th!s

is good

tables for this EOS
TUOTENP and are

3730-2

REFERENCES
1. K. A. Cschneidner,
16, 275 (1966).

Jr. , Solid

2. D. A. Young and B. J. Alder,
(l), 364 (1971).

State

Phys.

Physics

Rev.

A 3

3. M. “a” Thiel, “ComPetilum
of Shock Ua”e
Data, ” Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory
report
UCRL-501O8,
Rev. 1 (1977).
4. S. P. Marsh,
(UIIlW18fty
1980).

LASL

Shock

of California

Hugonfot
Press,

Data
Berkeley,

5. L. V. A1’tshuler,
A. A. tiakanova,
1. P. Cudoladov,
E. A. Dynin, R. F. Tru”ln,
ad
B. S. Chekin, Zhurnal Prikladnoi
Ilekhaniki i Teknicheskoi
Fiziki ~, 3 ( 1981 )
[SOV.
Phys.
JAtOP Zi’_(2), 195 (1981)1.

3730-3

3730-5

J

3730-6

SESm
M8terfal:
Brasg
Composition:
&
%n

61.5
36.0

#4100

wt%
wt%

or 63.237
or 35.975

at%
at%

Pb
2.5 wt% or
0.788 at%
Originator:
J. Barnes and A. Llnd8trom
Date of Orlp,in: hfay 1976
Type

of Tables

=:

Included:

6.6016x
10-2<$<
O<
T<3.7X1OK
BASIC

x2-

303,

1.69x

PHYSICW

304,

105 g/cm3

DATA

glcm3

P(T - 298.15 K, Po)
E(T - 298 15 K, PO)
T(P - 10-A GPa, Po)
Tm - 1205 K [Ref.
4642

●

- 1.4327 Gpa
- 7.3038 x ~0-2
- 2.1 x 10- K

MJ/kg

1]

K (calculated)

B. - 13s.9 cPa [Ref. 1]
● 100 GP.s (used
in calculatim)
E

coh

‘D -

305,

65.334
29.777

P. - 8.45

T= -

301,
306

4.04

K71kg

-

●

●

335 K (used

Hugonlot

Fit:

(umd

1“ calculation)

in calculation)

US - 3.74
[Ref.

+ 1.43 Up hla
2]

4100-1

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

Above 1 eV, the brass EOS was calculated
by mixing copper (SESMtE U3330), zinc (a
scaled SESAME #3330) , and lead .?quat!ons of
state according
to tbe number fractions given
under compos it ion.
Below 1 eV, tbe code
HAXWELL computed the EOS .sin8 a
modified-Morse
model for the zero-kelvin
contrlbut ions t o pressure and energy and a
Oebye model for the nuclear thermal
contributions.
(See Part II for a detailed
description
of this method of EOS generation.
l%is EOS matches the experimental
Hu80nlot data well, but a low value of the
bulk modulus was necessary
to force a 80cd
match between theory and experiment .
This EOS was
the hot, expanded
not to be trusted

this

No melting
EOS.

not 8enerally
intended
for
liquid metal region and is
there.

transition

Thermodynamic
everywhere.

was

consistency

included

in

1s good

Two temperature
tables for this EOS were
derived from the code TUOTSMP and are noisy.
REPESENCES
1. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics,
R. C. w.?tlSt , Ed.
(CRC press, Cleveland,
Ohio, 1976).

4100-2

)

2. S. P. marsh,
@&rsity

LASL

Shock

of California

4100-3

Hu80niot
Press,

Data
Berkeley,

!\!\\\\\l

(W) d
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-
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SESAME

84210

Material:
Stainless steel
Composition:
Fe 70 wt%
Cr 19 wt%
Ni I 1 ut%
Originator:
A. Llndstrom
Date of Origin: 1976
of Tables Included:
TYw
g:

6.1688 x 10-2 <
8
O<
T<3.7X1OK
BASIC

(304)

301, 303, 304, 305,
306
< 1.5792 X 10S g/cm3

PHYSICAL

DATA

- 1.1500
- 7.1136

GPa
X l~-z W/kg

- 2.62 x

10-

x55.365
z - 25.802
P. - 7.896

g/cm3

P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T = 298 15 K, po)
T(P - 10-h GPa, PO)
Tc

=

●

8733

60 -

●

164.8

K (calculated)
GPa

(used

F.
coh

●

00

1.70 K (used

-

●

thgonlot

7.3 UJ/kg

Fi

K

t: U5

in c.al,.
ulatio”

(used
Eos)

in calculation

in cal, ul.atim

= L.58
[Ref.

DESCRIPTION

of 170s)
of

of EOS)

+ 1.49 Up kmts

II
OF PHYSICS

Above 1 eV, three MAPL? tables were mixed
to crate
the SOS for stainless steel: an fron
table, a lead table that was scaled to

4270-1

slmulatt? nickel, a nd an iron
scaled co simulate chromium.

table

that

was

Below 1 ev, the code HAXWELI. computed
using a modlfitid-n.orse model for the

FOS

the

xero-kelvln
contributions
to plessure and
energy and a 11.bye model for the nuclear
thermal conrrihutlon~.
(%e
Part 11 for a
d+tai led discussion
of this method of F.OS
generat i on.)
EOS matches experimental
H“gonfot
T%is
data for 30L stainless
steel very well.
Mow. ver in the hot , expanded liquid metal
reBi o”, it is not to be trusted.

this

KO melting
EOS.

transition

Thermodynamic
eve rywhere.

was

consistency

included

in

1s good

Two-t efmperat”re tables for this EOS were
derived
frcm the code TUOTEMP and are noisy.
REFllRSNCE
1. S. P. !tarsh, LASL
(University
1980).

Shock

of California

4270-2

Hugoniot
Press,

Data
Berkeley,

[%3) d

4270-3

L2 JO-L

SESAKS

#50a2

Unterial:

Nltro8en
Ccmposltfcm:
N2
Originators:
C. Kerley ad
J.
Date of Origin: April 1981
Ty m of Tables Included: 301
Limits: 10-0 < p c IN glcm?
0<

Abdallah

T<108K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

A - 14.0067
Z-7
P. - 0.85719

glcm3

P(T - 298.:5

K, po)

E(T - 29~&15 K, po)
T(P - 10
Gpa, Po)
Tm - 63 K

[Ref.

= 0.34730 cPa
- 0.24689 K?/kg
- 63.149 K

1]

Tc - 126 K [Ref. 2]
●
132 K (calculated)
Bindi~

Energy:
●

Hugonlot

Fit:

US

0.2472 K7/kg [Ref. 3]
0.246 K.I/kg (calculated)
- 1.49 + 1.49 Up kmfs

(for 2.3 < U5 < 7.4 kmfs)
U5 - -1.0 + 2.0 Up km/s
f;:;

7;; ~ 115 < 8.4 kM/S)

Us - 6.06 + 0.92 Up km/s
(for 8.k c Us < 9.0

5000-1

km/s)

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS
——

The nitrogen EOS5 was P,tinerated in
response to a need for thermodynamic
properties
to be used in numerical modsling
detonations.

of

The fluid part of the nitrogen equation
of state was calculated
with the CRIS model, a
thernwdynamic
pert” rbatfon theory In which the
intermolecular
fores
are determined
from the
cold curve of the solid.
The cold curve is
described by a semi-empirical
funct ional form
[n which certain parameters
may be adjusted
to
fit experimental
data for the liquid.
The
cold curve formulation
incltdcs effects of
coupling amo~
vibrational,
rotational,
and
translational
motions.
.4 crude model for the solid uses tbe same
cold curve .s that used i“ the CRIS model.
However,
it does not account for phase
transitions
associated
with rotational
orderfng
!n the crystalline
state.
l%e
melting tra”r,itio” was included i“ this EOS by
calculating
separate surfaces “sing the solid
and liquid models and then finding the point
at which the solid and 1 iquid pr?ssures and
Gibbs free energies matched along each
isotherm.
Agreement
of the rrulti“g curve with
experlmencal
data is fairly gocd.
This EOS does not include effects of
molecular
dissociation
or electronic
excitation,
so it should not be completely
believed at temperatures
above where these
effects start to become important (> 1 eV).
Higher temperature
isotherms were Included
“ai”ly to prevent extrapolation
problems.
The
theoretical
EOS was ccmnpared with many

5000-2

different
kinds of experiments:
vaporization
and critical point data, P-V-T data, and
Slugoniot experiments.
In general , agreente”t
was very god.
However, for part icle
velocities
greater than 6.0 kmls, the
theoretical
Hugoniot was stiffer than
exverlments.
TIIIS discrewmcv
lB probably due
importance of dissociation
to the increasing
pressures.
at higher

.

REFECNCSS
1. Sargent-Welch
Periodic
E1.mk?nts (1968).

Table

of

the

2. E. W. Washburn,
International
Critical
Tables (Mc Craw_ Hill, New York, 1926).
3. T. A. Scott,

Phys.

Lett.

C 27,

90

(1976).

4. M. van l%lel, “Compendium
of Shock Uave
oat..+,
“ bwrence
Livemore
Laboratory
report
UcF1-solof!, Rev. 1 (1977).
of the nitrogen
5. A ccmplete description
is ccmtained
in G. I. Kerley and
J. Abdallah, Jr. , J.
Chan.
Phya.
~
(10), 5337 (1980).
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EOS
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5000-5

5000-6

SESAME

# 5001

Nftrogen

Material:
Comosft{on:
N
Originator:
Na ? lonal Bureau of Statxlarcs
Date of Origin: March 1982
of Tables Included: 301
Limits: 6.7125 x 10-> < p < 0.9L015 glcd
63.15 < T<
1.9 x 103 K
BASIC

PNYs ICAL DATA

x = llb.oo7
z =7
PO - 0.86778

gfcm3

P(T = 298.15 K, PO) - 0.38S99 CPa
E(T - 298.15 K, PO) - 9.9268 x 10-2 K71kg
T(P - 10-L CPa, po) - 63.18 K
Tm - 63 K [Ref.

1]

T= - 126 K [Ref. 2]
●
126.26 K (input)
P, - 3.39 x 10-3 GPa [Ref. 2)
● 3.410034
x 10-3 CPa (calculated)
P= - 0.31096 g/$m3 [Ref.
● 0.314
glcrd (input)
Triple

Point

2]

Temperature:

63.148 K [Ref. 3]
63.15 K (input)
● 1.246399
x 10-5 CPa
Pressure:
(calculated)
● 6.7i247
x iO_3
Density-Vapor:
g/cr# (calculated)
● 8.67776
x 10-1
Oensity-Liquid:
E/cm3 (calculated)
●

Triple

Point

Triple

Point

Triple

Point

5001-1

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

l%is nitrogen equation of state was
calculated
frcm a series of computer routines
developed by tfw National
Rureau of Stam3ards
whl.h de.scribe thermodynamic
and transport
properties
of select+d cryogens
[Ref. 4] . The
computer codes describe propert ies for gaseous
.md liquid states starting at the triple
point.
All of the properties
arc calculated
frcm empirical
equations
which are derived
frc?n existing experimental
data by a weighted
least squares fit of mathematical
models to
those data.
l%e uncertainty
in the cal..ulated
pressure is 5Z or less for the liquid at
temperatures
below
and 0.3% everyhere

the critical
else.

temperature

Beware that , although
this EOS is very
accurate , the temperature
and density
limits
are restricted.
REFERENCES
1. Sargent -Uelch Periodic
Elements (1968).

Table

of

the

2. F.. W. Washburn,
International
Critical
Tables (Mc Craw-Hi 11, New York, 1926).
3. T. A.

Scott,

Phys.

Lett.

C 21,

90

(1976).

4. R. D. McCarty,
“Inreract iv. FOSTRAY IV
Programs foc th. Thermodynamic
and
Transport ?ropert 1.s of Se lect ed Cryogens
(Fluids Patk), ” Nat ional B“rea” of
Stamfards Technical
Not. 1025 (0.tober
1980).
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SESAME

45010

Haterial:
oxygen [Ref. 1]
COmoosition:
02
Origi Mtor:
C. Kerley and J. Abdallah
Oat* of origin: tlpril 1981
of Tables Included: 30
TPw
!
Limits: 10-0 < p < lo” glcm
0<
T<108K
RASIC
x~.8
P. -

PHYSICAL

OATA

16.0
1.262

g/Cn3

P(T - 298.15
E(T = 298&15

K, po)
K, Po)

T(P = 10-

GPa,

Tm - 54.35

K

= 0.54339 CPa
; ~i2;;OKWka

Po)

[Ref.

.

21

Tc = 154 K [Ref. 3]
●
162.2 K (calculated)
Binding

Hugoniot

F,nergy: 0.2709 K1/kg [Ref. 41
● 0.266
MJ/kg (used in
calculation
of EOS)
Fi t : US

= 1
U“~7~;,1~;~;

[for

l!quid

DESCRIPTION

oxygen

‘9]-

0.6709

at 16.9

K)

OF PHYSICS

The oxygen EOS was g.?wrated
in regponse
to a need for thermodynamic c propert ies to be
used in ntmwrical
modeling
of detonations.

5010-1

The fluid part of the oxygen equation of
state was calculated
with the CRIS model , a
thermodynamic
perturbation
theory in which the
intermolecular
forces are determined
fran the
cold curve of the solid.
The cold curve is
based on a semi-empirical
functional
fom
In
which certain parameters
ray be adjusted
in
order to fit experimental
data for the liquid.
The cold curve formulation
includes effects of
coupling anong vibrational,
rotational,
and
translational

motions.

A crude model for the solid uses the same
cold curve as that for the CRIS model .
However,
i t does not account for phase
transitions
associated
with rotat ional
ordering
{n the crystal line state.
The
melting curve for oxygen was determined
by
finding where the pressures and Gibbs free
energies of the solid and liquid phases match
at each temperature.
Agreement of this
melting curve with experimental
data 1s fairly
god .
This EOS does not inclde
effects of
molecular
dissociation
or electronic
excitation,
so it should not be entirely
believed at temperatures
above the point at
which these effects start to becom~ important
Kigher tenp.?rat”re isotherms were
(> i ev).
included to prevent extrapolation
problems.
The theoret ical EOS was canpared with
many different
kinds of experimental
neas”r.me”ts : vapo~liquid
coexistence
curve,
critical point , static compression
data,
internal energies,
and Hugoniots.

5010-2

The general agreement
with the data was
very god.
However, at particle velocities
greater than 4.0 km/s, the theoretical
I@onlot
is stiffer than the experiments.
Ths
discrepancy
is probably due to the incr.?aslng
importance of dissociation
at higher
AI SO, the experimentally
measured
pressures.
isotherm at 51 K (solid phase) disagrees
with
calculations.
REFERENCES
1. A ca’nplete description
of the oxygtin EOS is
ccmtalned
in C. I. Kerley and J.
Abdallah,
Phy,.
~
( 10) , 5337
Jr. , J.
Chen.
(19S0).
2. Sargemc-U.lch
Pericdic
Elements (1968).

Table

of the

3. E. W. Washburn,
International
Critical
_
(t4cCrarHill,
New York, 1926).
6. C. E. Jelinek,
A. M. Karo, J.
1279 (1972).

L. J. Slutsky
Phys.
Chem.

and
Solids

33,

5. t4. va” ThieL, “Compendium
of Shock Wave
7)ata,” Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory
report
UCKL-501O8,
Rev. 1 (1977).
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SESMS

#5011

Material:
OxySen
Composition:
02
Ortglwtor:
National Bureau of Standards
Oate of Origin: Ksrch 1982
of Tables Included: 301
nDe
u:
1.0481 X 10-7 < p < 1.4169 g/cm3
54.36 K < T < 400 K
SASIC

PNYSICAL

DATA

x - 15.9994
2 -8
P. -

1.3062

8/C~3

P(T - 298.15 K, Po) - 0.58147 GPa
E(T - 298 15 K, Po) - 5.8010 X 10-2 Ml/kg
T(P - 10-~ GPa, PO) - 54.38 K
Tm - 54.35

K

[Ref.

11

T= - i54 K [Ref. 2]
● 154.481
K
input)
[Ref. 2]
P= - 5.04 x 10- \ Cp
-?
● 5,042218
X
10
GPa (calculated)
g/cm3
Ref. 2]
Pc -0.4299
● 0.436144
s/cm $ (fnp”t)
Triple

Point

Temperature:

Triple

Point

Pressure:

Triple

Point

(calculated)
l)en81ty-Vapor: ● 1.04812

Triple

Point

●
●

54.38 K [Ref. 3]
54.359 K (input)
1.&90@5
. 10-7 Gpa
x

10-5

S/Cm3 (calculated)
● 1.30619
g/cm3
Oensity-Liq”ld:
(calculated)

5011-1

DESCRIPTION

OF PflYSICS

This oxygsn equation of state was
calculated
frcm a series of c.mputer routines
developed by the National Rureau of Standards
tiich describe thermodynamic
and transport
properties
of selected cryogen.
[Ref. 4].
The
computer programs describe
the properties
of
the gaseous and liquid states starting at the
triple Pint.
All of the properties are
calculated
fran empirical
equations which are
der!ved fran experimental
data by a weighted
least squares fit of mathematical
models to
those data.
The uncertainty
in the calculated
pressures
is 5Z for the liquid at temperatures
below the critical
temperature,
0.25Z for the
gas at T <Tc,
and 0.15% for the fluid at T >
T
c“
Reware that , although the EOS is very
accurate , the temperature
a“d density
limits
are restricted.
RI?FERSNCES
1. Sargent-Welch
Periodic
Elements (1968).

Table

of the

2. E. W. Washburn,
International
critical
Tables (Ne Graw-Mill,
New York, 1926).
3. R. L. f.!illsand
99, 480 (1955).

E. R. crilly,

Phys.

Rev.

4. R. D. McCarty, “Interactive
FORTRAN IV
Computer Programs
for the l%ermodynamlc
and
Transport Properties
of Selected Cryogens
of
(Flufds Pack), ” National Wreau
Standards Technical
Note 1025 (October
1980).

5011-2

5011-3

L

5011-4

1
0

T’

SESAUE
Naterial:

Dry Air

[Fef.

#503D
1]

Cormositfon:

N2 78.09 at%
02 20.95 at%
Ar
0.96 at%
Ori Rlnator: H. Craboske
(Lawrence
National
Laboratory)
Type of Tables Included: 301
g:

Livermore

10
< p < 15 gtcm’
0.015 < T < 3 X 104 ev
BASIC

PNYSICAL

DATA

7i - lL.8030L
2 = 7.37296
P. -

1.293

x 10-3 g/cm3

P(T - 298.15 K,
E(T - 298 15 K,

Do)
po)

- 1.0757 x 113-L Cpa
. 0.3] 313 ~/&

T(P -

PO)

= 271.8

10-6 CPa,

DESCRIPTION
The low-density
was calculated
with
National Laboratory

K

OF PHYSICS

regfon of the EOS for air
a Lawrence Llvermore
code called FMIN which in

based on a free energy Co.lanb perturbation
expansion.
FUl 1 molecular
physics is included
in the form of vibrational-rotational
coupling
correct ions.
of state
in this
‘l%e equation
regi.o” agrees excel lent ly with the National
Bur-”
of Stamfards
theoretical
molecular
EOS.
The hi8h-dens Lty region is treated with a
computer code which “wss Thcma&Fermi
physics
to describe the electrons
a“d includes
temp.?rat”re-depmdent
exchange a“d correlaticm
effects.
Ihe nuclear contribution
is a Monte
Carlo-based
ion fluid which goes to a De bye
solid in the high-density
limit.
Numerical

5030-1

interpolation
t...mdffferent

was used
physical

Thermodynamic
every $.+ere t. this

to smoothly
models.

consistency
F.OS.

Join

the

is good

Three Hugoniot experiments
have been
performed on air by W. J. Nellis, et al.
at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
The
theoretical
EOS is in very poor agrtiement with
the highest pressure experiment
(70 CPa).
~FFi?P.ENCE
description
of this EOS is Riven
1. A crxnplece
in N, C. Crahoskz , “A New EOS for Mr. ”
Lawrence Livetmore
Laboratory
Internal
docwnent ucIn-16901
(1976).

5030-2

kJ)
d

5030-3

.
m

5030-4
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SEW

/5171

~terial:
Ar80n [Ref. 11
COmpc.sftion: Ar
Originator:
National Bureau of Stamiards
Date of Origin: 1969
TYPe of Tables Included: 301
~:
4.0563 X 10-J c p < 1.5587 glcm3
83. BK<T<400K
BASIC
A - 39.948
Z-18
P. - 1.4142

PHYSICAL

DATA

glcri3

P(T - 298.15 K, PO) - 0.26796 Cpa
E(T = 298 15 K, p ) - 0.17902 CPa
T(P - 10-6 cPa, ~“) - 83.81 K
Tm - 83.75

;

K

[h, f. 2]

: !!i”!’’:;f;:$wf.
0CPa
* 4.89805 X

P= - 0.536
● 0.5357

8/CM

Triple
Triple

Point
Pofnt

Triple

Point

Triple

Point

glcm3

,,
(calculated)

[Ref. 3]
(i”put)

● 83.80
Temperature:
● 6.89070S
Pressure:

K (in ut)
x 10-? GPa
(calculated)
● .A.0563 x
10-3
Oensity-Va~r:
g/cm3 (.alc”lated
1
● 1.4142
g/cm
Density-Liquid:
(calculated)

5171-1

.-

DESCRIPTION_OF

PtNSICS

This argon equation of state was
calculated
fran a series of ccmputer routines
developed by the National Bureau of Standards
which describe thermodynamic
and transport
proptirties of selected cryoge”s [Ref. l].
The
computer programs ccxital” analytic e.quatl.ms
which describe the I?OS for both the liquid a“d
vapor phases . The analytic equations are
empirical ; they are fits to experimental
data.
In general, the equation of state represents
the dtffere”t
sources of experimental
data to
within the accuracy of the data except in the
region of the critical
point.
The types of
data which were taken into consideration
for
the analytlc EOS were P-V-T data, vapor
pressure data, and coexistence
density data.
The uncertainty
in the calculated
pressures
%s
10% for the liquid at temperatures
below the
critical

temperature

and 0.3%

everywhere

else.

Beware that , although the EOS 1s very
accurate,
the temperature
and density limltn
are restricted.
REFERENCES

1. A ccmplete description
of the argon EOS 19
gtven in A. L. Cosman, R. n. McCarty,
and
J. G. Hust, “Thermodynamic
Properties
of
Argon from the Triple Point to 300K at
Pressurtis to 1000 Atmosphere s,” National
Starxfard Rdference
Data ?.eriee - National
Bureau of Stacxfards 27 (Narch, 1969).
2. Sargent-Welch
Pericdic
Elants
(1968).

5171-2

Table

of the

3. N. B. Vargaftik,
Tables on the
Thermophyslcal
Properties
of Liquids
2nd Ed.
(John Wiley and Sons,
g
York, 19?5).
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SESAMT

#5172

Material:
Argon [Ref. 1]
Originator:
J. Wolford (Lawrence Llvermore
National Laboratory)
Date of Origin: October 1980
Ty w of Tables Included:
301
10-~ < p < 10J gfcmq
u:
1.16 X 102 < T<
1.16 x 108 K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

A - 39.948
z-18
Po =

1.4 g/cm3

P(T - 298.15 K, po) - 0.330 /.3 GPa
E(T = 298.15 K, po) - 0.10131 ~/kg
point
in table)
(No zero pressure
Tm = 83.75

K

[Ref.

2]

T=151 K [ ef. 3]
-!
~
PC -5X10
C a [Ref. 3]
- 0.536 g/cm
[Ref. 3]
Pc
DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

This argon equation of state is a
wide- rangi~
global EOS which covers ideal
gas, ionic equilibrium,
fdeal plasma, neutral
fluid, rultfphase,
solid, ad
metallic
solid
conditions.
4 shcus the regions 1“
Fig.
temperature-density
space in which each
condition occurs.
Below
1.0 eV in tcmperat”re
and 0.1
g/cm3
in density,
argon
1s a neutral
fl”ld,
amf the
EOS can be described
by a Lennard-Jones
6-1
fluid
model .
At densities
between
0.1
g/cm i

5172-1

and 1.4 E/cm3, and up to temperatures
of 10
eV, the argon EOS was calculated
with a
hi h-density
fluid perturbation
theory (called
r-$.
lhis theory uses a p8fr ~tentfal
with
an exponential
repulslve
term and an inverse
sixth-power
attractive
term which is added IIS
a wrtur~tf
hard-sphere
In the

On to the
reference

free energy
state.

Ionization

equilibrium

of

the

region,

two

different
theories were used.
Over most of
the region, the EOS was calculated
with a
rigoroun quantumstatistical-echanfcal
th?ory based on a many-body
Perturbation
expansion
(Acrss) . At very low densities
or
very high temperatures
(where argon is an
ideal gas), a Saha mdel
Pla”ck-Larkln
partitlo”
considered
suttabl.?.

based on the
function was

The zero-degree
isotherm in compression
was generated
with electron hand theory based
on the self-consistent
linear-m” ffi”-tinorbital (lXTO) method.
For the rest of the compression
half-plane
(p > p ) , the electronic
part of
the EOS was calcu f ated with Thomas-Fermi
theory modified with the KIrzhnits
correct ion
which accotmts
for the quantwn-tnechani. -al
nature of the electron
through ex. ha”ge and
correlation
terms added to the electron
dlstributio”
fu”ctio”.
T?W co”trlbt, tio”s d“e
to nuclear motion were described by
semi-empirical
Ui.+-CrU”elsen theory at low
temperatures
and o“e-ccxmpommt-plasma
theory
at high temperatures.

5172-2

Along boundarie8
vi!ere theories did not
match, bicubic spline inter polatfcm was u~ed
to smoothly merge adjoining
models.
See the
shaded regions in Fig.
4.
Favorable
comparisons
exist with
following
experimental
data: critical
data, Soviet low-pressure
P-V-T data,
high-pressure
data, Soviet shock tube
and Hugoniot
data.

the
point
static
data,

The argon EOS has a liaxvell cmstructi.m
instead of van der Uaals loops in the
two-phase region.
REFERENCES
1. A canplete description
of the argon EOS
given in J. K. Wolford and K. S. Lang,
“Exten&d
Argon Equatim
of State ,“
hwrence
Livermore
Laboratory
i“terml
doctrwnt UC IO-18574-80-4
(191?4).
2. Sargent-Welch
Periodic
Elements (1968).

Table

of the

3. N. B. Vargaftik,
Tables on the
l%emophysical
Properties
of Liquids
&
York,

2nd Ed.
1975).

(John

Wiley

S172-3

and

Sons,

and
New

1s

‘- 10+

D-3

10-’

O.ndty

10

I@

(Mg/m3)

Fig. L.
Temperature-d snsity plOt showing the
subre Rlons covered t ? each of the theory ccdtis
used co calculate
the I?OS for argon.
The
shaded ar~as are regions in which numerical
i~terpelation
was required
to smoothly
join
two EOS subsurfaces.
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SESAME

#5180

Material: Krypton
[Ref. 1]
Originator:
C. 1. Kerlcy
Date of Origin: Oecember
1980
Type of Tables Included: 301
*:
10-0 < p < 1 g/cm3
100<
T<1OK 9
BASIC
A = 83.8
z-36
- 2.5005
Po

PHYSICAL

DATA

g/cm3

P(T - 298.15

K, po)

- 0.29370

Cpa

E(T - 298 15 K, po)
T(P - 10-6 CPa, po)

- 4.7337 x 10-2 ~/kg
- 116.8 K

Tm - 115.85

2]

Tc *
PC *

K

[Ref.

209 K [Ref. 3]
225 K (cal ulated)
5
5.49 x 113- GPa [Ref. 3]
6.9o X 10-; Cpa (calculated)

Pc - 0.911
● 0.795

glen
gfCU13

(calcu]a~erj)

Y. -

●

2.05

(used

SID -

●

64.5

K (used

in calculatim)
in .mlculati, m)

Hugoniot Fit : No Hugo” lot experim+”ts
performed on krypt.o”.
DESCRIPTION

[Ref.
have

4]
b+en

OF PHYSICS

The liquid and vapor phases of krypton
were computed with the CRIS model , which is
based upn
perturbation
theory.
The fluid EOS

5180-1

requires an expresalon
for the ptentlal
erwrgy of a molecule
in the force field of its
neighbors;
this function was derived frcfa the
zero-kelvin
isotherm of the -lid.
The cold
curve was c.matructed
by fitting a
GrUneisen-Detye
model to low-temperature
compression
data for solid krypton and then
smoothly joining that onto Tho~s-Fermi-Dirac
statistical
atom theory used at higher
densities.
Thana.s_Fenni-Di rac theory was also
used to calculate
contributions
electronic
excitation
at finite

from thermal
temperature.

l%e solid EOS at finite temperatures
ie
based on a Debye model which takea into
account contributions
from zero-point
and
thermal lattice vibrations.
Agreement
between
theory and experimental
data for Heltioltz
free energy VB temperature
is very good in the
case of krypton, which shows that the Debye
model is satisfactory
in this case.
The fluid EOS also compares very well
with meaaured
isothermal compression
data,
sound speeds, and vaporization
data.
The
Hugoniot has not been experimentally
explored
yet for krypton; hmever,
a theoretical
prediction
for it has been included in this
writeup.

tlw

Melt ing is inclded
in this EOS, and
exptirimental melting curve agree8 fairly well
with theoretical
predictions
up to 240 K.
The krypton EOS
imtead
of a Maxwell

has van der IJaals loops
construction.

5180-2

REFERENCES
1. A complete description
of how the krypton
EOS was constructed
1s given in
C. I. Kerley and P. U. Henry, “Theoretical
Equations of State for the Par.? Gases,” Los
Mmnos
Scientific
Laboratory
report LA-8062
(January 1980).
2. Sargent-Welch
Elementg

Periodic

Table

of the

(1968).

3. N. B. Vargaftik,
Tables on the
l%ermophysical
Properties
of Liquids
2nd Sd.
(John wiley and Sons,
New York, 1975).
4. G. L. Pollack,
(1964).

Rev.

Mod.

5180-3

Phys.

~,

and
Inc. ,

748

(W)) d
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SE%MF
R5250
Material:
Hydrogen
Orip,fnato~: National Bur,zau of Standards
Date of Orl Rin: 1980
T3’. of Tables Iflcl” ed: 301
$:,
, 0.,006, ~,cm3
Limits: 1.2745 x 10
13.8 c T < LOO K
RASIC

PIIYSICAL OATA

A = 1.00797
~=1
00 = 7.7083

x 10-2 ~/cm3

P(T = 298.15
E(T = 29~L15
T(P -

10

K, Po)
K, po)

CPa,

po)

= O.229O9 cPa
- 2.8835 M-J/kg
= 13.83

K

T
= * 32.938 K (used in calculation)
P: = * 1.28376S X
0-3 C a (calculated)
-A
!
-*1.
568XI0
glcm
(used in calculation)
p.
Tripl+

Point

Triple

Pof”t

Triple

Point

Triple

Point

Temperature:
Pressurti:

●

13.8 K (used in
calculation
7. OL31OI . 10- 4 GPa
●

(Calculated)
Ilensity-vap.or: ● 6.3727 x 10-5
g/cm3 (calculated)
● 3.82i7
x 10-2
Density-Liquid:
glcm3 (calculated)
DESCRIPTION

OF PSYSICS

This hydro~e” equation of state was
calculated
frcm a seriss of cmnp,,ter routintis
developed
bv t he Nat ional Bureau of Standard J
which ales.rlb~ the thermodynamic
and transport
properties
of selected .rvogens
[Ref. 1].
The
?omputer programs descrtbe propert ies for the
gaseous and liquid states starting at the

5250-1

triple point.
The F.OS is calculated
frc+n a
32-term mpirlcal
equation which was derived
from a we fghted, least squares fit of
experimental
data.
‘he uncertainty
in the
pressure
1s 5% for the liquid at temperatures
below the critical temperature,
0.25% for the
gasat
T<T
~, and 0.2Z everywhere
else.
Reware that, although
this 10S is very
accurate , the temperature
and density
limits
are restricted.
REFERSNCE
1. R. l). McCarty,
“Interact Iv. FOKTRAN IV
Computer Programs
for the Themmodvnamic
and
Transport
Properties
of S.ilected Cryogens
(Fluids Pack) ,“ National e“rea” of
Starxiards Technical
Note 1025 (October
1980).

5250-2
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~,
(%0
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d
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SESAME

#5251

Material:
Hydrogen
Composition:
Natural 31ix
Originators:
R. C. Al bers
nate of Origin: September
Ty PI? of Tables Included:
Limits: O C p G 1.7517 x
0<
T<3.7M108K
BASIC

of Hydrogen Isotopes
and J. D. Johnson
1976
301, 303
103 8/c #

304

PtlYSICAL OATA

A - 1.00797
ZI
Po

-

8.8385

x 10-2 gJcm3

P(T - 298.15 K, PO)
E(T - 298.15 K, O.)
T(P - 10-6 CPa, 00)

- 0.31349 CPa
- 3. L055 W/k
= 9.522 x 10- E K

DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS
-—

This EOS was created by isotopf..ally
scalfng the deuterium
EOS (SESM.
$5263) to
create a natural mlx of hydrogen
i-otopes.

5251-1

5251-3

.

.

m3
5251-.4

.
0’

SIfSAffS#5263
Material:
Deuterlum
lRef. 1]
Composition:
D2
Oriulnator:
C. Kerley
Date of Origin: January
1972
TV x of TabL?s Included: 301, 303,
306
w:
o < p < 3.5 x 103 ~/cm3
(I< T<3.7X108K
RASIC

PNYSICAL

P(T - 298.15 K, Oo)
E(T - 298.15 K, po)
T(P - 10-6 cpa, po)

- 8.2875

304,

305,

DATA

x2.014
2=1
P. - 0.1766
- 0.31369 GPa
- 1.704L MJ/kg

DESCRIPTION

10-4 K

OP PHYsICS

This is a vtde-rangfns
for deuterium which treats
solid, metallic solid,
material . The various
are taken Into account

X

equation of state
the molecular

arid fluid phases
physical effects
by this EOS are

of the
which

dissociation,
ionization,
vibrational-rotational
effects, thermal
electronic
excitations,
and phase transitions.
l%e gas-liquid
coexistence
region is not
treated because the critical temperature
(33
K) is well below the ran~e of the table.
The cold curve wac! calculated
with a“
analytic expression
which was derived by
flttinE compressibility
experiments
at low
densities and band theory calculations
at high
densities.

5263-1

Nuclear contributions
in the metallic
solid were c-alcu2ated with De bye theory.
The
Lennard-Jones
and Devonshire
theory cel 1 model
was used to calculate
the EOS of the solid
molecu2ar
deuteriw!.
The CRIS model was used to calculate
the
thercedynaatic properties
of the fluid.
This
model uses the zero-temperature
isotherm of
the

solid

and

a hard-sphere

equation

of state.

Because of dissociation
and ionization,
the fluid is a complicated
mixture of
m01ecu2es,
atoms, protons,
and electrons.
To
simplify
the problem,
separate equation8
of
state were derived for the pure molecular
gas
and pure atomic gas.
lhese results were
combined by determining
tlw fraction of
dissociation
using an equilibrium
calculation.
The contrib”tiona
of excited electronic
6tates and ionization
to the EOS calculated
with Saha theory at low densities
and
Thomas-Fe rmi-Dirac
theory at high densities.
Normally,
a smooth transition
between
the two
theories
is impossible,
but in this case, the
Saha model was modified
to join directly onto
Tnomas-Fermi-Dirac

theory.

Separate equations
of state were
calculated
for each of the three phases.
The
coexistence
lines between the phases were
determined
by finding the pressures and
temperatures
at which two adjoinln8
phases
have equal Gibbs free ener8ies.
A8reement
between
the calculated
and
experimental
Bingld-shock
tigoniots
and
between calculated
amd experimental
reflected
shock

Rugoniots

is very

goal.

5263-2

RSFESENCE
1. A c.amplete description
of this EOS 1s given
in G. X. Kerley, “A Theoretical
Equation of
State for Deuterium, ” L08 Alarms Scientific
Laboratory
report LA-4776 (January 1972).

5263-3
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SESANS

85271

Material:
Deut. rium-Tritlum
composition:
D
50%
T:
50%

BASIC

PNYSICAL

I)ATA

~ = 2.515025
2-1
P. - 0.22053 E/cm3
P(T - 298.15 K, Do)
E(T - 29~&15 K, po)
T(P - 10
cPa, Po)

- 0.3~348

DESCRIPTION
I%is
scaling

tk

EOS was

OF PHYSICS

generated

deuterium

GPa

- 1.3649 M.J/k
- 3.479 x 10-9 ~

EO$

by

isotoplcally

(SCSAUI

5271-1

45263).

mr-.n.

(%1~ d

5271-3
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m
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SESAKS

#5280

Material:
Ross-A her
Solar Mixture
Composition:
H
93.3926 at%
He
6.47554 at%
z - 8.2856
0.131824 at%
Originator:
N. H. i-lagee
Oat* of Origin: April 1977
of Tab)es Includ Fd: 301
TYw
=:

10 “<
pi
1. L6x1O
BASIC

10” gl.u.3
K<
T<1.16X109K
PHYSICAL

OATA

x = 1.2226
z = 1.074L
P. - 0.
DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS
—

This equation of state was generated
by
tk
code MOOP in conjunction
with a
multlfreque”cy
opacity calculation
for a
mixture of elements
which is knowm as the
standard astrophysical
mixture for the SU”.
The EOS of each element was calculated
separately
then mixed according
to the “umber
fraction above.
T&
model used for the 170S
was an ideal gas wfth plasma corrections.
At
temperatures
greater than 100 eV, an average
ion model was used; below 100 eV, the detailed
configuration
was calculated.
Since MOOP is
not used at low temperatures
and high
densities,
that ~rtion
of the EOS was filled
in with extrapolated
values i“ order to obtain
a rectangular
grid of temperature
and density.

5280-1

(%D) d

5280-3

—
PI/ml

5260-4
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SESAUE

#5410

!laterfal: Neon
Ori inator: J.
+igi”:
TyIK of Tables
W:

Barnen and J. Rood
November
1975
Included:
301, 303,

O<p<2.88XLi0’
0<
T<
3.7x
BASIC

304,

305,

108 K6’CM3
PNYSICAL

DATA

A - 20.183
z-lo
P. - 1.44 glcm3
P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 296 15 K, po)
T(P - 10-b GPa, Po)
Tm - 24.55

K

[Ref.

- 0.39128 CPa
- 0.34022 l.U/~g
- 7.636 x 10- K
1]

T= - 44.4 K [Re . 2]
3 GPa [Ref. 2]
P= - 2.65 X 10- 0.483 g/cm3 [Ref. ‘2]
%e
theoretical
critical
point
actually
in this EOS isunknow.
13D - 67 K

[Ref.

that

in

3]

DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS

llIis equation of state is undoctm!ented.
Hmever,
it was moat likely gerwrated with the
standard Barnes-Cowan-Rood
prcced”re.
mat
is,
above 1 eV the EUS was taken from an old
MAW?
table in which the c0nt?lbuti0t18 due to
the elect rons are based on ‘i_nomm-Fe rmi-Olrac
physics and the nuclear
thermal part of the
EOS 1s based on a model developed by R.
D.

5410-1

Cowan.
Below 1 eV, the EOS consists of a cold
curve calculated
with the modified+lorse
❑odel
and nuclear thermal contributions
from a Oebye
model . (See Part 11 for . more detailed
discussion
of the Names-Cowan-Rood
procedure. )
No Hugoniot experiments
performed on neon.
The EOS
eve ryhere.

have

is thermodynamically

been

consistent

The trm-temperature
tables were
by tht code TUOTEt4P and are noisy.

derived

REPSNSNCES
1. Sargent-Welch
Periodic
Elamtnt8 (196 S).

Table

of the

2. N. B. Varg.aftik, Tables on the
Thermophyslcal
Properties
of Liquids
*
York,

2nd M.
1975).

(John

Uiley

3. C. L. Pollack, “llte Solid
Gaaea, ” Rev.
Mod.
Phys.

5410-2

and

Sons,

and
New

State of Wre
36, 748 (1964).

t

L

N\

5410-3

FWT’W3

5410-4

SESAHS

15411

Iiatertal: Neon [Ref. 11
Originator:
National Bur-u
of Stam3ards
Date of Origin: 1965
Type of Tables Included: 301
-:
5.1028 x 10-~ < p < 1.3406 gle.m3
25c
T<300K
BASIC

PNYSICAL

DATA

A - 20. !83
z-lo
Do -

1.2403

g/cm3

P(T - 298. i5 K, Po)
E(T - 29L3L15 K, po)
T(P - 10
Cpa, Po)
Tm - 24.55
T= Pc -

●

P= =

●

●

Triple
Triple

K

[Ref.

= 0.71818 CPa
- 0.26968 K7/kg
- 25.017 K
2]

44.40

K (i”put
-1
2.6570S6 X310
CPa
0.483 glcm
(input)
Point
Point

Triple

Point

Triple

Point

(calculated)

● 25 K (input)
Temperature:
● 5.102339
x 10-5 GPa
Pressure:
(calculated)
● S. 103 x
10-3
Density-Vapor:
g/cm3 (calculated)
● 1.260
g/cm3
Density-Liquid:
(calculated)

DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS

This nern equation of state was
calculated
fraa a series of ccnnputer routines
developed
by the Nat fonal Bureau of Standards
which describe
the thermodynamic c and transport
properties
of selected cryogens
[Ref. 11.
The

5411-1

computer
programg describe
properties
for the
8aseo”s and liquid states startin8 at the
triple pint.
The neon EOS is calculated
frun
an 18-term empirical
equation which was
derived
fran a we lghted, least sq”aren fit of
experimental
data.
The unctirtainty in the
pressure
is 10Z for the liquid at temperatures
below the critical
temperature
a“d 0.5%
every tiere else.
Beware that , although
this EOS is very
accurate , tlw temperature
and density
limits
are restricted.
REFERENCES
1. R. D. McCarty,
“Interact ive FORTRAN IV
Computer Programs
for the Thermodynamic
and
Transport
Properties
of Selected Cryogens
(Fluids Pack), ” Nat fonal Bureau of
Stam3ards Technical
Government
Printing
October 1980).

Note 1025 (US
office, uashin~to”,

2. Sargent-Welch
Periodic
~1-ntS
(1968).

Table

5411-2

of the

nc,

i

ii
ij

7

?
T

Mwiw!hiaui

@d9)d
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SESAS4S #5500
Haterial:

Fkthane

_+’G~f.
DateE of Origin:
TYpe
=:

[Kef.

1]

Kerley
January 1980

of Tables Included:
301
10
< p < 2.5 5/cm3
20<
T<104K
BASIC

?i - 3.20852
2 - 2.0
P. - 0.45302

DATA

g/cm3

P(T - 298.15 K,
E(T = 298 15 K,

po)
Po)

T(p - 10-* GPa,

PO)

Tm - 90.688
● 90.688

PHYSICAL

- 0.31719 cPa
- 0.45689 GPa
- 75.628 K

K (at p - 0 bar) [~f.
K (theoretical
value)

2]

T= - 190.53 K [Ref. 3]
● 200 K (calculated)
p. : ::;;5:

;o:~+

cPa [Ref. 3]
GPa (calculated)

‘c ; ~:;~;8g~~s~3(~Ht;l~;ed)

Y. -

●

‘bindi~

OD .

2.97

(chosen by flttlng solid EOS to
thermal pressure measurements)

- 0.65 MJ/k8
(also used

112 K

[Ref.

[Ref. 4]
in calculation)

4]

5500-1

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

me methane EOS was constructtid over a
wide range of temperatures
and densities,
primarily
for the purpose of studying
liquified natural gas technology.
Both solid
and fluid phases are covered by thfs equation
of state.
At low densities,
the cold curve of the
solid was derived frm
the Buckinghan
expome”tia l-6 intermolecular
potential.
At
high densities,
Thomas-Fe rmi-Dirac theory was
used to calculate
the cold curve.
lTIe densfty
chosen to be the boundary between the iwu
theories was determined
by requiring a good
Hugoniot experiments.
❑atch of theory

to

The thermodynamic
properties
of the solid
phase of methane were assumed to be the sum of
several different
contributions:

E(P,T)

-

P(P,T)

- PC(P)

EC(P)

+ EV(T)

+ ER(T)

+ EL(P,T)

+ PL(P,T)

Pc a“d E= are the cold curve pressures
E
~ti ER are vibrational
and
and energies.
rotational contr Y butions to the EOS, which in
this case wwre calculated
using the
rigid-rotator,
harmonic
oscillator
approximation.
P
and EL are lattice
contributions
to khe pressure and energy
were derived by using the De bye model.

5500-2

w+ich

to

TIIe following
equations =re
used
calculate
the thermc.dynamic propert iem of
liquid methane:

.

E(P,T)

-

EV(T)

P(P,T)

-

pTR(P,T)

+ ER(T)

+ ETf@

,T)

..tr.x:t::sE%1::ea::etr21:;?1

center-of-mass
motion of the molecules
in the
intermolecular
force field.
fiese were
calculated
with the CRIS model which uses the
solid cold curve to describe the forces.
Separate equation-of-state
tables were
calculated
for the solid and fluid phases;
then a composite
table vith a meltfng
transition was constructed
by determining
where the pressures and Cibbs free energies of
the tm
phases match at each temperature.
In
order to match experimental
melt ing transition
data, the solid energies were decreased by
0.016 FLJ/kg relative to the fluid energies.
The zero of the energy of this table
set at the triple point for the liquid.

was

The theoretical
methane EOS reproduces
many different kinds of experiments
well,
including compressibility
experiments,
isothermal data , critical point data,
measurements
of saturation
temperatures,
heats
of vaporization,

and

Bound velocities.

5500-3

The

theory alva reproduces
single-shock
and reflected S?ug.onic.
t measurements.

Hugonlot

This EOS, however, does not include
dissociation
effects, so it should be
considered
preliminary
for temperatures
above
3000 K.
There are Naxwell construct lonn in the
two-phase region In expansion.
REFESINCES
1. .4 canplete description
of the theoretical
EOS for methane is given in G. 1. Kerley,
J.
ApPl . Phys.
~
(10), 5369 (19 SJ3).
2. V. M. Cheng, W. B. Daniels,
R. K. Crawford,
Phys.
Rev.
(1975).
3. R. D. Goodwin, J.
stand.
Sec.
Ax,

and
B 11,

Natl .
Res.
81 (1972).

4. S. H. Breitlung,
A. D. Jones
R. H. Boyd, J.
Chem.
Phys.
(1971).
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Sur.

and
54,

3959
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SESAf4S #5501
t4aterial:

Methane

[Ref.

1]

W
%tj?~ti~~:G~!.
Kerley
Date of Origin: January
1980
of
Tablen
Included:
301
TYFe
Limits: 10 ,0 < p < 2.5 gjctu3
20<
T<104K
BASIC
~ - 3.20852
2 - 2.0
P. - 0..45302

PNYSICAL

OATA

glcn3

P(T - 298.15 K,
E(T - 29B 15 K,
T(P - 10-G GPa,

po)
po)
PO)

- 0.31719 CPa
- 0.45689 !4J/kg
- 93.5k4 K

DESCRIPTION

OP PNYSICS

~ls
equation of state 18 identical
to
SESA?4E #5500 except
that the vapor- l!quid
coexistence
region luw noneq”ilibri”m
van de? Wads
loops in order to define the
superheated
liquid and supercooled
vapor
states.
RRFERSNCE
1. A ccmplete description
of the methane EOS
Phys.
is 8iven in C. I. Kerley, J.
Appl.
Q(10),
5368 (19tXI).

5501-1

5501-3

Wlnl

5501-4

3

sMMfff
Material:
fkthane
CQmuosltio”:
ln4

[f@f.

#5502
1]

Originator:
National Bureau of Standards
Date of Oriiiin: 1974
of Tabks
Included: 301
w
Limits: 2.5173 x 10-0 < p c O. 46972 glcm3
91<
T<500K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

x=
3.20861
7 = 2.0
P. - 0.45163

glcm3

P(T - 298.15 K, Po)
E(T = 298.15 K, Po)
T(P = 10-4 GPa, PO)
Tm - 90.688
Tc -

●

Pc =
P= =

●
●

- 0.3333 GPa
- 0.69817 Wfkfi
- 9Q.72b K

K (at P - 0 bar)

190.555

[Ref.

2]

K (tnqt)

4.598838 X
O
CPa (calculated)
4
0.1641 R/cm
(input)

Trlule
Triple

Point
Point

Triple

Point

Triple

Point

● 90.68
K (i”put)
Temperature:
● i. 17435
x 10-~ CPa
Pressure:

(calculated)
● 2.5173
x 10-4
fknsitp-vapor:
glcm3 (calculated)
● 0.4 S163
RfeIrJ3
Oensity-Liquid:
(calculated)
F3ESCSIPTICt4 OF PHYSICS

This methane equ9ti0n of state was
calc”iated
frmn a series of computer routines
developed by the National Bureau of Stamlards
which describe the th.srmody”amic and transport

5502-1

properties
of selected cryouens.
The computer
programs describe
properties
for gaseous and
Iiqufd states starting
at the triple point.
The methane ITOS was calculated
from a 32-term
empirical
equation which was derived from a
weighted,
least squares fit to experimental
data.
The uncertainty
in the prsssur+
1s 5Z
for the l{quid at temperatures
below ttk
critical
temperature
and 0.25% ev+rywb?re
else.
Bewa r? that , although
this EOS is very
ac<urate , the temperature
and density
limits
ar? restricted.
Rf?FFRENCES

1

R. n. McCarty,
“Interactive
FORTRAN IV
Computer Pro8rams
for the Thennodynami<
and
Transport
Propert ies of Selected Cryogens
(Fluids Pack), ” National Bureau of
Standards Te..hnical Note 1025 (US
Government
Printing Office, Washington,
DC,
October 1980).

2

V. Y. Che”g, w. B. naniels, and
R. K. Crawford , Phys.
R.AV. R II,
(1975).

5502-2

3972

5502-3

5502-4

-1.

SESAME

85520

Material:
Ammonia [Ref.
11
rmiticm: NH
~1
imator: Nat onal Bureau of
Date of Origin: Unknown
Type of Tables Included: 301
w:

10-’ < 0 < 0.765 g/cm3
19.55 < T < 76o K
BASIC

x - 4.25757
z - 2.50
P. - 0.73386

g/cm3

P(T - 298.15

K, PO)

E(T - 298 15 K, Po)
T(P - 10-L CPa, po)
T= -

Standards

●

405.4

PHYSICAL

= 0.28434
= -0.79939
- 19.55 K

K (theoretical
OESCRIPTION

This

equation

DATA

CPJJ
W/kg

value)

OF PHYSICS

of state

for ammonia

was

derived by the National
Bureau of Standards.
It treats gaseous and liquid ammonia over a
range of temperature
that starts at the triple
pe!nt and goes to twice the critical point
temperature,
and it extends to pressures of
500 CPa.
The general approach was to
construct a free energy surface in which the
free energy for the ideal gas is ccm.bined with
the free energy contrlb”tlon
for the
temperature-density
surface determined
by a
least-squares
fit to P-p-T experimental
data.
(The a~lytic
equation used was a 44-term,
double power series function of temperature
and density. ) Ml
other thermodynamic

5520-1

propertied
were calculated
frm
the Helmholtz
free ener&y surface by differentiation.
The tables of thermodynamic
properties
are thermodynamically
consistent
and agree
with existing experimental
data to within the
assigned error tolerance of the data.
Even
though only P_p_’T data were used in the
least-squares
fitting process, the derived
thermodynamic
surface also agrees with
high-quality
experimental
calorimetric
data
and vi th data for the coexi sting phase~ of the
saturated llqutd a“d vapor.
The melting transition
(pres9ure vs
temperature)
was calculated
with the Clapeyron
equation.
l%e l%quid vapor saturation
boundary was determined
by finding the points
where the Gibbs free energies for the two
phases are eq~l.
The reference
state for the
therm.odynnmi c surf ace is defined to be the
ideal gas at zero kelvin.
All chemical reactions such as
dissociation
are ignored.
Dissociation
only important
for the dilute gas at
temperatures
above 600 K.

1s

Beware that , although thfs EOS is very
accurate , the tempera ture_dennity
limitg are
restricted.
REFERENCE
1. A complete description
of the ammonta EOS
is given fn L. Haar and J. S. Gallagher,
“’l%ermdynamic
Properties
of Mnmonia, ” J.
Phys.
Chem. .Ref.
Data ~ (3), 635 (197$3).
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SSSAH3! #57M
?L9terial: Helium [Ref. 1]
Origi Ik4t0r: H. C. Craboske
Oate
::::

(LawrMce

Livermore National
of Origin: August 1974
~:l;’<’::~:’:
O<

Laboratory)

;:4 ,,cm3

T<1.16X1OK
flASIC PNYSICAL

DATA

A - b.00260
2-2
P. - 0.23392

8/cM3

P(T - 298.15

K, po)

E(T - 29~&15 K, po)
T(P - 10
CPa, po)

- 0.28858

CPa

- 1.0064 Ml/k
- 8.995 x 10-? ~

DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS

Thts fs a high-quality,
wfde-range
equation of state for helium which
incorporates
several different
theoretical
m.adels:
1)

Perturbatlo”

theory - used in the
lov-temperature
region which is
characterized
by short-range
interatomic
forces in a neutral fluid system.
l%e
free energy is ccmputed by a perturbation
relative to a reference
system of hard
spheres.
The perturbation
model 1s based
on the Mansoori-Canfield
method.

2)

=
- used in the low-density,
intermediate-temperature
reEion where the
physical effects to be considered
are
partial
ionization,
partial degeneracy,
5760-1

and weak-to-moderate
Coulcanb interactions.
A(TEX is a rigorous
quantum-s tatistical-mechan ical theory
based on a many-body
perturbation
expansion
of the grand canonical
part it ion
funct ion.
3)

~
- used in the lo-density,
intermt.diate-temperat”r.?
region in those
areas where ACTEX does not converge.
~lN
is based on a perturbation
expansion
in
density.
It fncl!des effects of electron
degeneracy
and electron exchange
interact ions.

4)

TFNUC - used in the high-dengity
region.
The electronic
part of the EOS was
generated
with Thcm.as-Fermi theory.
Effects of electron exchange and quantum
correction
terms are also fncluded (based
on a model by Klrzhnlts) . The ionic
contributions
to the EOS are based on
plasma theory, Monte Carlo-Coulomb
fluid
calc”latlons
and solid GrUneis.m
theory at
low tempt iratures.
REFERENCE

1. R. J. Olness,

H. C. Craboske,

K. h’. Johnson, H. Ross, and F. J. Rogers,
“l%e Equation of Stat.? of Helium in the
Temperature
F&ange 0.02585-10
eV, ” Lawrence
Livermore
Laboratory
report UC IR-7fb0
(December
1973).

5760-2

—.

(%TWI

576o-L

3

SESAMZ

)5761

!4aCereal: Helium-4
COmposltion:
Helium-4
Originator:
R. C. Nbers
Date of origin: March 19S1
of Tables Included: 301,
vu!
306
=:
O < p < 103 g/cm3
0<
T<
I.16X105K
BASIC

PHYSICAL

303,

304,

305,

DATA

A - 4.0026
z-2
- 0.4 glcm3
Po
K, Po)
K, Po)

P(T - 298.15
E(T - 298.15

;’ : ;:;6KX[%
P: - 0.0675
Yo

~;a
g/cm3

- 3.05758

coh “

1.48

[Ref.

[Ref.

(at pWF
‘REF

E

- 1.0713 CPa
- 1.6464 H.I/ks

11

I]

- 0.14513
‘OK)

x 10-2 K1/kg

Fit:

(No

and

[Ref. 2]

eD - 10.15 K (at pREp - 0.14513
-OK)
‘RP.P
Hugotiot

~/cm3

g/cm3

.q”d

data)

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

The thermal electronic
contributions
to
this EOS were ~lculated
with three different
models: Saha, Th-aa-Perml-Di
rat, ad
lNFEsNO.
IN7ERN0 S0S’8 always exhibit metallic-like

5761-1

behavior,
even at the lowest densities
and
temperatures
here
helium is actually an
insulator.
The electronic
EOS wm
therefore
nwssaged
over an extensive
r+on
to force it
to go mrmothly from the metallic
INFERNO model
to the insulating
Saha model.
A modified PANM
code generated
the total
equation of state.
The CRIS model with
quantum correct lone was used for th.? thermal
ion compom?nt
of the liquid EOS.
A consistent
set of Oebye temperatures
and GrUnei sen
parameters
was generated
fran experimental
data and re.asonahle ext rapo lation8 of the
models.
These vere put into tables which
PANOA cculd then interpolate
on to find these
quantities
&en
required.
‘3W cold curve
CRIS model was
which is needed for
ccmstr”c ted in several stages.
An initial
cold curve was derived fran experimental
Hugoniot data and corrected
for zero-point
contrlb”t ions.
A Lennard-Jones
tai 1 was added
to the low-density
end, ad
a
l%c8nas-Femi-Dirac
cold curve was merged onto
the high-density
end.

the

REFERENCES
1. J. Wilks, l%e Propert ies of Liquid and
Solld Helium (Clarendon
Press, Oxford ,
1967).
2. P. R. Roach, J. B. Ketterson,
and Chia-Uei
WOO, Phys.
Rev.
A ~, 543 (1970).
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5761-II

SESANE

t5762

Naterlal:
Helium [Ref. 1]
Originator:
National Bureau of Stamiards
Date of OrlEin: 1973
TVDC of Tables Included: 301
=:
1.1626 N 10-’ < p < 0.3 glcm3
2.18 < T < 1.5 X 103 K
BASIC
A - &.0026
2=2
Po - 0.14622

PHYSICAL

glCrJ3

P(T - 29B.15 K, po)
E(T - 298 15 K, po)
T(P - 10-4 GPa, po)
Tm - B.45

K

DATA

[Bef.

= 0.14451 Cpa
- 1.131302MJ/kg
- 2.6081

K

2]

T=-*
PC-*
-*
Pc

5.2014 K (in~~t)
2.27464 x 10
CPa
0.06964 g/cm3

Lambda
Lambda

Temp: ● 2.172 K (input)
● 6.9632B5
x 10-5 Gpa
Pressure:

Lambda

Density-Vapor:

Lambda

(calculated)

(input)

(calculated)
● 1.1625
x

10-3 dcm3

(calculated)
● 0.1462
gJcm3

Density-Liquid:

(calculated)
DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

l%fs helium equation of state was
calculated
fran a series of cunputer routines
developed by the National Bureau of Standards
which describe the thermodynamic
and transport
properties
of selected cryogens.
me coqmter
5762-1

pr~rams
describe properties
for the p,aseous
and Iiquld states starting at the trtple
point . me
helium EOS was calculated
from a
32-term empirical equation whfch was derived
from a weighted,
least-squares
fit to
experimental
data.
The uncertainty
in the
pressure
is 10% for the liquid at temperatures
below the critical
tempera t.rti and 0.2X
everywherti else.
Beware that, although this EOS is very
accurate,
tk
temperature
and density
limits
are restricted.
REFERENCES

1. R. D. 14ccarty, “Interact ive FORTRAN IV
Computer Programs for the Thermodynamic
and
Transport Propert les of Selected Cryogens
(Fluids Pack) ,“ National Bur&au of
Standards Technical Note 1025 (US
Government
Printing Off ice , Washington,
OC,
October 1980).
2. Sargent-Welch
Periodic
Elements (1968).

5762-2

Table

of the

Ml)

d

5762-3

L.

I

II

‘\ ‘ “1

wfnl

5762-4
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SESAJ4E #7111
Haterial:
Nevada Alluvium
Composition:
S102
71.6 wt%
A1203
12.1 Wt%
4.0 “t%
H.O
I(;o
3.5 Ut%
Cao
2..4 Wt%
plus lesser amounts
oxides

of other

Originators:
J. Barnes and J. Rood
Date of Origin: September
1975
of Tables Included: 301, 303,
VW
306
*:
1.8359 x 10-2 ( ~<
4.7 x
O<
T<3.7X1OK
BASIC

PNYSICAL

306,

305,

DATA

x18.761
z = 9.3659
2.35
131cm3
P. =
P(T - 29B.15
K.
E(T - 29t3g15 K;
T(P - 10
GPa,

o.)
p;)
po)

- 1.5646
GPa
- 0.33733
NJ/ E
-t
- 1.913 x ]o
K

DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS

l%is equation of state is undocumented.
However,
it was most likely generated
with the
Barn&s-Cowan-Rood
procedure.
311at 1s, above
1 eV, the electronic
part of the EOS wa~
calculated
with Thomas-Fe rmt-Dirac theory
uafng an average atomic weight of 18.761 and
an average atomic number of 9.3659.
l%e
nuclear thermal and cold curve contribution
above 1 eV are based on a model by
R. D. Cowan.
Below 1 eV, the EOS con.slsta of
a cold curve calculated
with a mc.dified-Morse
7111-1

model

and ttuclear

thermal

cc.ntribut ions

Oebye model.
(See Part II for a ❑ ore
discussion
of this prfxedure of EOS
generation. )
The EOS
every-where.

is thermodynamically

f rm

a

detailed

consistent

Hugoniot experiments
have been performed
by R. C. FicQueeII for Nevada t ff starting at
initial densities
of 1.8 glcm Y and 1.54 g/cm3.
(These densities
are porous relative t. the
reference density of this EOS. ) Agreement
with
these experiments
is fair.
The
by using

two-temperature
tables were derived
the code TUOTEMP a“d are “c.fsy.

7111-2

7111-3

(% rN)3
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SESAME
Material:
Uater [Ref.
composition:
H20

07150

1]

Originator:

F. H. Ree (Lawrence I.ivennore
National Laboratory)
of Or~:
June 1977

Date
T
,;:t::y:1;;4q’
300<

301
T<g(cY4~~o~~0g/cm3
BASIC

PRYSICAL

PATA

~ - 6.0053
7 - 3.3333
P. - 0.9982

g/cm3

P(T - 298.15 K, po) - 3.092 x 10-3 Cpa
E(T = 298.15 K, p ) = 1.942 n 10-2 Ftl/kg
T(P - 10-6 CPa, p:) - 295.29 K
●

647,3

Pc =

●

P= -

●

calculation)
21.&08 MPa (calculated)
0.305 g1cn3 (calculated)

Tc -

I@oniot

K (from

Fit:

●

LheOretical

US - 1.4829

E(IS

+ 2.1057

U

0~1744 U 2 + 0.010085 6 3 km/s
(used fnpcalculat{on
ofpEOS)
DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS
--

This is a wide-range,
high-quality
equation of e.tate for water.
several
different
theoretical
models were us+d
generate
it :
1)

_
- calculates
the FOS of a
heterogeneous
mixture .ontalning
c~POnents

(H, H2,

O, 02,

7150-1

OH,

and

to

gaseous
H20)

a“d

liquid components
(R O) .sfw
tfw
Becke~Klst
lakowsky -4 ilson equation.
Ionization
is assumed to be negligible.
The T1f%R region extends in density from 2
x 10-6 glCIn3 to 2.5 X 10-2 g/cm3 , and in
temperature
frcin 0.1 eV to 1.0 eV.
2)

OCCIPITAL
- used In the high-temperature,
low-density
region in which H o is
cunpletely
dissociated
into e ? ectrons,
ions, and neutral atomic hydrogen and
oxygen.
The concentrations
of each of
these species is obtained with the Saha
equation, and the thermodynamic
properties
are calculated
asswming
that each
cc+mporwnt of the mlxt”r, behaves like a.
ideal gas.

3)

TFCMIX - uses ‘flIcanas-FemIitheory to
calculate an electronic
EOS.
The
Kirzhnits
correction
is added to account
for the wave nature of electrons
and the
Nuc l.?ar
electron exchange contribution.
the EOS are based on
contributions
plasma theory, Monte Carlo- Coulmob fluid
calculations,
and solid GrUnefsen-Deby.s

to

theory at low temperatures.
TIIe TFCMIX
region covers high demsitles at
temperatures
greater than bO eV.
~)

- &low
temperatures
of 40 eV and
at pressures below 15 CPa on the cold
curve, MASTER was used to
pknomenologically
correct the EOS for
atomic shell structure and electronic
correlations.
This is to ensure that the
experi!wntal
Hugoniot data will be
reproduced.

7150-2

5)

Experimental

Region

- covers

temperatures

~~a~”~~,~vg~~m~

o’ev”ndd~n~ities
,inalytic fits to I,,,
three
different experimental
sources wer. used
to generata the EOS In this area:
Schnldt’s
steam table [Ref. 2] , Rurnham’s
static compression
data [Ref. 3], and
Bridwan’s
data [reported in Refs. 4 and
51.

Hugonfot

data

are

reproduc.+d well

by this

Eos.
RSFERSNCES
1. A compleLe description
of this EOS is giveu
in F. H. Ree, “Equation of State of Water, ”
Lawrence Livermore
Labortory
report
UCRL-52190
(December
1976).
2. E. Scfmidt, Properties
of Water and Steam
SI-Units
(ClarendonPress,
oxfOrd, 1969).
—.
3. C. W. Burnham, J. R. Holloway,
and
Properties
N. F. Davis, “Themdynamic
1$0 to 1000 C and
Society of ~erica
(1969).
h. M. H. Rice
Phys.
~,

1 kbar,”
Special

and J. !4. Walsh,
824 (1957).

J.

5. C. A. Gurtman, J. W. Kirsch, and
C. R. Hastings, J.
APPI.
Phys.
(1971).
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SESAME +1152
Material:
Water [Ref. 1]
Composition:
R o
0ri8in8tor:
Na ? ionnl Burau
of Standards
Date of Origin: May 1981
of
Tables
Included:
301
VW
Limits: 10
< p < 1.4 glcm3
250 < T < 4000 K
BASIC

PlfYSICAL

DATA

- 6.00511
;.
3.33333
P. - 0.99978

gtcm3

P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 298.15
K, PO)
T(P - 10-6 CPa, po)

= 601643 x 10-3 cPa
- 0. I04z3 W/k8
- 281.8
K

DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS

This EOS for water was calculated
frmn
analytic equations which ~re
derived by the
National Bureau of Standards frcm! fitting
experimental
data.
The data selected for the
derivation
of the thermodynamic
surface were
primarily P-p-T data, but they also used data
for the enthalpy of the saturated
liquid and
for the Isothermal
compressibility
of the
liquid below 100°C.
rne thermodynamic
surface
covers a ranBe from the freezing point to 4000
K and fr.m the dilu-e gas to well in excess of
1 CPa.
The liquid and gaseous states for
The
undissociated
water are described.
reference state is defined to be the liquid at
the triple point, for which state the internal
enerBy and entropy are zero.

7152-1

Beware that, although this equation of
state 18 very accurate , tiw range of
temperature
and density covered 1s limited.
RSFERRNCE
1. L. Haar and J. S. Gallagher,
“A
Thermodynamic
Surface for Water: 3%e
Formulation
and Computer Programs, ”
National Bureau of Standards internal
report B1-2253 (my
19B1).

7152-2
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SF.SAFW #7160
Haterial:

Oeutero-polye thylene (branched,
canplet.sly deuterated)

cOmpOs’tiOv’F%well
!?Q.lQ2YQE.
Date of Origin: September
1982
g%
of ‘Tables Included:
301, 3030
306
Limits: O < p < 2.0949 X 103 g/cm3
—0<T<1.16X109K
BASIC
7L-

7=
PO -

PHYSICAL

304,

3050

DATA

5.3468
2.666667
1.047>

g/.-m3

P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 297i 15 K, po)
T(P = 1(3-& CPa, po)

= 2.36 3 x 10-L cPa
- -6.3649 X 10-5 M.3/kg
= 298 K

—DESCRIPTION
This
07171.

EOS

is an

OF PtNSICS

isotopic

7160-1

scaling

of SESAME

‘,\ ‘\ ,

\, ‘\.\
‘.,,’\;\

“,\, \

r
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7160-3

m

N

I

-
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7160-4

SESAKE
14aterfal: Polyethylene
[Sef. 11

#7171
(branched,

:E:::::P:LW.ll
Date of Origin: September
1982
~
of Tables Included: 301, 303,
306
=:
O < p < 1.832 X 1 3 g/cm3
8
O<
T<1.16X1OK
BASIC
x-

PHYSICAL

low-density)

304,

305,

DATA

4.6757

2 - 2.6667
p. - 0.916 g/cm3
P(T - 298.15 K, PO) - 9.0859 X 10-5 CPa
E(T - 298 151(, p ) - -5.1977 X 10-5 K7/kg
T(P - 10-6 GPa Po? - 298 K
Y. -

●

E

-

C oh

0.561 (used in calculatfcm)
(calculated
frcm experimental
values for
the constant pressur* heat capacity,
the
isentropic bulk mod”lua, and the
ther-1
expansion
coefficient
at Po)

●

‘binding

1.03 $! J/kg [estimated
frc.n Ref.
3.35 MJ/kg (used i“ calculation)
- -1.6323 MJ/kS
(set so that zero of energy
F-O and T-295.15 K)

7171-1

2]

1s at

Hugoniot

Fit: US

- 2.5331 + 1.7648 U
- 0.0469
U 2 !an/s for 0.7 t Up <
4?9 km/s [Ref. 3]
(used in calculation
of cold curve)

DESCRIPTIOFJ
This

OF PHYSICS

is an equation

of state

for brancbed

(low-density)
polyethylene.
l%. models used
to generate this 7.0S do not expl icity treat
polyethylene
as a polyner; hc%.w+r,
since
experimental
data are used in the models, the
polymeric nature 1s implicitly
included
in
parts of the EOS.
The

EOS

for polyethylene

is treated

as

the sum of three contrib”tfons:
zero kelvin,
thermal electronic,
and solid lattlce
vibrations.
The cold curve was calculated
at
low densities
in compression
frmn experimental
Hugoniot data assuming a MieGrUneisen
model.
~is
was smoothly
joined onto high-density
Thanas_Ferai-D
rac calculations.
For
p < 0.911
glcm ~ , the cold curve was calculated
with an analytic Lennard-Jones
formula with an
=-6
attractive
term.
The

thermal

electronic

contributions

to

the EOS were calculated
with
Thcmas-Fermi-Oirac
theory assuming an average
atomic weight
of k.6757 and an averaxe atomic
number of 2.666667.
The solid lattice vibrations
were
descrfbed by a Oebye model which was modified
to extrapolate
to an ideal gas at high
temperatures
or low densities.
At densities
below reference
density, a virial expression
was used .

7171-2

Thin EOS does not lncltnie effects for the
glass transitions
or melting.
Also, it has
van der uaals loops in expansion
instead of a
Maxwell construction.
Hugoniot data are reproduced very well by
this EOS.
Static
measurements
of
preoaure-vol-e-temperature
data were also
compared with theory, and agreement
was WI thin
0.12% to 2.91%, except for one data point in
the

liquid

state.

This EOS
everywhere.

is thermodyn. m!cally

consistent

RSFSRSNCES
of this EoS is given
1. k cc?aplete description
in F. tbwell, “A Simple EOS for Branched
(bw-Den6ity)
Polyethylene,”
Los Nimos
National Laboratory
report LA-9559-MS
(October 1982).
2. C. U. Bunn, “The Melting Points
~,
Polymers, ” J.
Polym.
Sci.

of Chain
323

(1955).
3. S. P. Harsh,
(University
1980).

LASL

Shock

of California

7171-3

Hugoniot
Press,

Data,
Berkeley,

(W)) d
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.
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m
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#7180

SESMS
Material:
Polyethylene
Composition:
C112

(f.tarlex) [Ref.

Originator:
F. Oowell
Date of Origin: September
1982
VP.! of Tables Included: 301, 303,
Llmfts:

1]

304,

305,

O < p < 1 908 x 1
0<
‘T< 1“
. ,6 x ,oig;’3”m3

BASIC PHTSICAL

DATA

~ -

4.6757
z - 2.6667
P. - 0.9s4 glcm3
P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 298 15 K, po)
T(P - 10-b GPa, PO)
V. -

●

x
x

;0-5 Cpa
10-5 W/kg

0.739 (used in calculation)
( calculated
from experimental
values
for isentropic bulk modulus,
thermal expansion
coefficient,
and
con8tant pressure heat capacity at PO)

50 - 4.48
E

- 7.8334
- -5.200
- 298 K

-*
coh

CPa
4.00

[Ref.

2]

M.S/kg (“id

in calculation)

(This is higher than the estimated
experimental
value. )
Hugoniot

Fit:

●

Us - 2.8233 +
::r0.0339 u ~“g;:
0.7 < U ‘< 5.4 km/s
[Ref. 2T (used in
calculation
of EOS)

7180-1

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

mis
10 an equation of state for
“linear””, high-density
polyethylene
(Marlex) .
The models used to generate this EOS do not
explicitly
treat Marl, x as a polyner; however,
since experimental
data are used in the
models, the polymeric nature of fiarlex is
implicitly
included
in parts of the EOS.
The cold curve of this EOS vas calculated
at low densities
from *experimental Nugoniot
data assuming a tUe-GrUneisen
model.
l%is
low-pressure
part of the cold curve was
smoothly joined onto high-density
zero-degree
calculation.
Thanas-Fexml-Dira
At p ( 0.949 glcm $ , the cold curve was
calculated
with an analyt ic Lennard-Jones
fonda
with ..IIr-6 attractive
term.
The thermal electronic
contributions
to
the EOS were calculated
with
‘i%omas-Fermi-D irac theory assuming an average
atomic weight of 4.6757 and an average atomic
number of 2.666667.
‘the solid lattice vibrations
were
calculated
with a Debye model which was
modified
to extrapolate
to an ideal gas at
high temperatures
or low densities.
At
densities
below reference density, a virial
expression
was used.
The solid binding
-1.6836 MJ/kg in order
to be at PO and T-

glass

energy was set to
for the zero of ener6y
298.15K.

I%is EOS does not include
tran6tti0ns
or melting.

7180-2

effects
It has

for

the

van

der uaaln

Uaxwell

loops

in expansion

instead

of a

construction.

Hugoniot
data are reproduced
very well by
this EOS.
Static ❑ easurement
presa”revolme-tmperature
data were also
compared with theory, ad
agreement
ws
wlthim
O-5% in density, except for one data pof”t in
the liquid state.
The thermodynamic
19 good everywhere.

consistency

of this

f!OS

RSPESENCES
1. A c.mplete description
of this EOS is given
in F. l)owell, “A Simple EOS for “Linear”
(Hi8h Censlty) Polyethylene
(Marl ex),” Los
A2mnos National
Laboratory
report
LA-95 fA-MS (November
1982).
2. S.

P. Marsh,

(University
1980).

LASL Shock
of California

7180-3

Hugoniot
Press,

Data
Berkeley,

(%!3) d

7180-5

.

T

>

1)

3

—

)
.
mm

7180-6

SESAME

*7190

Material:

Teflon (Polytetraf luoroethylene)
[Ref. 11
Corn osition: CF
Originator:
F’. &well
and J. D. Johns.on
Date of Ori?,in: August 1982
Type of Tables Included: 301, 303, 304, 305,
~,m,t,:

~ ‘ , , ~o,o~
O<

T<l.16X

, &cm3
IOK

BASIC

PHTSICAL

IIATA

x16.669
2 = 8.0
PO - 2.152

UfCM3

P(T - 298.15 K, pO)
E(T - 298 15 I(, po)
T(P - 10-& GPa, PO)
Y. -

0.455

●

(used

- 1.0574 x 10-~ Cp.q
- -1.5399 X 10-5 MJ/kg
- 298 K
in calculat{o”)

(calculated
frca experimental
values for
the constant pressur+ heat capacity,
the isentropic bulk modulus,
th.srrml expansion
coefficient
E

C oh

- 0.324
1.150

●

‘binding

-

●

a“d the
at Do)

M, J/kg Iestimated
frmn Ref.
M. I/kg (used in calculation)
-0.44658

2]

M.J/kg

(set so that zero of energy
P-O and T-298.15 K)

7190-1

is at

Hugoniot

Fit:

U$ - 1.571 + 1.961 U
- 0.0537 UP2
km/s for 0.6 < 8
< 4.4 ku./s
(used in calculation
of
cold curve) [Ref. 31

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

Teflon is a polymer which is a chain of
❑ olecules.
CF
lle models used to generate
th ! s EOS do not explicitly
treat teflon as a
polymer; hcm..ever, since experimental
data are
used in the models,
the polymertc .atur.! is
implicitly
included
in parts of the EOS.
The EOS for teflcm is treated as the sum
of three contributions:
zero kelvin, thermal
electronic,
and solid lattice vibrations.
The
cold curve was calculated
at low de”nlties
in
compression
frcm experimental
Hugoniot data
mis
was
assuming a t4ie-Criineisen model.
smoothly
joined onto high-dent.ity
For
Th.amas-Fermi-Dirac
calculations.
p < 2.160 g/cm3, the cold curve was calculated
with an analyt ic Lennard-Jones
f orm”la WI th an
~-6 attractive
term.
The thermal electronic
contributions
to
the EOS were calculated
with
Than8s-Fermi-Dirac
theory ass.mln8 an average
atomic weight of 16.669 and an average atomic
““mbtir of B.
Th+ solid lattice vibrations
were
calculated
with a De bye model which vas
modified
to extrapolate
to an ideal gas at
high temperatures
or low densities.
At
densities
below reference density, a virial
expression
was used.

7190-2

This EOS does not include effects for
structural
transitions,
the glass transition,
or me1tin8.
Also, it has van der Uaals lWPS
in expansion
instead of a Maxwell
construct ion.
Hugoniot data are reproduced
very well by
thts Ens.
Static measurements
of
pressure-vo lume-temperature
data were also
compared with theory, and agreement
was within
3-8% in density.
This EOS
everywhere.

1s thermodynamically

consistent

REFERENCES
1. A cmplete
description
of this EOS is given
in F. Oowell and J. D. Johnson, “A Simple
EOS for Polytetraf Iuoroethylene
(Teflon) ,“
Los Alamos National Laboratory
report
LA-9439-MS
(August 1982) .
2. C. W. Slunn, “The Melting Points
Polymers, ” J.
Poly . Sci.
16,
-i. S. P. Marsh, LASL Shock Hup,oniot
@&rsity
of California
Press,

7190-3

of Chain
323 (1955).
Data
Berkeley,

\

mr-.nm-

,.. ,

(WJ3)d

7190-5
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5’1

Wrnl

7190-6
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SESAME
?%terial:

t7242

Ltthi

~ion.
~i~wu’’’fd’
Originator:
J. Abdallah and J.
Date of Origin: September
1981
‘TYPe of Tables
Limits:

Included:

D. Johnson

303,

x ~w
O

glcm 3

PMYSICAL

DATA

O < p < 1.564
OCT<3.7X1OK
BASIC

301,

304,

305,

X = 4.041397
z - 2.0
P. = 0.78201 glcm3
P(T = 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 29~L15 K, PO)
T(P - 10
CPa, PO)

- 0.35756 CPa
- 0. L5727 U.I/kg
- 25.50 K

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

3%1s EOS for lithlum de”terfde
was
created by isotonically
scall”~ SESAME t7370
(lithium hydride).
The original
lithium
hydride EOS was calculated
with the standard
Sa rnes-Cowa~Rood
method.

7262-1

(W)

d

7242-3

L
o

m
(W/ml

3

7242-4

SESA!U? 87243
Material:
Lithi m neuterfde
8
Composition:
Li D
Originator:
K. Trainer
Date of Origin: February
1983
Ty x of Tables Included: 301,
Limits:

304,

305,

10-4 <p<lo’’gcm
0<
T<2.3x
IOK
BASIC

i - 6.0
2 - 2.0
- 0.802
Po

PWSICW

-b
10

DATA

glcm3

P(T = 298.15 K, p ) = 1.4195
E(T - 298 15 K, p“) = 1.5232
T(P =

303,

~’of

cPa,

PO)

- 2.24605

CP.g
t4J/kg
X 10-L K

B. = 32.2 CPa [Kef. 1]
* 30 GPa (used in calculation)
DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

This equation of state for Li60 was
generated
with a fast-response
method.
First,
an electronic
EOS was calculated
with
ThOms-Femi-Dirac
theory.
3k
corrections
were added to that basis: a“ io” correction
based on a model by R. D. Cc%.an and an
empirical
correction
which forces the
experi.me”t.al zero-pressure
density and bulk
❑ odulus to be reproduced.
In the case of this
EOS, however, a bulk modulus of 30 CPa was
used instead of the experimental
value of 32.2
GPa in order for the experimental
Hugoniot
data to be reproduced.
zle theoretical
EOS
wa8 tweaked to match a series of Hugoniot

7243-1

experiments

by S. P. mr~h
[Slef. 1].
(There
are six sets of data, five of which start at
initially
porous densities. ) The reference
density used for this EOS (0.802 g/cm3) is
based on matiuremen
B by S. P. Marsh and
assumes that the Li t o sample 18 c.mtaminate,j
with 2 wt~ of water.
This EOS is not designed to be accurate
at low temperature
(<0.5 .eV), particularly
in
the vapor-l iq”id coexistence
re8ion in
expansion.
Also, zero pressure
is at the
reference
density on the cold curve, not at
room temperature.
The EOS
eve rywltere.

1s thermodynamically

consistent

RSPES.SNCE
1. S. P. ~r8h,6’’Hu80niot
fOr Li H, Li O, Liw,
Scientific
Laboratory
1972).

Equati.a”s of State
and LinD,lo LOS A2~OS
report LA-4942
(July,

7243-2

7243-3

Wml

7243-6
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SES~

t7252

Material:
Lithia-Boris
Glass [Ref. 1]
Composition:
Li O
27.7 atZ
72.3 atz
8
82 2
Originator:
C. 1. Kerley
Date of Origin: November
1978
of Tables Included: 301
a~
w:
10
“ < p < 4.J x 103 glm?
0<
T<3.710K
BASIC
x = 13.074
26.601
P. - 2.215 g/cm3
P(T - 298.15

PHYSICW

DATA

(at T-298 .15K)

K, po)

E(T - 298 15 K, po)
T(P = io-~ GPa, po)

- -0.61824
- 8.2511
= 435.46

CPa
x 10-3 M. J/kg
K

V. - ● 1.2 (used in calculation)
B. - 56.04 CPa (measured
In shock
experiments)
E

coh

- 60.7

wave

U.1/kg

(estimated
from cohesive
separate components)
DESCRIPTION

energies

of

OF PHYSICS

HuSoniot data for iithia-boria
glass a“d
for Lindeman glass show a solid-solid
phase
transition
at approximately
9 CPa.
Two
separate EOS tables were computed for the two
phases and then merged to create a mult iphase
EOS.
The phase transiti.m
on each isotherm is
located at the point at which the press.”res
and Gibbs free energies of the two phases are
equal .

7252-1

The cold curves for each of the equations
of ~tate were computed from the Bhock wave
data assuming a Mie-cruneise”
model.
‘me
GrUneisen
parameter wan asstmwd to be of the
form:

y(p)

For

the

- yo(Po/P)

low density

PC, - 2.215
Y. - 1.2

% =

+ ;(1

- PJP)2

.

phase,

glcm3

,

, and

5.03 +

1.4 up kmls

.

lle slope of the Ifugoniot relation
chosen on the assumption
that the phase
transition
occurs at 9.2 GPa.
For the high density phase,

P. - 2.7 glcm3

To

%

- 1.2

,

, and

= 5.4 + 1.38 Up km/s

7252-2

.

was

3’he reference
density of the hi&134nfity
phase was estimated by extrapolating
the
Sugoniot data to zero pressure.
The calculation
of the EOS for both
phases also included nuclear vi bratior and
electronic
excitation
contributions.
The
nuclear term was calculated
with a Debye model
which was modified
to go to an ideal Ens at
high temperatures.
The electronic
contributions
were calculated
with the
l%oma&Ferml-Dl
rac mdel.
Above temperatures
of 0.22 eV, a Unxwell
cone.tructlon wan performed
in the vapo~llquid
Below 0.22 eV,
coexistence
region.
van der waals loops (negattve preeauren)
were
retained
In order to have a tension region for
npall models.

of

this EOS with
The agreement
experimental
ISugoniot dat.s 1s very good
( lncltxfin.smodeling
The

of the

phase

transition).

glanm
equstlon
of rotate
at

lithla-boria

high
in ❑ ost accurate near the Nugoniot and
temparaturea
(due to inclumion of
Thamas-Fenl-Dirac
electronic
excitations).
The vapor

dam

The EOS
everywhere.

re8ion

is reasonable.

1s thermodynamic.sl ly conmiatent

RSFSSENCE
1. C. I. Kerley, “An EOS for Lithia-Boris
Scientific Laboratory
class, ” 2.0s Al=oo
Oistrlbution
memorandm
T- GBL-5
(o=C-&~
11, 1978).

to

7252-3

RKJ)d

7252-5

.
(ww

3

7252-6

Material:
Salt [Ref.
ti~osltlon:
NaCl

1]

Originator:
A. Flerts and
Date of Origin: November
TYPE of Tables Included:
w:

O < p<
2.16x
116<
T<5.8x108K
BASIC

N. Nngee
1981
301

]o~g/cd

PHYSICAL

DATA

x - 29.2214
2-14
- 2.A65 glcm3
Po
P(T - 298.15 K, po) - 0.26335 CPS
E(T - 298.15 K, Po) - 8.4061
X 10-2 lU/k.g
(lhere is no zero- preac..re point in
this table. )
DESCRIPTION

OF PHTSICS

The equation of 8tate for nalt warn
calculated
with a cede developed by A. !terto
which prcd.cea an EOS wh!ch is similar i“
spirit to those gemtrated with the
Barn? a-Cowan-Rood
prccedure.
The zero-de8ree
ieothtrm was calculated
fr.m an analytic
expression
which wan adjusted
to reproduce
e~eri~ntal
Hui?onlot data, the cohesive
energy, and tk
tennile strength.
The
analytic
formula ●nsures that the experimental
zero-pressure
density and bulk modulus are
reproduced . The therr.sl elect rmic
contributions
to the EOS at fi”fte
temperatures
were calculated with Thomas-Pemi
theory.
The thermal nuclear
bsed
on a ❑ odel by l%mpaon
in the following
formulas:

7281-1

cent ributionn are
and are embodied

‘“ - ‘N”kTW-#
En - 1. 5NokT

[~]

r is the Crlh!eisen ratio, and o is ●n
interpolation
function of detwity ● d
the equmtiont
to
taperaturs
which ● now
smothly
transit frm
low to high temperature.

the

Mquld-mpor
The boundary of
●t
coexiwtente
region 1s found by determining
what prennure for a given temperature
thst
Gibbs frea energy is ●qual
the upper mnd
lower &nsitlec..
Inside the two-phase region,
tlw presmure is nde
conm-nt
(eqtml to tbt
value on tht boundary) , whereas the energy is
● linear
interpolation
between the valuem at
tba u~r
and lower den. itlea.

tfu

at

Thin

EOS

is thermod~ically
connfsteat
It 16 fairly good throughout
of the solid and vapor regions, though
lnaccwate
in the vicinity of the crttical
point .

moat

●ve ryuhere.

lWlfSSNCS
1. The mthod
dasctlbed
Jr. , ‘Utw

of gernrati~
thfs EOS 1s
R.
we,
in A. L. Nerto ●od N.
Temperature
Squation of Stata for
lelltiftc bbaratory

Wtda,” Ia9A2w-t

*5@Q3

EC

(J~wv

1281-2

1973).

(W!))d

7281-3

7!

(Winl
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7281-4

.

SESA!W, #7330
Haterial:
Calcium Carbonate
[Sef. 1]
C4mp08%t10n:
CaC03
Originator:
F. H. Ree (Lavrence Livermore
National Laboratory,
of Origin: 1981

Date

H-Division)

of Tables Included: 301
TPw
Limits: 0.25 < p < 1000 g/ m3
6 K
3OO<T<2.9X1O
BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

~ - 20.0179
z - 10.
P. “ 2.71 g/Cm3
P(T - 298.15 K, p ) - 1.501 x 10-2 Gpa
E(T - 29~&i5 K, p:) - 1.200 X 10-2 HJ/k8
T(P - 10
K
CP8, PO) -290.11
Tm - ● 1612 K (ueed
Y. - ● 0.55
‘D

(used

- ● 900 K (used

Ru80nic.t Fit:

in calculation)

[Ref.

2]

in calculation)
in calculation)

* Us - 4.2 + 1.85 Up
kmfs
(used

DESCltI~ItN

- 0.1

UP2

in calculation)

OF PHYSICS

This is a high-quality,
wide-range,
multiph8se
EOS hich
incorporates
neveral
different
physical models:
1)

~

- A srni-empirical

the CrUnefsen
for the solid

model

which

uses

model to calculate
the EOS
(aswmed
to be harmonic).

7330-1

The solid is also assumed to be in the
aragonite
phase, except for the room
temperature
isothemn which includes a
metaatable
phase transition
frcm aragonlte
to calcite.
The liquid state is
calculated
by ❑edifying the solid free
energy by an entropy correc Lion associated
with loss of order.
The GKAY reglo
Y
rom densities
of 2.71 glcm
to
ext ends
4
8.o gfcm
and from tcsnperaturtis of
0.025 eV to 1.0 eV.
2)

TICS R/CHE~ - These models were used in the
low-temperature,
Iom- density rep,ion which
is sensitive
to the chemical equilibrium
between CaCO
and the dissociated
species
of Caco ~1. T CER calculates
gaseous EOS
propert es of the mixture using a
Becke FKistiakowsky-Ul
Ison model . cHEQ
was used 1. the vapor- solld region to
determine
the equilibrium
concentrations
of the chsmical speci?s by the
eXtent-Of-?eactlOn

variable

method.

3)

OCCIPITAL - This model covers the
—high-temperature,
low-density
region in
which CaCO
is assumed to be completely
dfssociate~
into electrons,
ion,, and
neutral atoms.
l%e concentrations
of each
of these species are obtained frcm the
Saha equcl on,
and the thermodynamic
properties
are calculated
assuming
chat
each component
of the mixtur.? behaves like
an ideal gas.

4)

=
- calculates
electronic
contributions
to the EOS using
Tho=s-Fermi
theory WI th Ki rzhnlts
corrections
for the wave nature of
electrons and the electron exchange

7330-2

contribution.
Nuc Lear contributions
are
calculated
with a CrUneisen
model at lW
temperature
and the .o”e-ccnaponent
-plasaa
model at high temperature.
Agreement
between the theoretical
Hugonfot and experiments
is gocd above
pressures
of 20 CPa.
REFERENCES
1. A cca.plete description
of this EOS is given
of State of CaC03
in F. H. Ree, “Equatio”s
and Its mixtures
W2 th H20, ” Lawrence
Livemx. re National Laboratory
report
UCRL-53113
(March 1981).
2. R. C. Weast , CRC Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics (CRC Press, Inc. , cleveland,
Ohio, 1977-1978).

7330-3

iW3)d

7330-5
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.
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SESAMS

41371

Material:
Lithium Hydride
composition:
L!nn
Originator:
K. Trainer
Oate of Origin: September
1981
Ty F of Tables Includ@ : 30
i
Limits: 10
< p < 10* ~lcm
116<
T<
1.86.
108K
flA..ICPHYSICAL
x - 4.0
2 = 2.0
p. = 0.775

DATA

g/cm3

P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T = 298 15 K, po)
T(P = 10-& CPa, po)

- 0.8315 CPa
- 0.84589 f41/kg
- 13.55 K

B. - 31.4 CPa [Ref. 1]
● 28 GPa (input
into calculation)
Hu80ni0t

Fi t: U5 = 6.L26 + 1.167 Up
[Ref. 1]
nlXCRIPTION

km/s

OF PHTSICS

The equation of state for7LinH assumes
that natural llthium (92.5% Li
and 7.5% Li6)
with
is In the compound . It was generated
Thomas-Ferm%
theory for the electronic
part of
the EOS and with a Cowan model for the ion
h
empfrical correction
was also added
EOS.
to ensure that the zero-pressure
experimental
In order to match the
density is reproduced.
Hugoniot

experiments,

a bulk

modulus

of 28 CPa

(instead of the experimental
value of 31.4
GPa) was used in the empirical
correct ion
packase.

7371-1

The LIH zerc-degree
isotherm compares
moderately
well with APW band theory
cmlcu2ations
by F. Perrot [Ref. 2] , although
a
19 glcm3, the APW zero-degree
pr.essur+ is
approximately
20% lcwer.
Thennodynamfc
every-here
except

consistency
is gocd
in the two-phase region.
REFERENCES
——

1. S. P. Marsh
“Hugoniot
Equations
of State
of LihH, Li6D, LinH, Lin D,” LOS A2 amm$
Sclent if ic Laboratory
report LA-4942
(July
1972).
2. F. P&rrot,
(1976).

Phys.

stat.

7371-2

sol.

(B) U,

S17

7371-3

*
.
N

7371-4

SESAHE

+7380

Material:
Quartz
Composition:
S1O
Origirutors:
J. i arnes and J.
Date of Origin: August 1973
of Tables Included: 301,
9P
u:

g : ; : :.;0:

BASIC

Rood
303,

304,

305,

;.$;:./..3

PHYSICAL

DATA

~ - 20.028
10.0
2P. = 2.204 glcm3
P(T - 298.15
K, PO)
E(T - 298 15 K, po)
T(P = 10-6 GPa, Po)
B. - ● 37.05
E

C oh

= 28.6

CPa

- 0.82538 CPa
- 0.18958 MJ/k8
- 3.662 X 10-4 K

(“s.4

f4J/kg (used

f“ calculation)
in calculation)

(calculated
by adding
of each compound)
IJD - ● 494
Hugoniot

K (used

Pit:

cohesive

energies

in calculation)

km/s
US - 1.3 + 1.s6 u
(for hixh-pr~ssure

DESCRIPTION

[Ref.

1]

phase)

Of PHYSICS

This equation of state is undocumented.
However,
it was most likely generated
with the
Barws-Cowan_Rood
proced”rti.
Above 1 .?V, the
electronic
part of the EOS was calculated
with
Thcmaa-Qemi-Di
rac theory using an average
atodc
weight of 20.028 and an average atomic

7380-1

number of 10.
The
curve co”trfbutlons
R. D. Covan.

nuclear thermal and cold
are based on a model by

The lortempsrature
EOS was treated
in a
special manner since quartz has a solid-solid
phase transition.
e reference density of
?l
quartz is 2.20b gfcm
with a bulk modulus of
37.05 cPa.
But the hfgh-densi
y phase has an
!4
apparent density of 4.285 gfcm
a“d bu2k
modulus of 560 CPa.
So for the cold curve,
two separate calculations
using the
These
modified+brse
model were performed.
were Joined at a point determined
by the phase
transition
shown In the Hugoniot data.
The
thermal nuc Iear cent ribut ions to the EOS
1 eV were based cm a O-sbye model.
The EOS
everywhere.

is thermodynnmicnlly

below

consistent

Tne turn-temperature
tables were
by the code TUOTQ4P and are noisy.

derived

REXERSNCE
1. S. P. Marsh,
(University
1980).

LASL

Shock

of California

73S0-2

H“gonfot
Preaa,

Data
Berkeley,

73ao-3

.

.
mmQ3

7380-4

-

?’

sF.sA2fS#73sl
Material:
Quartz
COmpoOiti.n:
S102
Originator:
R. C. A2bers
Date of Origin: February
TPPe of Tables Included:
=:

O<p
O<

1981
301,
3?’

<2.04x10
1

303,

glcm

306,

305,

3

T<lcJeV

BASIC

PHYSICAL

DATA

~ - 20.028
z.
10.0
- 2.204 glcms
Po
P(T - 298.15 K, PO) - 1.692 x 10-2 GPa
E(T - 298 15 K, Po) - 0.4241 M.J/kg
T(P - 10-* cPa, Clo) - 292.66 K
Y. - ● 0.036 (uned in calculation)
B. - ● 36.6 GPa (used in calculation)
Poisson

ratfo

E

● 30.57

coh

-

Rugoniot

Pit:

- 0.167
K7/kg

(“ned

in calculation)

us %
%

4.075 + 1.606 up kds
for
U
< 0.708 kmla
- 5?212 lm/s for 0.708 < Up
< 2.61 !an/s
- 0.801 + 1.69 Up for Up >
2.61 b/s

OEXRIPTIOtJ

OF PHVSICS

The cold curve at low density waa
generated
frcm a special kinked Hugonfoc
(to
aimlate
the effect of a phase transition).

7381-1

Ibis
cold

wla matched onto a Th~B-Ferlli-tli~~C
curve at very high presaurea.
The
electronic
component of the EOS was
calculated
by mixing Thcmn6-Fenai-oirac
EOS’ ●
for milicon and oxygen.
A Cowan model wan
used for the thermal ionic component.
Hence,
this EOS in very Socd for two-temperature

thermal

applications
that subtract off a Cowan
for the ionic deareee of freed-.

7381-2

model

(@
d

7381-3

.
.
(%TW)3

7381-4

*
c1

N

4Q
y
.
*

~-

r

SES6MS #7x32
Materfal:
Quartz [Ref.
C.mmosltion:
Si02

1]

Originator:
Oate
T3’E
-:

F. H. Ree (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory,
H-Oivision)
of Orl Rln: 1976
of Tab Lea Included: 301
1.6 X 10-0 < p < 150 E/cm3
l~6<T<2.9X108K
BASIC

PHVSICAL

~ATA

x = 20.0283

z-lo
Do -

2.65

ulcn3

P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 29~815 K, Po)
T(P = 10
GPa, Po)

- 1.520 X 10-2 CPa
- 0.3379 K7/kg
- 185.67

Tm - ● 1996 K (a-quartz)
T= 2 1.0 ev
exists
amount
0.8 eV,
of the

To

- ● 0.6

Hugoniot

K

(used

in CalCulati.O”)

(Actually,
no true critical po~”t
in the Si02 system because a large
of liquid silicon is present above
and this distorts the character
vaper-liquid
equilibrium. )

(used

Fir:

1“ calculation)

● Us

- 3 9 + 1.85 U
““f

- 0.6374

;’;;~:j:;’~$$:
.
kmfs
(used

P

in calculation)

7382-1

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

Th!s is a wide-range,
multiphase
EOS
which incorporates
five different
theoretical
models :
1)

=
- calculates
the EOS for a
heterc.geneo”s system of mixtures
cent.ai”ing several ~aseous,
liquid, and
solid components
“sing a
Seeker-Kist iakowsky-Wi lson model .
Ionization ,is assumed to be negligible.

2)

GRAY - calculates
the thermodynamic
~ertfes
of the alpha-quartz,
stlshovite,
and 1 iq”ld phases wfng
the
GrUneisen
model.
The solid is assumed to
be harmonic . No internal rotat:on,
vibration,
or electronic
contributions
are
taken into account because the model is
only used below I eV.

3)

0CC2PITAL - u8.2d in the region where the
Si02 molecule
is canpletely
dissociated
Into elect rons, ions, and neutral atoms.
of each
of these
The concentrations
species is obtained with the Saha
equation,
ad
the thermodynamic
properties
are calculated
ass”mirtg that the mixture
behaves
like an ideal gas.

6)

‘2hcaas-Fermi theory to
TFi?41X - “S~S
calculate
an
electronic
EOS.
The
Kirzhnits
correction
is added to accomt
for the vave nature of electrons
and the
electron exchange contrfb”tlon.
A nuclear
correction
based on a model by Warren is
also added.

7382-2

5)

HASTER - phsnomenologically
corrects
the
EOS at low temperature,
low ccmpre~slon
for atomic shell structure, and electronic
correlations.

Agreement
between the theoretical
Hugoniots
and the experimental
data is good
At higher pressures,
however,
below 100 GPa.
the theoretical
Hugoniots
lie below the
exptiriments.
REFERENCE
1. A cc=nplete descrlptfo”
of the EOS is given
in F. H. Ree, “Equation
of State of the
S1 licon Oioxide Systems, ” Lavrence
Livermore Laboratory
report UCRL-52153
(November
1976).

7382-3

7382-5

mm

7382-6

3

SESAME

$7390

Material:
Westerly
C.3uposltlon: S102

Granite
73.9 “t%
16.9 Utz
‘2°3
K20
4.5 “t%
Cao
3.3 “t%
F’eO
2.0 “t%
plus trace wnc..”t~ of .otkr
OriK%nators:
J. Barnes ,md J. Rood
Oate of Or fgin: March 1975
TYw
W:

of Tables

Included: 301, 303, 304,
306
2.0523 X 10-2 <
< 5.254 x Id
E
O<
TC3.7X1OK
BASIC

PKTSICAL

oxides

305,
gfcm3

DATA

X - 20.669
210.272
Do - 2.627

g!cm3

P(T - 298.15 K, po)
E(T - 2913A15 K, po)
T(P - 10
Cpa, Po)

- 0.84726 CPa
- 0.16352 K7/ ~
- 3.578 X 10- k K

(calculated)
Y. - ● 1.9756823
in ~al=~ation)
B. - ● 53.2 CPa (US4
(calculated
E

C oh

frcm

Co - 4.5 km/s)

- ● 27.7 U.7/kg (used

CID - ● 574

K (used

Sfu80niot Fit:

1“ calculation)

in calcu2atfon)

US - 4.93 + 0.372

Up km/s

for

1< U<
2.1
US - 2.103P+ 1.629 U
ti/s for
2.5 < Up < 4.1 ?Ref. 1]

7390-1

DESCRIYTICM
W
EOS for
piecing
calculation,
generated
At high

OF PNYSICS

formal
westerly
together

docaentation
exists
for
the
granite.
However,
f rcm
the nores
made during
the
it seeing
that
the
EOS was
with
the
Rarnes-C.owan-Rood
method.
temperat”rec.
, the EOS was calculated

by mixiw
fOur
MAPU tables:
oxy8en,
sillc.=n,
( The
aluminum,
and a chlorlne-ltke
element.
sll!con
Ef)S was actually
a Z-6caled
aluminum.
The MAPLE tables
are
based
cm
Thomas-F.?
xn!i-Oirac
theory
for
the electronic
part
of the
EOS, ad
the nuclear
thermal
and
cold
curve
contrib”tlons
in the HbPLS tables
are
frcm
a model
by R. D. Cows”.
The cold
curve
of the
granite
calculated
with
a nodifled-!.lorst
low temperature,
nuclear
thermal
based
on a o.?bye
model
were
added
curve
component
of the
EOS.

were
noisy.

The tw-ternperat”re
derived
by the

code

EOS was
model .
At
contributions
to the
cold

tables
for
this
TWT12fP
and are

EOS

RPYERENCE
1.

FL van Thiel,
“Contpendfum
Data, ” Lawrence
Llvennore
UCRL-501O8,
Rev.
1 (1977).

7390-2

of Shock
Laboratory

Wave
report

)

(W3)

7390-3

d

I

7390-4

-r-

Sf?SA?lE

47410

Material:
Alumina
Composition:
Al 03
Originator:
J.
and J.
Rood
i arnes
Date
of Ori&:
November
1972
Ty IN of Tabl+s
Incw:
301,
303,
306
:.: O;6<X31;-:
:“8;
3.97X
QQ&:

BASIC
~ z -

305,

103

glcm3

nATA

20.392
10.

!20 -

3.97

81CM3

P(T - 298.15
K,
E(T-29R15K,p)lo-k
~pa,
T(P 16014

Tc

-

●

Y.
B.

-

1.5273
250 GPa
2.LO CPa

●

PHYSICAL

304,

●

po)

-

0.56333

p:)

-

9.3022
5.6567

GPa
X 10~fi
x 10

Kf/kg
K

K (cal.-ulated)
(calculated)
[Ref.
1]
(“s.4
in calculation)

~.
coh

-

●

On -

●

960 K (used
in calculation)
(determined
frcm measured
value
specific
heat
at room temperature)

H“goniot

29.75

Fi t:

M.f/kg

US -

(used

7 .?16
U
+
p
km/s

7410-1

in

calc”laticm)

1.897
[Ref.

U

of

-0.195
91

DESCRIPTION

OF PNYSICS

No formal
documentation
exists
for
the
aluminum
oxide
equatton
of state.
However,
was most
likely
generated
with
the
Sarnee.-Cowan-Rood
prccedure.
At high
temperature,
the
thermal
electronic
part
of
the
EOS was generated
with
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac
theory
using
an average
atomic
weight
of
20.392
and an average
atomic
number
of 10.
The nuclear
thermal
and cold
curve
contributions
at high
temperature
are
based
a model
by R. D. Cowan.
At low temperature,
the
EOS consists
two contributions:
a cold
curve
calculated
with
a modified-ttorse
model
and a nuclear
thermal
part
based
on a De bye model .
The
everywhere.

wi th

The
the

EOS

is

thermodynamically

of

consistent

two-temperature
tables
code
TUOTBMP and are

were
noisy.

derived

REPESENCES
1.

S. P. Marsh,
(University
1980).

LASL Shock
of California

2.

?t. van Thiel
, “Compemllum
Oata, ” Lawrence
Llvermore
UCRL-5010E,
Rev.
1 (1977).

7410-2

Nugoniot
Press,

of Shock
Laboratory

08ta
Berkeley,

Uave
report

i t

on

mc-’n.

@d!3)d

7410-3

-

7,

,-

.

.
OJ

WMQ3

7L1O-4

0

N

SESANS
Material:
Composition:

87520

Mica

O
56.1
wt.%
Si
16.7
wt%
12.6
wtZ
M
A2
7.6 wt%
Fe
4.5 wt%
H
2.4 r.?t%
Originators:
J.
Sarnes
and J.
O.ste
of Origin:
My
1974
Included:
301,
TYce of Tables
306

Rood
303,
.4

BASIC
~-

P(T
E(T
T(P

305,

x 10” glcd

OATA

13.524
6.8697
2.7 glcm3

2 P.

PNYSICAL

304,

-

298.15
K, Po) - 1.0820
298 15 K, Po) - 0.19713
10 -b Gea,
Po) - 2. S180
OS SCRIPTION

GPa
W/k
10 -8

X

K

OF PHYSICS

at
itwms

●ll
exints
No docunsntation
for the
mica EOS.
Hwever,
probably
gentrated
W1 th the
atandatxl
5.a rnem-Cowm-Rood
method .
See Part
II for
a more
&tailed
dencriptlon
thio
method
of EOS generation.

7520-1

of

7520-3

(WW)

3

7520-4

SESA!4S
Fiaterfal:
Composition:

*7561

Originator:
Date
of
TYPe of

Carbon
Phenolic
[Ref.
1]
64.18
at%
C
H
29.50
at%
o
5.97
at%
0.34
at%
N
J.
O. Johnson
Orip,ln:
April
1981
Tables
Included:
301,
303,

“

~~~~

P.

E

PHYSICAL

OATA

-

X 10-3
CPa
N 10-4
NJ/k8

9.0105
4.648
-

1.45

8k83

K,
= 29E.15
- 298 15K,
- 10-6
GPa*

P(T
E(T
T(P
Y.

305,

~“~l~~o~;~g/cm3
BASIC

xz-

304,

-

coh

●

0.5

-

●

Ifugoniot

(used

Po)
po)
po)
in

-2.2470
1.2573
299 K

calculation)

10CI kc.slfmole
Fit:

(used

in

calculation)

US - 3.05 + 1.0 u
(produced
best
fi?
data
in calculation)
DESCRIPTION

his
to

Hugoniot

OF PNYSICS

The thermal
electronic
part
of this
EOS
was calculated
with
3han8s-Fermi-Dirac
theory
using
an average
atcmic
weight
of 9.0105
and
an average
atomic
numhr
of 4.648.
The
thermal
nuclear
model
used
was CNART D, and
cold
curve
was calculated
frcm
Hugoniot
the

7541-1

data
in the experimental
range
and
Tho=s-Fennl-Dlrac
theory
at high
pressures.
For the
expanded
part
of the
cold
curve,
a
Lennard-Jones
potential
was joined
smoothly
the
derived
cold
curve
utted
in the
compressed
region.
The
ccnnponents
electron

code
EOSLTS merged
tk
various
of the
EOS: nuc lear
thermal,
thermal
, awi cold
curve.

The fit
of the
theoretical
EOS to
Tne user
should
Hugoniot
data
is gocxl.
beware,
however,
that
there
is great
variability
between
one sample
of this
In the expanded
substance
and another.
region,
the
vapor
dome reglort
is very
approximate.
This
EOS has va” der was.ls loops
instead
of a Uaxvel
1 construct
ion.
l%ermodynamic
consistency
is gocd
every.Acre.
RSFERENCE
1.

J. D. Johnson
and
Carbon
Phenolic
,“
Laboratory
report

B. Bennett
LOS Al~OB
LA-917H4s

7541-2

, “W EOS for
fktiOIld
(Narch
1982).

to

-..0

(WY d

7541-3

?1

.—

@im3

7541-4

SESAME ?7S60
Material:
Composition:

Polyurethane
62.3
C
o
23.3
N
7.3
H
7.1
Barnes
Orif+lnators:
J.
Date
of OriRin:
October
of Tables
Included:
Npe

W:

O < 0 6 2.53
0<
TG3.7X108K
BASIC

x=

2 =
P.
P(T
E(T
T(P
B.

-

wt%
!#tz
Wt?.
Vtz
and J.
Rood
197L
301,
303,
j06
3
x 10
g/cm

304,

PHYSICAL

DATA

-

0.83376
0.6592

GPa
M.3/k~4

-

3.6097

x

305,

7.038L
3.7629
1.265

gjC113

K,
- 298.15
= 298 15 K,
- 10 ‘b GPa,
= 5.4

Hugoniot

CPa
Fit:

p )
p:)
po)

[Ref.
US -

10

K

1]
1
u;!

99 + 2.101
Ian/s
[Ref.

DE% RIPTION

U

-

1.351

~]

OF PHYSICS

This
equation
of state
is completely
However,
lt was probably
undocumented.
gemrated
with
the
standard
Barnes-Cowan_Rood
See Part
11 for
a more
detailed
method .
description
of the
pr.xedure.

7560-1

REFERENCE
1.

S.

P.

Marsh

(Univ.2rsity
1980).
2.

, LASL
of

Shock

California

H,!@nioc
.—.
Press,

N. van Thiel,
“Compend Ium
Data, ” Lawrence
Livermore
UCRL-50108,
Rev.
I (1977).

7560-2

of Shock
Laboratory

Data
Uerk.l?v,

‘t<av+
report

L
(@d

7560-3

.
.
. C.J

7560-L

i

SESAf4E
Material:
Polystyrene
Composition:
CN
Originators:
J.
Barnes
Date
of Origin:
January
Ty F-S of Tables
Included:
W:

~ 2 -

P.

P(T
E(T
T(P
T=
Pc

and A.
1976

O < p < 2.088
0<
T<3.7X108K
BASIC
6.51
3.-I
1.044

●
●

x

Lindstrom

301,
303,
306
104 g/cm3

PKTSICAL

OATA

1386il
3.2295

po)
po)
po)

= 1.0008
= 0.81249
- 3.0028

GPa
FL J/k
4
X 10

305,

● 1.18
(used
in calculation)
3.77
GPa [Ref.
1]
GPa [Ref.
2]
&.08

OD -

●

258

K

K (cal
ulated)
x 10 -5 CPa (calculated)

Y. RO -

!lugoniot

30L,

glcm3

= 298.15
K,
- 298 15 K,
= 10 -g cPa,
-

67590

K (used

Fit:

Us

in
-

calculation)

2.746

+

[Ref.

31

DESCRIPTION

1.319

Up kmfs

OP PHYSICS

The polystyrene
equation
of state
was
generated
with
the
standard
Sarnes-Cowan-Rood
procedure.
At higher
temperatures
(probably
above
1 eV) , the EOS was generated
by seal ins
F4APLE table
#18.
The UAPLE table
consists
of

7590-1

an eleCtrOflic
EOS calculated
Thomas-Fe
rmi-Dl
rac
theory
nuclear
thermal
contributions
by R. l). Cowan.

and

with
cold
based

curve
and
on a model

Below
1 eV,
the E(lS is the
sum of tw
contributions:
a cold
curve
based
on a
modified-Morse
model
and n.c iear
thermal
contributions
calculated
with
a De bye model
See Part
11 for
a more
detailed
description
this
method
of EOS generation.
l%e
everywhere.
The
cbe

with

EOS

is

thermodynamically

thu-cemperat”re
code
TwOTSKP

and

consistent

tables
are

were
noisy.

derived

REFERENCES
1.

S.

P.

Marsh,

~;~ersity

2.

Handbook
R. C.
Ohio,

3.

LASL
of

of
Weast,
1976).

Shock

Hugoniot

Ulifomia

(.3muistry
Ed.

Data

Press,

and

Berkeley,

Physics,

(CRC Press,

Cleveland,

“Compendium
of Shock
U. van Thiel,
Oata, ” Lawrence
Live?more
National
Laboratory
report
UCSL-501O8
, Rev.
(1977).

7590-2

Wave
1

.
of

(W)) d

7590-3

.>
WMl

7590-4

3

SESAH3? ?7831
f.laterial:
Originator:
Date
of
~
of
Limits:

Carbon
Liquid
G. 1. Kerl.?y
Origin:
October
1981
Tables
Included:
30
0.23
< p < 100 glcm 4
0<
T<107K
BASIC

A = 12.011
2=6
P. ‘ 3.6878
P(T
E(T

- 298.15
= 298.15

PHYSICAL

DATA

= 47.251
- 4.2909

GPa
H.J/ks

gfcm3
K,
K,

PO)
Po)

DESCRIPTION

OF PHYSICS

‘t%is equation
of state
describes
the
metallic
fluid
phase
of carbon.
Its
purpose
is to aid
in the
design
and
interpretation
of
high-pressure,
shock
wave experiments
based
on
the
impedance-matching
techniques.
The
zero-kelvin
isotherm
(cold
curve)
was
calculated
with
electron
band
thory
based
on
the
self-consistent
, linear-muffin-tln-orbital
The contributions
from
the
(Lf4TO) method.
center-of-mass
mot ion of the
molecules
(nuclear
thermal
contributions)
were
computed
with
the
CRIS hard-sphere
perturbation
theory
for
fluids.
The thermal
electronic
part
of
the
EOS was calculated
with
the
INFERNO code.
lNf EFOiO solves
the
Oirac
equat(on
for
an atom
embedded
in an electron
gas.
Wave functions
and energies
are
ohtalned
for
both
bound
states
and
the
continuum.

7831-1

-d

7831-3

(’%/w

7831-4

3

N

. —
o

SESAME $8180
Material:
Composition:

PBX-9502
(high
C
25.245
H
24.491
N
24.148
o
2h.148
F
1.474
cl
0.494
Originators:
C. Mader
and
Date of Origin:
July
1981
Included:
TYPe of Tables
Limits:

1.4797
X 10-2
O< T<3.7X1OK
BASIC

xzP.
P(T
E(T
T(P

explosive)
at.%
atZ
at%
at%
at.Z
at%
J.
Rood

<

301,
303,
304,
306
X 104
< 3.788

305,
g/cm3

8
PNYSICAL

DATA

GPa
K7/kg
x 10-3

10.980013
5.598617
1.894
glcm3

-

298.15
K,
298 15 K,

po)
po)

-

10-6

po)

-

GPa,

0.5061
0.2674
3.6779

DESCRIPTION
No doctnnentation
models
used
In
unkn own.

the

the

K

OP PHYSICS
exists
for
calculation

this
EOS,
are

The dennitles
and energies
of the
original
EOS vere
sealed
by a factor
of
1.029348
in order
to brfng
the
reference
density
in line
with
the experimentally
mea~ured
value.

8180-1

and

iW5)

8180-3

d

.

.
04

Fwnl

8180-4

3

0

i

1

?’

0

-

!’
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